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Birch, Jessica Elizabeth. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Blood, Tears, and 
Sweat: An Intersectional Excavation of The Literary Vampire in Neoliberal Discourse. 
Major Professor: Bill Mullen. 
 
This project engages in a critical examination of the figure of the sympathetic vampire in 
paranormal romance novels and its relationship to neoliberal individualism, using an 
analytic frame informed by Valerie Smith’s conceptualization of black feminist thinking; 
it focuses on the portrayal of the neoliberal institutions of nationalism, race, 
heterosexuality, and motherhood within Jewelle Gomez’s The Gilda Stories, L.A. 
Banks’s Minion, and Charlaine Harris’s Dead Until Dark. As the ideology of neoliberal 
individualism has shaped the dominant discourse of the United States, neoliberal 
individualism has also remade the discourse of monstrosity with regard to vampires. The 
shifting representation of the vampire in many paranormal romances is profoundly 
conflicted; it often explicitly calls attention to the injustice of social inequalities while 
also implicitly reinforcing institutional ideologies that deny the impact of capitalism and 
reinforce neoliberal individualism. This project illuminates how, within the paradigm of 
dominant neoliberal discourse, paranormal romances with vampire/human liaisons 
construct gender-specific, race-dependent understandings of cultural narratives that draw 









Statement of Argument 
 The proliferation, past and present, of vampires in popular culture texts suggests a 
longstanding Western fascination with the blood-drinking undead. From the initial 
portrayal of Dracula to Harris’s Southern Vampire series, literary vampires have 
generally been portrayed as wealthy, often even aristocratic, while their victims—those 
killed, at least—often are from lower classes. It is no coincidence that vampires have a 
history of being associated with capitalism and conflict between the proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie; analyses of vampire literature have pointed to this, as have metaphors used 
in other contexts that refer to vampires. Relationships between vampires and humans 
have generally been portrayed as antagonistic, although some humans seem torn between 
apprehension of and sexual desire for the vampiric menace. With the advent of Anne 
Rice’s Interview with the Vampire,
1
 however, vampires changed, becoming more 
sympathetic—more “human,” with hopes, dreams, and fears beyond simple blood lust—
and in more recent novels, becoming not only sympathetic, but romantically desirable. 
 Six years after the 1976 publication of Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire 
began a transformation in vampire literature as drastic as the transformation from human 
to vampire, Franco Moretti wrote, “The fear of bourgeois civilization is summed up in 
two names: Frankenstein and Dracula,”
2
 echoing Karl Marx’s association of vampirism 
with capital. From Moretti’s perspective, Dracula’s ability to terrify lies in his association 
with feudal monopoly. As an outsider—unlike the primary human characters in Stoker’s 
novel, who are British, Dracula is Eastern European—and an aristocrat, Dracula was a 
                                               
1 Anne Rice, Interview with the Vampire, The Vampire Chronicles (New York: Ballantine Books). 





metaphor for both the fear of historic feudalism and a creeping anxiety that the claim that 
capital “should be used according to justice” was exactly what Moretti argues it was: “the 
great ideologic lie of Victorian capitalism.”
3
 However, as Moretti points out, and Nina 
Auerbach’s analysis of vampires agrees, “Every age embraces the vampire it needs,”
4
 
because vampires are “personifications of their age.”
5
 
In contemporary United States society, texts about vampires, and, to a lesser 
extent, about other supernatural beings, saturate the market. More than that, the vampire 
mythos is omnipresent; even without having explicitly watched any vampire films or read 
any vampire books, most people are nonetheless familiar with the tropes that define 
vampires. Whether a vampire text reiterates those tropes or contradicts them, its 
interpretation nonetheless depends upon readers’ familiarity with the conventions and 
motifs of the vampire. Indeed, vampires are cultural icons; Ken Gelder points to “the 
tremendous reach of the vampire into the popular imagination,”
6
 as does David McNally 
in his 2011 Monsters of the Market: Zombies, Vampires, and Global Capitalism.
7
 
Critique often conceives of the literary vampire as a boundary-blurrer or boundary-
crosser, one who constantly shifts to keep up with the times and the society. Kinitra 
Brooks argues, “No figure of horror embodies this blurring of the lines like a vampire,”
8
 
and Shannon Winnubst parallels this argument when she states that the vampire contests 
the “strict and rigid and obsessive fascination with boundaries” possessed by “phallicized 
whiteness.”
9
 Teresa Goddu references Nina Auerbach’s statement that “[Each vampire] 
feeds on his age distinctively because he embodies that age,”
10
 a claim that Gelder almost 
echoes when he concludes, “[The vampire] can stand for a range of meanings and 
                                               
3 Ibid., 75. 
4 Nina Auerbach, Our Vampires, Ourselves (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 144. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ken Gelder, Reading the Vampire, Popular Fictions Series (London/New York: Routledge), ix. 
7 David McNally, Monsters of the Market: Zombies, Vampires, and Global Capitalism, Historical 
Materialism Book Series (Leiden, The Netherlands/Boston: Brill). 
8 Kinitra Brooks, "Finding the Humanity in Horror: Black Women’s Sexual Identity in Fighting the 
Supernatural," Poroi 7, no. 2: 3. 
9 Shannon Winnubst, "Vampires, Anxieties, and Dreams: Race and Sex in the Contemporary United 
States," Hypatia 18, no. 3: 1. 







 These statements seem to point to the openness of the vampire—
and, consequently, of vampire texts—for (re)interpretation.  
In his analysis of “tales of monstrosity” (i.e., tales of witchcraft, zombies, and 
vampires), McNally argues that these “fantastic narratives” provide us a way to 
“interrogate the mysteries surrounding the creation and accumulation of wealth in 
modern society.”
12
 McNally provides “a critical theory of capitalism” to address the 
“inability to draw socially informed distinctions” that “incapacitates much postmodern 
theory” and prevents it from seeing “the arena of monstrosity as a site of contestation.”
13
 
In his analysis, he constructs a critical theory of capitalism that sees tales of monstrosity 
by the subaltern as a “warning that monstrous forces prowl our planet, ”
14
 a warning of 
the “profound and thorough-going restructuring of human experience” that is created by 
“commodified labor.”
15
 While my starting point is McNally’s critical theory of 
monstrosity as it relates to capitalism, I shift to considering the ways in which refigured 
monstrosity—specifically, the vampire in paranormal romance novels written during the 
contemporary era of neoliberalism—interacts with institutional ideologies. 
 This project engages in a critical examination of the figure of the sympathetic 
vampire in paranormal romance novels and its relationship to neoliberal individualism, 
using an analytic frame informed by Valerie Smith’s
16
 conceptualization of black 
feminist thinking; it focuses on the portrayal of the neoliberal institutions of nationalism, 





 and Charlaine Harris’s Dead Until Dark.
19
 As the ideology of 
neoliberal individualism has shaped the dominant discourse of the United States, 
                                               
11 Gelder, 141. 
12 McNally, 10. 
13 Ibid., 10-12. 
14 Ibid., 16. 
15 Ibid., 15. 
16  While my analytical approach is explained in greater detail later, this project draws on Smith’s use of 
intersectionality as a mode of analysis to challenge monolithic and universalizing ideas of identity, versus 
the conceptualization of black feminist thinking as focused explicitly and solely on black women’s cultural 
productions. Valerie Smith, Not Just Race, Not Just Gender : Black Feminist Readings (New York: 
Routledge). 
17 Jewelle Gomez, The Gilda Stories: A Novel (Ithaca, N.Y.: Firebrand Books). 
18 L. A. Banks, Minion: A Vampire Huntress Legend, St. Martin's Paperbacks ed. (New York: St. Martin's 
Paperbacks). 





neoliberal individualism has also remade the discourse of monstrosity with regard to 
vampires. The shifting representation of the vampire in many paranormal romances is 
profoundly conflicted; it often explicitly calls attention to the injustice of social 
inequalities while also implicitly reinforcing institutional ideologies that deny the impact 
of capitalism and reinforce neoliberal individualism. This project illuminates how, within 
the paradigm of dominant neoliberal discourse, paranormal romances with 
vampire/human liaisons construct gender-specific, race-dependent understandings of 
cultural narratives that draw upon the ideological frames of neoliberal institutions to 




Speculative Fiction in the Academy 
Although novels about vampires fall into the category of “speculative fiction,” 
loosely defined by the Speculative Literature Foundation as “[any] piece of literature 
containing a fabulist or speculative element,”
20
 attempts to narrow their genre down more 
specifically are contested. In an article for Library Journal, Nanette Wargo Donohue 
describes “contemporary urban fantasy” as “an offshoot of horror fiction,” but 
differentiates between urban fantasy and “paranormal romance,” which she describes as 
“focus[ing] predominantly on the love story between a single male character and a single 
female character.”
21
 This distinction is supported by Laura Miller’s article in Salon on 
vampire fiction, where she defines urban fantasy as a genre “in which young female 
protagonists get to battle monsters and demons while working through the conundrums of 
early adulthood.”
22
 Miller notes that author John Levitt describes his books as urban 
fantasy “in his haste to dissociate himself from girly books,” while categorizing similar 
books written by women as “paranormal romance.”
23
 While Miller chooses urban fantasy 
                                               
20 Speculative Literature Foundation, "Faq,"  Speculative Literature Foundation 
http://www.speculativeliterature.org/SLF_faq.php (accessed September 1 2014). 
21
 Nanette Wargo Donohue, "'Urban Fantasy': The City Fantastic | Collection Development," 
LibraryJournal. http://reviews.libraryjournal.com/2008/06/collection-development/urban-fantasy-the-city-
fantastic/ (accessed September 1, 2014). 
22 Laura Miller, "A Guide to Vampire Fiction with Real Bite," Salon. 






as a more appropriate genre name, she also describes the texts she refers to as “peculiarly 
suited to wrestling with the quandaries of early 21
st
-century womanhood,” suggesting that 
her rejection of the term “paranormal romance” might be based on the portrayal of 
romance as a “despised genre.”
24
 Neither “urban fantasy” nor “paranormal romance” is 
wholly accurate as a genre designation for these texts, as some do not have urban 
settings, while others are not love stories as described by Donohue, above. Although 
“contemporary paranormal” might be the most accurate description, it is not a 
commonly-accepted genre designation. 
 I describe the texts I analyze as paranormal romances because of their focus on 
the “quandaries of…womanhood”
25
; as Janice Radway points out in Reading the 
Romance, “the meaning of the romance-reading experience may be closely tied to the 
way the act of reading fits within the middle-class mother’s day and the way the story 
itself addresses anxieties, fears, and psychological needs resulting from her social and 
familial position.”
26
 This idea that books’ popularity relates to how well the stories 
succeed in addressing the social position of the audience is supported by Miller, who 
refers to the “erotic allure of masculine power and how women come to terms with it” as 
well as pointing out that “Class as much as sex is an urban fantasy preoccupation.”
27
 In 
contrast to romance novels’ focus on individual women as well as on women’s social 
positions, both science fiction and fantasy novels have a long history, from Ray Bradbury 
and J.R.R. Tolkien forward, of focusing on epic societal clashes and men’s social 
positions—the speculative fiction equivalent of what Denis Leary says the “average 
white suburbanite slob” would like: “football and porno and books about war.”
28
 
 Although popular culture is becoming a more acceptable area for scholarly work 
overall, popular fiction has not been a significant focus for such work. With regard to 
paranormal romance, specifically, its neglect in academic study is almost certainly due to 
gender bias. The majority of consumers of science fiction and graphic novels are male, in 
                                               
24
 Ibid. 
25 Janice A. Radway, Reading the Romance : Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Literature (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press), Ch. 1. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Miller,  





contrast to paranormal romance novel readers, who are primarily female, per a 2010 
Harris Poll. The poll responses indicated that in the last year, 20 percent of women and 
32 percent of men had read a science fiction novel; eight percent of women and 15 
percent of men had read a graphic novel. Novels in the categories of “other fiction” and 
“romance” (those most likely to include paranormal romances) had been read in the last 
year by, respectively, 42 percent of women and 29 percent of men, and 37 percent of 
women and 3 percent of men.
29
 As a recent Pew study noted, women are far more likely 
to read for pleasure than men are;
30
 this suggests that academic disregard for genre 
novels, whether prompted by patriarchal influences or due to some other reason, is 
disproportionately causing women’s mass culture to be excluded from scholarship.  
 This is a particularly relevant issue given that paranormal romances are marketed 
toward and primarily read by women, who have as a group been more likely than men to 
resist ideological pressure toward individualism; moreover, what McNally describes as 
“the body of the commons,” or “the popular body” has often been characterized as a 
feminized one.
31
 Faludi points out that denigrating feminism “succeeds to the degree that 
it appears not to be political, that it appears not to be a struggle at all”
32
; Douglas writes, 
“[Under] the guise of escapism and pleasure, we are getting images of imagined power 
that mask, and even erase, how much still remains to be done for girls and women, 
images that make sexism seem fine, even fun, and insist that feminism is now utterly 
pointless.”
33
 Although Naomi Wolf believes that romances do not “change with women’s 
reality,”
34
 instead focusing her discussion on women’s magazines, I suggest that this view 
may not be accurate. In a 1996 interview, Catherine Coulter, an incredibly popular 
                                               
29 Harris Polls, "Stephen King Is America’s Favorite Author,"  Nielsen 
http://www.harrisinteractive.com/NewsRoom/HarrisPolls/tabid/447/mid/1508/articleId/578/ctl/ReadCusto
m%20Default/Default.aspx (accessed September 1, 2014). 
30 Kathryn; Rainie Zickuhr, Lee, "A Snapshot of Reading in America in 2013." 
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/01/16/a-snapshot-of-reading-in-america-in-2013/ (accessed September 1, 
2014). 
31 McNally, 43-44. 
32
 Susan Faludi, Backlash: The Undeclared War against American Women, 1st ed. (New York: Crown), 
xxii. 
33 Susan J. Douglas, Enlightened Sexism: The Seductive Message That Feminism's Work Is Done, 1st ed. 
(New York: Times Books), 6. 






romance writer, when asked about “the ‘hero as rapist’ storyline” answered, “This is what 
you read 14 years ago…Back in that time they were like, rape on every 
continent…Everything evolves and the readers and writers have evolved.”
35
 This feeling 
that romance novels change with the times is echoed by the overwhelming majority of 
articles, posts, and comments on the “All About Romance” website.
36
 Thus, to Wolf’s 
claim that “Women are deeply affected by what their magazines tell them…because they 
are all most women have as a window on their own mass sensibility,” I argue that 
romance novels are equally significant for the women who read them.
37
 If, as Wolf 
suggests, “general culture takes a male point of view on what’s newsworthy,” then an 
examination of what role neoliberalism prescribes for women must look at what takes 
women’s point of view—and the popularity of paranormal romances keeps increasing.
38
 
 The preponderance of work on mass culture speculative texts has addressed visual 
media, such as movies or television shows, including Star Trek, the Twilight Saga 
movies, True Blood, Supernatural, and Buffy the Vampire Slayer. A great deal of more 
recent academic analysis examines Buffy the Vampire Slayer, an area often casually 
referred to as “Buffy Studies,” and one that has prompted the journal Slayage, the Journal 
of the Joss Whedon Association. Slayage has been published for over ten years, and a 
number of books on Buffy exist in the realm of media studies, fan studies, gender studies, 
and cultural studies, many of which are listed on Slayage Online. Less attention, 
however, has been given to issues of race and class in Buffy. Despite the increasing 
popularity of the television show True Blood, based on Charlaine Harris’s Southern 
Vampire series, scholarly approaches have focused primarily on analyses of sexuality and 
                                               
35 Laurie Likes Books, "Some Time with Catherine Coulter,"  http://www.likesbooks.com/int7.html 
(accessed September 1 2014). 
36 For instance, see “Laurie’s News & Views,” August 15, 1997, for a discussion of rape versus forced 
seduction, as well as a discussion of institutional bias against romance novels. Laurie Likes Books, 
"Laurie's News and Views #31,"  All About Romance http://www.likesbooks.com/31.html (accessed 
September 1 2014). Additionally, see “Talking About the R Word,” in which the original post as well as 
hundreds of comments discuss rape in romance novels. Candy, "Talking About the R Word,"  Smart 
Bitches, Trashy Books http://smartbitchestrashybooks.com/blog/talking_about_the_r_word/ (accessed 
September 1 2014).  
37 Wolf, 71. 
38 Julie Naughton, "Checking out Romance: Focus on Romance 2013," Publishers Weekly. 
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/libraries/article/57652-checking-out-





gender in the show. In part, the popularity of Buffy Studies and scholarly work on True 
Blood reflects a bias toward the visual in popular culture studies; movies and television 
shows tend to receive more attention than books, with the exception of J.K. Rowling’s 
Harry Potter books. Again, this may reflect a prioritization based upon gender; men are 
more likely to engage with visual media than they are to read novels. The audiences for 
television shows and movies, even those based on paranormal romance works like 
Twilight or True Blood, are not as predominantly female as the audiences for the texts.
39
 
 Other work in relationship to speculative fiction—much of which is in the realm 
of new media studies—often addresses fandom and fan interactions and fanfiction.
40
 
Literary analyses of speculative fiction have primarily considered science fiction texts, 




 or Mark Bould’s work.
43
 While they have 
produced valuable scholarship, some of which can be applied to or used to analyze 
speculative fiction texts that are not specifically science fiction, it remains true that 
fantasy literature, and particularly paranormal romance, are areas that have received 
relatively little exploration by scholars. Nelson’s work, particularly, addresses 
considerations of both gender and race, but primarily focuses on technology and/or 
Afrofuturist ideas rather than on speculative fiction as a whole or fantasy literature in 
particular. 
                                               
39  For instance: Season Two of True Blood was first among women viewers 18-49, with an average of 1.77 
million viewers per episode; in the same time frame, it was second among men viewers 18-49, with an 
average of 1.75 million viewers per episode—a very minimal difference. Robert Seidman, "Stats Junkie: 
True Blood, Burn Notice and Sons of Anarchy Top Scripted Cable Shows of 2009 with Adults 18-49," TV 
by the Numbers. http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2009/12/29/stats-junkie-true-blood-burn-notice-and-
sons-of-anarchy-top-scripted-cable-shows-of-2009-with-adults-18-49/37292/#comment-180658 (accessed 
September 1, 2014). 
40  These include but are not limited to the following: Kristin Michael Barton and Jonathan Malcolm 
Lampley, eds., Fan Culture: Essays on Participatory Fandom in the 21st Century (Jefferson, NC: 
McFarland).; Allyson Beatrice, Will the Vampire People Please Leave the Lobby?: The Adventures in Cult 
Fandom (Naperville, Ill.: Sourcebooks).; Jonathan Gray, Cornel Sandvoss, and C. Lee Harrington, 
Fandom: Identities and Communities in a Mediated World (New York: New York University Press).; Anne 
Elizabeth Jamison, Fic: Why Fanfiction Is Taking over the World (Dallas: BenBella Books).; Katherine 
Larsen and Lynn S. Zubernis, Fangasm : Supernatural Fangirls (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press).; 
Kirstine Moffat and Gareth Schott, eds., Fanpires : Audience Consumption of the Modern Vampire 
(Washington, DC: New Academia Pub.). 
41 Alondra Nelson, ed. Afrofuturism, Social Text (Durham, NC: Duke University Press). 
42 Kodwo Eshun, "Further Considerations of Afrofuturism," CR: The New Centennial Review 3, no. 2. 
43 Mark Bould, "The Ships Landed Long Ago: Afrofuturism and Black Sf," Science Fiction Studies 42, no. 
102. ; Mark Bould and China Miéville, eds., Red Planets: Marxism and Science Fiction (Middletown, CT: 





 Most analyses of gender and sexuality in speculative fiction have been from a 
feminist standpoint that does not consider race; most analyses of race in speculative 
fiction have been from a standpoint that does not consider gender. Thus, while there is 
scholarly work on speculative fiction that addresses race and also work that addresses 
gender, as well as some work that considers class,
44
 very little of the scholarship brings 
together even two of these social identifiers in its analysis. As noted above, a small but 
growing body of work has succeeded in identifying and popularizing speculative fiction 
texts from black women authors, as well as providing insightful analyses of these texts 
based in black feminist theory.
45
 While these analyses have grounded the texts within a 
black feminist literary tradition in part due to the dearth of research into race and gender 
in speculative fiction, this also somewhat limits the possibilities for engaging in more 
broadly ranging interdisciplinary scholarship.  
 Moreover, the majority of work on black women’s writing in speculative fiction 
has been grounded in an understanding of black feminist theory as focused on “black 
women’s cultural production,”
46
 per Valerie Smith. This means that there is a dearth of 
work that explicitly considers the tropes of dominant culture while also considering the 
ways in which work that foregrounds characters from historically marginalized groups 
might reinvent or contradict those tropes. In this analysis, I draw upon Smith’s perception 
of black feminism as providing “strategies of reading simultaneity” to interrogate 
“monolithic notions”
47




Analysis of the Literary Vampire 
While blood-drinking monsters and wraiths have existed in folkloric history for 
centuries, the literary vampire entered into popular culture somewhat later. Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula, originally published in 1897,
48
 is arguably one of the best-known vampire texts; 
                                               
44
 E.g., Franco Moretti’s analysis of Dracula in “The Dialectic of Fear.” Moretti, "The Dialectic of Fear." 
45  The journal Femspec regularly addresses speculative fiction from black women authors. Batya 
Weinbaum, ed. Femspec, ed. Batya Weinbaum (Cleveland Heights, OH: Femspec). 
46 Smith, xv. 
47 Ibid. 





I say “arguably,” because multiple cinematic versions of Dracula, beginning with the 
1931 film in which Bela Lugosi played the role of Dracula,
49
 have also heavily 
influenced popular understandings of the vampire, and many people who are familiar 
with at least one of the film versions have never read Stoker’s novel. Although Dracula 
may have been the best-known vampire prior to Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight series,
50
 he 
was preceded by others, including John Polidori’s 1819 story “The Vampyre”
51
 and 
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu’s 1872 novel Carmilla.
52
 Rather than waning in popularity in 
the intervening time, the literary vampire has been experiencing a boom for at least the 
last quarter-century, as the vampire narrative is told and re-told. In contrast to the much 
more directly antagonistic relationship Jonathan Harker has with Dracula in Stoker’s 
original, both “The Vampyre” and Carmilla include vampires who are more sympathetic 
characters than Dracula,. Despite the sympathetic aspects of Polidori’s and Sheridan Le 
Fanu’s vampires, the vampire of literature was primarily a monstrous figure of terror, 
even if it was also, to some extent, a figure of desire, or what Laurence Rickels, in his 
Vampire Lectures, calls “the desire inside dread.”
53
 While the desire and dread remain in 
more contemporary vampire texts, a great deal of the rest has changed. 
 The figure of the vampire populates academic inquiry no less than it does popular 
culture texts; a great deal of analysis has focused on the figure of Dracula and what he 
represents. Many scholars take a psychoanalytic approach toward discussions of 
vampires, often engaging in post-Freudian Lacanian analysis to discuss what Gelder 
describes as an argument that “the unfamiliar/the unspeakable/the Real is able to be 
managed by the symbolic.”
54
 This to some extent reworks Freudian ideas of the uncanny; 
Gelder suggests, “The uncanny effect is far from ‘primitive’ in its origins, as Freud would 
have it,”
55
 arguing that these scholars instead present it as an integral aspect of modernity. 
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Analysis of the uncanny, in this approach, tends to revolve around dichotomies: 
Self/Other, familiar/unfamiliar, rationality/irrationality. The vampire provides a means 
for people to negotiate their anxiety about the Real. 
 Drawing on similar themes of identification and sublimation in his essay “By 
Mourning’s Light,” Rickels proposes the idea that “Our affair with vampirism is a 
condition of our trauma survival,”
56
 an elaboration of the themes he explores in the 
Vampire Lectures, which fundamentally argue that the story of the vampire is the story of 
our relationship with difference. From this perspective, stories about vampires are stories 
about the dominant group’s fear of the Other; Rickels points out that in different times 
and places, “the selection criteria for going vampiric tended to revolve each time around 
the hostilities of the in-group against whatever was already on the outside.”
57
 Here, the 
vampire is both a feared Other and a stand-in for fear of the Self; the evil the Self might 
engage in is projected onto the figure of the vampire, as Rickels notes: “The 
threat…always comes from the East…even when at all times it is the West that is 
doubling over with hunger.”
58
 The vampire’s position of alterity is noted by Goddu as 
well, when she notes the frequency with which the monstrous is described as Jewish 
persons or people of color, and Gelder identifies the same themes. 
 A different approach to analysis of vampire texts harkens back to themes 
presented in Rudyard Kipling’s “The Vampire,”
59
 which presents predatory sexuality as 
an attribute of the female vampire, who exploits the male victim of the poem, using her 
sexuality to ensure that “The fool was stripped to his foolish hide,” but here, it is the 
“goods he spent” that are the concern: She exploits him economically. This image of the 
vampire as symbolic of the tensions between worker and capital is detailed in Moretti’s 
analysis of Dracula. Moretti argues that Dracula “is a rational entrepreneur who invests 
his gold to expand his dominion”
60
 and is “capital that is not ashamed of itself,”
61
 
pointing to Marx’s analogy: “Capital is dead labour which, vampire-like, live only by 
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 Thus, Moretti sees the vampire as a metaphor which exists to 
frighten people into compliance; the vampire shows us that “whoever breaks [the] bonds 
[of society] is done for”
63
; rather than being merely a symbol of our fears or a way to 
confront them, the work the literary vampire does is to validate and reinforce fears of the 
Other and of dissent. 
 Empathetic portrayals of the vampire allow for the construction of vampires as 
more than a mere object of desire; this “new” vampire is so much a person that the 
possibility of romance begins to exist. Anne Rice’s 1976 Interview with the Vampire is 
often heralded as the text that most signifies the shift in the conceptualization of the 
vampire; Rickels describes it as “[opening] another account (at the vampirism blood 
bank)…Because now we know (with Rice) what it is like to be the vampire and that we 
like the vampire.”
64
 By writing the vampire as a viewpoint character, Rice pioneered a 
fundamental alteration in the vampire mythos, a change that Gelder ties at least in part to 
Rice being “possibly the first writer to narrate her stories in the first person from the 
vampire’s point of view.”
65
 Using the narrative device of a reporter (Daniel) interviewing 
the vampire Louis, Rice allows us to understand Louis’s motivations, his hopes, his own 
fears of his inhumanity and his beliefs about the menace he poses to humanity; Louis is 
so sympathetic, so consummately comprehensible, that at the end of his story, Daniel 
asks Louis to transform him into a vampire.
66
 While Rice’s vampires remain largely 
separate from the realm of humanity, more recent fictional works, including the relatively 
new genre of paranormal romance, accept human-vampire liaisons as both possible and 
desirable, and not only for short-term sexual gratification. The sympathetic vampire is 
particularly likely to be encoded in this way; such vampires tend to violate norms only as 
much as necessary to establish themselves as enticingly “free” of (unimportant) social 
conventions while still adhering to dominant ideologies. 
 While a significant amount of academic work has focused on the figure of the 
vampire, some of which has explored gender role symbolism or engaged in feminist 
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literary critique, the roles that race, ethnicity, and class play in the construction of 
supernatural mythos and tropes have been significantly less explored. With the exception 
of analyses of works written by black women authors, race and ethnicity have been 
largely absent in academic studies of vampire narratives, a surprising gap given the 
emphasis on vampires' paleness and the almost complete dearth of non-Caucasian 
vampires in most vampire literature. Although Meyer’s Twilight Saga
67
 is immensely 
popular as a book series, many analyses address the movies rather than the books; a 
partial result of this emphasis on the visual means that texts whose protagonists are 
people of color are far less likely to receive academic analysis, because they are less 
likely to be made into movies or television shows (or, if they are, the characters are 
whitewashed). 
 Joan Gordon and Veronica Hollinger, in their introduction to Blood Read: The 
Vampire as Metaphor in Contemporary Culture, point to the “increasing number of cases 
in which the vampire, if not completely sympathetic…is…portrayed with an empathy 
that would have been unthinkable in earlier decades.”
68
 Even in the television show Buffy 
the Vampire Slayer, with a protagonist whose life goal is to kill vampires, some of the 
vampires are portrayed sympathetically. This is part of why Judith E. Johnson, in 
“Women and Vampires: Nightmare or Utopia?” argues that “the flood of recent vampire 
novels by…women writers…cannot, for the most part, be characterized as horror 
novels,”
69
 describing them instead as “revisionary erotic dreamscapes.”
70
 Johnson’s 
feminist analysis of these works argues that they provide an oppositional approach to the 
vampire, providing vampires who “are not narrative Others but narrative selves”; she 
concludes that women writing about vampires reject the “monstrous Other” in favor of a 
“utopian” vision in which acceptance and identification prevail over “horrific images of 
alterity.”
71
 Thus, the change in portrayals of vampires has allowed for further changes in 
scholarly analysis of such portrayals, providing a space for considerations of gender that 
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address its role in these texts and go beyond the possibilities of strictly psychoanalytical 







—have argued for the 
potential of vampire texts in contesting narratives of Otherness, dominance, and 
predation. Engaging in analyses of works by black women writers, among them L.A. 
Banks’s Vampire Hunter series, Octavia Butler’s Fledgling,
75
 and Jewelle Gomez’s The 
Gilda Stories, these scholars point to what Goddu perhaps puts most succinctly when she 
writes, “As the producers of terror instead of its text, African-American writers use the 
gothic to haunt back.”
76
 Brooks and Goddu, particularly, locate their analysis in the 
physical; the characters they discuss are very much embodied, in contrast to analyses that 
imply the irrelevance of vampires’ physicality. Goddu argues that “an understanding of 
horror in terms of race is especially productive for American configurations of the 
gothic,” supporting this with Toni Morrison’s discussion of how white American identity 
is predicated upon “demonizing African difference.”
77
 Despite the strength of Goddu’s 
work, it does not address the significance of the role that class plays in the construction of 
whiteness and identity, although by addressing both race and gender, her analysis 
provides more dimensions than many other approaches. Race is integral to a discussion of 
neoliberal individualism because in the “postracial” twenty-first century, representations 
of vampires as racial Others simultaneously draw upon the rhetoric of racial Othering 
while denying the significance of racial Othering. At the same time, this practice draws 
attention to that significance in ways that imply its existence as a solely historical 
phenomenon, mirroring the ways that neoliberal discourse presents exploitation and 
oppression as phenomena that society now has moved beyond. 
 Particularly given the popularity of both literary and cinematic vampire texts in 
contemporary culture, an examination of what cultural work the vampire performs and 
how is of critical significance to cultural studies. Studies of the neoliberal paradigm have 
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primarily focused on its impact in political and educational spheres. While much of this 
work has provided valuable and insightful analysis of how the neoliberal paradigm’s 
emphasis on individualism promotes and reinforces a dominant ideology of hostility 
toward social justice, the majority of scholarly work on neoliberalism has not considered 
the ways in which the culture industry usurps the terminology of social justice to support 
neoliberal individualism. Indeed, as McNally remarks, “[In] cultural studies, a giddy 
embrace of monstrosity is underway,” as “postmodern theory tends to celebrate 
monsters.”
78
 McNally discusses “the ways in which subaltern groups in capitalist society 
attach images of monstrosity to oppressive powers,”
79
 a discussion which this dissertation 
considers and takes further to examine the ways in which dominant ideology pervasively 





A Textual Introduction 
 My selection of texts deliberately endeavors to bring together texts that are either 
rarely discussed in scholarly work or have not been considered in relationship to each 
other. In their introduction to Interrogating Postfeminism, Yvonne Tasker and Diane 
Negra point out that the essays they chose for that volume were guided by a particular 
ethos: 
We have been guided by…the necessity of looking beyond journalistic 
canons of postfeminist culture (which are reliant on high-profile television 
series…)…A…reason to resist an emergent postfeminist canon is the 
potential complicity of that canon with postfeminism’s limited race and 
class vision;…it is crucially important to see how postfeminism’s 
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emerging narrative protocols and tropes are and are not ascribed to women 
of color and working-class women.
80
 
My choice of texts similarly attempts to resist joining in the complicity of canon. While it 
is part of the field of literature that includes textual representations of the vampire, 
Jewelle Gomez’s The Gilda Stories would not usually be considered part of the genre of 
paranormal romance, despite having many similarities to the texts in that genre. 
Similarly, although L.A. Banks’s Vampire Huntress novels are more firmly in the realm 
of paranormal romance, they are rarely critically considered because the main character is 
a black woman and the majority of analyses of romance novels focus on those whose 
main characters are white women; at the same time, as part of mass culture, they tend to 
be excluded from consideration by literary theorists. The third text I examine, Charlaine 
Harris’s Sookie Stackhouse/Southern Vampire series (primarily focusing on the first 
book in the series, Dead Until Dark), has been largely disregarded by academia except 
with regard to its position as the impetus for the popular television show True Blood. 
 These three texts have not previously been analyzed in combination, in part 
because, in the case of Dead Until Dark, race tends to be a dimension absent from 
analyses of works with majority-white characters. Additionally, the paucity of academic 
analysis of texts seen as pop culture (Harris’s and Banks’s novels) in conjunction with 
those seen as literary (Gomez’s novel) means that no analyses of this nature have been 
performed. I bring them together here because, as a hegemonic mode of discourse, 
neoliberalism is present not only in its impact on the historically disadvantaged, but also 
on those whose lives come closer to normative models. Gomez explicitly attempts to 
create a radical re-envisioning of the vampire story, while Harris’s intent is less clear. 
Banks’s personal philosophy implies an adherence to at least some of the same principles 
of black feminism that Gomez advocates, but her novels portray homosexuality 
negatively and suggest an ambivalence about gender role prescriptivism.  
 Thus, to some extent, these texts represent a mixed set of approaches and 
standpoints, which I argue is more productive for exploring the complexity of textual 
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interaction with multi-faceted neoliberal discourse. At the same time, they are all texts 
from the time frame of the 1990s to the present, putting them of necessity in the position 
of addressing neoliberal discourse. Despite their differences, they also share several 
central themes: 1.) They show women simultaneously struggling for independence and 
also to find a place to belong after having lost their birth families; 2.) The protagonists 
are each set aside from and outside the norm for their social situations; and 3.) Vampires 




The Novels and Their Reception 
Jewelle Gomez, The Gilda Stories 
 Of these texts, Gomez’s The Gilda Stories has by far the greatest quantity of 
scholarly critique, but perhaps the smallest audience. Originally published in 1991, with a 
more recent 2005 edition, The Gilda Stories was currently only available from third-party 
sellers on Amazon as of December 2012, and, perhaps partly as a result, is ranked 
#175,530 Amazon Best Sellers Rank,
81
 despite having won two Lambda Literary 
Awards. The novel begins in 1850, telling the story of a nameless runaway slave, 
originally referred to as “the Girl,” who is rescued by a vampire named Gilda (original 
Gilda). Original Gilda brings the Girl into her home, a brothel populated wholly by 
women, and takes the role of the Girl’s mother. She and her partner, Bird, raise and care 
for her until she reaches adulthood. For the Girl, Gilda and Bird are what Patricia Hill 




 Gilda’s life as a vampire begins with a conflict with Bird, who does not want to 
accept the new Gilda in place of the original, but this conflict is put aside for years while 
Bird teaches Gilda the ways of their kind. Eventually, however, Bird leaves, and shortly 
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after, Gilda herself leaves to begin exploring her world and others of their kind, as well 
as, eventually, relationships with humans, when her first encounter with others vampires 
turns sour after a vampire named Eleanor attempts to use her. Throughout, Gilda relies on 
what the original Gilda told her: 
There is a joy to the exchange we make. We draw life into ourselves, yet we give 
life as well. We give what’s needed—energy, dreams, ideas. It’s a fair exchange 
in a world full of cheaters. And when we feel it is right, when the need is great on 
both sides, we can re-create others like ourselves to share life with us.
83
 
Gilda’s blood-drinking is intimate, a moment in which, as she takes blood, she uses her 
telepathic vampiric powers to bolster the dreams of those providing the blood. Although 
Gilda joins with a series of different humans through the course of her life, many of 
whom are working on social justice and civil rights projects, Gilda herself never seems to 
quite identify as one of them. By the end of the text, set in the future, humans are hunting 
vampires for their blood, and the world is dying of what a human describes as “greed”—a 
death that Gilda does not prevent, although she helps those who have been helping her by 
giving them what they need to leave the planet. 
 Despite its relatively minor sales, The Gilda Stories has received significant 
acclaim and critical review in both academic and publishing realms. In addition to the 
rewards it received, The Gilda Stories was adapted by Gomez for the stage and 
performed as Bones & Ash: A Gilda Story in 13 cities.
84
 In the 1997 Blood Read: The 
Vampire as Metaphor in Contemporary Culture, three of the 14 collected essays—not 
including the one from Gomez herself—discuss The Gilda Stories, and dozens of articles 
focused in part or in whole on analysis of the text appear in a variety of scholarly 
journals.  
In her discussion about The Gilda Stories in Blood Read, Gomez explains that her 
intention was to “re-cast the mythology of vampirism to fit [her] own lesbian/feminist 
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 and in a 1993 interview, she says that she uses her writing to show people 
that family “is more than a unit designed to uphold the idea of capitalism.”
86
 Thus, by her 
own account, Gomez intends The Gilda Stories to be read as a counter-narrative, a work 
subverting the “standard” vampire tropes. The woman-centered community focus of the 
original Gilda’s home, and of the homes that the-Girl-cum-Gilda later constructs for 
herself and others, is one that Gomez, as a self-identified black feminist, explicitly 
attempted to create in The Gilda Stories to contest dominant cultural narratives. Gomez 
writes that “the real story” is “about power and family,” and believes that “all women 






Charlaine Harris, Dead Until Dark 
 Charlaine Harris’s Dead Until Dark, initially published in 2001 and now on at 
least its fourth reprint,
88
 is the first book of her Sookie Stackhouse series.
89
 Other than 
winning the Anthony Award for Best Paperback Mystery in 2001,
90
 Dead Until Dark has 
received little critical acclaim or attention, despite being extremely popular (Amazon 
Best Sellers Rank #163,069).
91
 Academic critique related to it has primarily focused on 
the television series True Blood, which premiered in 2008 and will have its last season in 
2014.
92
 While Gomez’s book tends to be seen as “literary”—to some extent explaining its 
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much greater prevalence in academic discussions—Harris’s novel is an unabashed 
romance-mystery genre text. 
 In Dead Until Dark, Sookie Stackhouse is a white, telepathic bar waitress, living 
in the fictional Louisiana town of Bon Temps (somewhere near Shreveport), in a world 
where vampires “came out” a few years earlier about their existence; due to the 
development of synthetic blood, vampires are now able to be citizens and interact with 
humans, although there is some conflict involved. Sookie is self-described as a young, 
attractive white woman. However, due to her mindreading ability, most of the citizens of 
Bon Temps are uncomfortable with Sookie. Sookie, meanwhile, just wants to meet a 
vampire. Her wish is granted when she meets the vampire Bill Compton and, shortly 
after, saves him from “vampire drainers,” who want to sell his blood as a drug. Sookie 
discovers that she is unable to read vampires’ minds.  
 Her parents having died in her youth, Sookie lives with her grandmother; her only 
other relative is her brother, Jason, who is an irresponsible but likeable ladies’ man. 
Shortly after Sookie meets Bill, there are a series of murders in Bon Temps, for which 
both Bill and Jason are blamed by different sections of the population. As he tries to help 
her find the murderer, Bill introduces Sookie to other vampires, including Eric, who is 
older and therefore more powerful than Bill. During the course of the novel, Sookie, a 
virgin at the beginning of the story, has sexual intercourse and multiple blood exchanges 
with Bill, while both Eric and Sam, her boss at the bar, display significant interest in her. 
Although vampires are known, Sookie is shocked to discover that shapeshifters exist as 
well, and that Sam is one of them. Eventually, Sookie discovers that the murderer is her 
brother’s friend, Rene Lenier, who nearly kills her. She wakes in the hospital, where Bill 
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joins her shortly after dark to tell her that he’ll be remaining in Bon Temps; both Eric and 
Sam pass by the room to check on her. 
 While Harris has neither been interviewed nor written about her intentions, in an 
interview with The Wall Street Journal, she remarks that, growing up, “Instead of playing 
Barbies, I wanted to play Venus and Athena,”
93
 and tells her interviewer that she 
choreographed fight scenes for her novels with other students in the karate classes she 
took. This suggests that Harris may not identify with traditional femininity, although she 
also describes herself as “reveling in being pregnant,” in another interview—and yet also 
points out that in her first marriage, she “did not know how to cook a meal” and that part 
of her day involves lifting weights. She describes herself as “a long-term rape 
survivor,”
94
 but clearly and definitively rejects any idea of being categorized as a 
“woman writer,” responding to, “What do you thinks separates your work from other 
women whodunit writers in the field?” with, “What separates my work from other 
women in the field? Sorry, but I think that's an invalid question. We're all individual, with 
our own voices. I don't think you'd ask Dennis Lehane and Harlan Coben what makes 
them unique.”
95
 In her life and presentation of self, Harris appears to negotiate gender 





L.A. Banks, Minion 
 First, it is worth pointing out that Minion is the first book of the Vampire Huntress 
Legend series. By positioning her protagonist as a vampire huntress, Banks constructs a 
textual scenario that largely opposes vampires, unlike Gomez, whose Gilda is a vampire 
herself, and Harris, whose Sookie has a vampire lover. Minion is in at least its third 
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 with a smaller audience than Dead Until Dark but a significantly larger one 
than The Gilda Stories, and very little scholarly discussion, with the exception of Kinitra 
Brooks’s examination of black women’s identity in fighting the supernatural, in a special 
issue of the journal Poroi.
97
 
 Damali Richards is the daughter of a black Louisiana preacher and his wife, born 
to a destiny as “Neteru,” the human predicted to save humanity from vampires. Very 
shortly after her birth, her mother, Sarah, begins to suspect her father of having an affair, 
and eventually discovers him kissing another man (who is, although she is unaware of 
this, a vampire). Infuriated that he is, as she perceives it, cheating on her with another 
man, Sarah leaves her infant daughter with a babysitter, Marlene, and goes to find “the 
old witch” living “on the edge of the swamps [who] had potions and such to correct these 
kinds of abomination.” Sarah reasons that “Her husband was with a man, and the church 
elders didn’t know nothing about pain like that.”
98
 Damali’s parents both die in the 
course of Sarah’s attempt to get revenge, and Damali is left to Marlene—who, pregnant 
herself, ends up putting Damali into the foster care system (from which she runs away) 
while she attempts to take care of her biological child. 
 After losing that child, Marlene begins searching for Damali, having realized that 
Damali is Neteru and she herself is destined to care for her. The two of them reunite 
when Damali, at age 15, is performing spoken word poetry at a club, and Marlene 
convinces Damali to leave with her by offering a recording opportunity with Marlene’s 
company, Warriors of Light. The story begins with Damali on the verge of her twenty-
first birthday, after having learned that she is Neteru. She lives with her team of 
guardians, each of whom has a paranormal ability, and is herself gifted with each ability. 
After undergoing changes and urges she does not understand, Damali learns that her 
twenty-first birthday is a time of transition and danger—she must avoid succumbing to 
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the lure of a master vampire, Fallon Nuit (who was her parents’ killer), but her abilities 
draw him to her and her to him. 
 Nuit converts Carlos Rivera, Damali’s former love interest from her days as a 
runaway and a drug lord, into a vampire, but the master council of vampires offers Rivera 
the chance to betray Nuit, pointing out to him that Nuit was responsible for the deaths of 
his family and friends. Their price is that Carlos must bring Damali to them so that they 
can jointly impregnate her to create a daywalker—a vampire with fertile seed who need 
not fear sunlight—and Carlos tacitly agrees to this bargain while intending to betray them 
to save Damali. Meanwhile, Damali rebels against the strictures placed on her by her 
guardian team, while inadvertently meeting Nuit in her dreams, and also dreaming of 
Carlos. 
 In an interview about another novel of hers, Banks responded to the question, “In 
what way was this story personal for you?” with, “It was personal for me in that I HATE 
injustice and the fact that very rich and powerful corporations have a [stranglehold] on 
the American consumer. Yeah, the cartels are a bitch.”
99
 She explains that Minion has 
musicians who are vampire hunters because “all the deaths and insane shootings and 
violence happening around the rap industry…just pissed [her] off,” because she 
“wouldn’t be mad at anybody [if she had] that kind of fame and fortune—not to mention 
the power of their respective platforms,”
100
 and describes the Vampire Huntress series as 
being about “the human condition—people always trying to figure out how to (or not to) 
do the right thing,” which she hopes will “open dialogues about issues [people] may not 
otherwise want to talk about.”
101
 Banks began writing after her infant daughter had a 
daycare accident and she “found [herself] home, jobless, in the midst of a divorce—and 
badly needing money that [she] couldn’t go out and earn via a traditional job.”
102
 When 
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asked whether her writing was “female focused” because it “features a strong heroine,” 
Banks responded ambiguously: 
I’m not sure that the writing is female focused, albeit Damali is a really strong 
leading character. I guess I say that because she’s balanced by a core of strong 
male Guardians and her partner, Carlos…she’s complex: feminine but tough, 
tough, yet sensitive; confident about some things and very insecure about 
others… she embodies polarity, struggle, imperfection and a good heart.
103
 
Banks passed away in 2011, and in an interview about her, Tananarive Due, “another 
acclaimed African-American writer,” remarks that they “were part of a very small literary 
circle” and “met through that literary circle of black fantasists and black speculative 
fiction writers.”
104
 Banks identified herself as part of and aligned herself with a 
community of people of color, writing while continuing to work as the director of an 







 This project consists of five chapters following this introduction, as well as a 
conclusion. Each chapter explores the ways in which personhood and identity in 
relationship to vampires are constructed in paranormal romances, discussing how these 
texts participate in and resist neoliberal discourse. This introduction has used a more-or-
less chronological organization, providing a historical overview of the literary vampire 
beginning with Polidori’s “The Vampyre” in 1819 and considering several other 19
th
-
century literary vampires, ending with a discussion of how Anne Rice’s work prefigures 
the shift in vampire literature, and continuing on to discuss critical reception of the 
specific paranormal romance texts analyzed in this project. 
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 In chapter one, I contextualize my argument by discussing how other analyses of 
the literary vampire have addressed ideas of racialization, gender, personhood, and, 
particularly, individualism, explaining why an approach that addresses the representation 
of the sympathetic vampire in particular provides a more nuanced understanding of how 
the vampire illustrates cultural shifts. I also provide the theoretical background of and 
summarize my argument, drawing on work from American studies scholars, critical race 
theorists, whiteness studies scholars, literature scholars, and feminist theorists. In my 
survey of related scholarship, I include scholarship on popular culture, especially from 
scholars examining gender and race in “postfeminist” and “postracial” American popular 
culture, which contributes to my methodology for studying representations of the literary 
vampire in America. 
 Each chapter thereafter explores textual representations of the vampire and human 
lovers of vampires, examining how class, race, and gender interact within neoliberal 
institutions. The dissertation is primarily organized thematically, engaging in a critique of 
the impact of neoliberal individualism within particular spheres common to these texts: 
place, nationalism, and the representation of American history; “othering” of vampires as 
“minorities” within human society; depictions of love as exploitative consumption in 
vampire/human relationships; and motherhood, family, and adulthood expectations. 
 This thematic organization allows me to address the significance of the role that 
class plays in defining the literary vampire—a central consideration when analyzing the 
discourse of neoliberal individualism—as well as the ways in which specific models of 
femininities and masculinities are co-constructed with class and race. The success of 
neoliberal individualism as a hegemonic paradigm relies upon simultaneously validating 
privilege within multiple spheres. By engaging in a thematically organized discussion of 
those spheres, I show how these texts address the dominant ideology of neoliberal 
cultural hegemony as constituted by, respectively, the institutions of 
nationality/nationalism, racialism, heterosexuality, and motherhood. Grounding this 
analysis by focusing on a particular institution for each chapter allows me to provide an 
in-depth, concrete examination of how the paradigm of individualism influences multiple 





 Chapter two, “No Vampire Is Without a Country,” examines how the literary 
vampire is manufactured as a nationalistic masculine figure, with a particular focus on the 
neoliberal institution of nationalism. Because (significant) vampire characters are rarely 
portrayed as having recently become vampires (been “turned,” in common parlance in 
vampire texts), they are often depicted as detached from the present-day world and 
humanity due to their long history in the world. At the same time, American vampires 
also tend to be shown as exceptional—less “primitive” than vampires from other parts of 
the world, more “refined” or “gentlemanly”—and more emotionally attached to both the 
United States and their particular region. Toni Morrison points out that some of the 
“major and championed characteristics of our national literature” are “individualism, 
masculinity, [and] social engagement versus historical isolation.”
106
 This is particularly 
relevant for this chapter of my dissertation, as the texts I consider in this section rely 
heavily on these themes. 
 I discuss examples of vampires and human lovers of vampires, considering 
Morrison’s description of American literature and neoliberal constructions of 
nationalism. I examine the treatment of “memory” regarding slavery and gender roles, 
because, as Jonathan Arac points out, this can “[transform] history from a judgment on 
the past in the name of a present truth to a ‘counter-memory’ that combats our current 
modes of truth and justice”
107
; remembering has the potential both for furthering a 
universalizing, sanitized, hegemonic “history” and for resistance. While I briefly discuss 
Rice’s Vampire Chronicles, as they provide what might be called a “template” for later 
models of the sympathetic vampire, the texts I focus on here are primarily Harris’s 
Southern Vampire series, Gomez’s The Gilda Stories, and Banks’s Vampire Huntress 
series; these are much more recent than Rice’s novels, and focus on the vampire as a 
figure of romantic and sexual desire, as well as detailing vampire/human interactions on 
individual and group levels. 
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 Chapter three, “‘Eating the Other,’ or Is the ‘Other’ Eating?” focuses on the 
neoliberal institution of race, exploring the ways in which vampire otherness is 
(re)constructed within hegemonic societal relationships. The idea of the vampire as 
outsider is one that Gelder references in his discussions of earlier vampire literature such 
as Dracula and Carmilla, noting that it is no coincidence that Dracula is an Eastern 
European in conflict with Western Europeans.
108
 Margaret L. Carter argues that the “shift 
in fictional characterization” toward the vampire as viewpoint character or narrator 
“reflects a change in cultural attitudes toward the outsider, the alien other,” because 
“contemporary American society, in glorifying and…rewarding the outsider, differs from 
the cultural milieu that engendered the literary vampire.”
109
 Carter suggests that the 
vampire is a “persecuted minority” in “late twentieth-century popular fiction.”
110
 I 
suggest, however, that this view of the vampire is due to the fact that, as Morrison 
remarks, “Race…now functions as a metaphor so necessary in the construction of 
Americanness that it rivals the…class-informed racisms whose dynamics we are more 
used to deciphering.”
111
 This chapter considers the ways in which the representation of 
the vampire and the human lover of the vampire comment upon and define queerness,
112
 
including the exercise of choices regarding sexual acts and also the ways that non-
heteronormative relationships or interactions are coded within the contexts of these 
societies. 
 Despite textually-expressed concerns about otherness, difference, and persecution, 
the representation of the vampire does not experience the double-bind of Marilyn Frye’s 
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 While paranormal romances portray vampires as “different” 
from humans, they are not the “Other” in the sense that Stuart Hall means when he says 
in his essay “Cultural Identity and Diaspora” that “dominant regimes of 
representation…had the power to make us see and experience ourselves as ‘Other.’”
114
 
Rather, the difference of the vampire Other is the difference of the elite from the 
proletariat. The portrayal of vampires as “oppressed” and their reactions to humans’ fear 
of being consumed parallels the reaction of the privileged to demands for social justice—
an insistence that it is the privileged who are at risk rather than the underprivileged who 
are being exploited. Because Americans are so wholly used to race as a metaphor for 
Americanness (and humanity), vampires are described in the familiar terms of racial 
othering, despite the fact that in the novels I discuss in this chapter—written by Harris, 
Gomez, and Banks—vampires are a numerical minority but are not an oppressed 
minority; indeed, it would be more accurate to say that they are of necessity a numerical 
minority, as much like the super-rich capitalist class, vampires require a pyramidal base 
of humans upon which to feed. 
 Chapter four, “Love Flows Through Women’s Veins,” focuses on the institution 
of heterosexuality; the analysis addresses the personal interactions between vampires and 
their human lovers, considering the ways in which power and exploitation are delineated 
in these relationships. One of the things I examine in this chapter is the human/vampire 
feeding interaction, which is described both in terms both sexual and intimate. Perhaps 
equally importantly, the positioning of masculinity in these texts often also assumes a 
postfeminist reader, because this version of masculinity depends upon what Angela 
McRobbie refers to as “the new female subject,” who is “called upon to be silent, to 
withhold critique, to count as a modern sophisticated girl, or indeed this withholding of 
critique is a condition of her freedom.”
115
 Thus, masculinity in vampire representations 
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and femininity in human lovers of vampires works within a societal framework of 
neoliberal individualism. 
 L.A. Banks’s Vampire Huntress books are noteworthy here because, first, the 
primary male vampire character is a recently turned vampire, and second, he is not white; 
additionally, Banks’s novels are an example of, as Morrison says, “[what] happens to the 
writerly imagination of a black author who is at some level always conscious of 
representing one’s own race,” in contrast to Harris’s and Rice’s books, both of which rely 
on readers “positioned as white,” as “the readers of virtually all of American fiction have 
been.”
116
 As Siobhan Somerville argues in Queering the Color Line, “[Questions] of 
race…must be understood as a crucial part of the history and representation of sexual 
formations,”
117
 an idea that hooks also expresses when she points out that “early North 
American society allowed whites to sexualize their world by projecting onto black bodies 
a narrative of sexualization dissociated from whiteness.”
118
  
 I explore the ways in which these roles—lover, victim, subject—are shown in 
Gomez’s, Banks’s, and Harris’s novels, considering the relationships between power, 
beauty, and protection. Because the women in these novels are often in situations of 
extreme danger, I will also address the positioning of women as victims in need of 
rescue; American society has primarily accepted the vulnerability of middle-class 
(usually white) women to physical attack, while women of color and/or poorer women 
are presented as likely to be victims of domestic violence. In a relationship where even a 
“loving” vampire partner lusts endlessly for his human lover’s blood, discussing how the 
way in which violence against women is portrayed is a useful consideration of the 
statements these texts make by placing violence within the social context of neoliberalism 
and its focus on individual “solutions” to social issues.  
 In chapter five, “The Vampire Family: No Mothers Necessary,” I examine 
portrayals of family and parenting,. Black women have also often been set up as the 
putative cause of societal decline and black poverty, particularly if they violate their 
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prescribed gender roles, as when the Moynihan Report blamed black women for the 
“demise” of the black family and when Pat Robertson described feminism as an “anti-
family practice.”
119
 In this chapter, I use Gomez’s, Banks’s, and Harris’s novels, 
considering the variety of ways in which they portray care work and parenting, and 
particularly the ways in which they negotiate raced, classed, and gendered stereotypes of 
motherhood. In discussing the relationship of the body to capitalism, McNally points to 
the “pathology…of the self-birthing male” which “seeks to appropriate to itself the 
procreative powers of female bodies,”
120
 a claim which I consider and incorporate into 
my argument that the vampire as self-birthing male is integral to the devaluing of 
women’s bodies and nurturing that drives neoliberal individualism. Harvey points out 
that Thatcherian neoliberalism simultaneously emphasized individualism and “family 
values.”
121
 The self-birthing male ameliorates the seemingly irreconcilable tension 
between the necessity for care work and the abdication of both social and governmental 
responsibility for helping families provide such care; by suggesting that dependence is 
unnecessary, the self-birthing male contests the very necessity of care work.  
 The epilogue situates this discussion in contemporary disciplinary discussions and 
debates in American studies, contextualizing this dissertation in the fields of American 
studies, cultural studies, and gender studies. I discuss the necessity of reconsidering 
canon and the impact of privilege on academic assessments of literature merit and worth. 
Finally, I address how this analysis (or others of its type) can be pedagogically 
productive. By focusing on the literary vampire, I join those who are calling scholarly 
attention to the importance of popular culture texts for scholars.
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 The success of neoliberalism as a hegemonic paradigm and dominant discourse 
relies upon what Henry Giroux describes as a “public pedagogy” that simultaneously 
validates privilege within multiple spheres while disincentivizing collective action. He 
argues that “neoliberalism has to be understood and challenged as…an economic theory 
and a powerful public pedagogy and cultural politics. That is, it has to be named and 
critically understood before it can be critiqued.”
122
 It is this public pedagogy that I am 
speaking of when I refer to “neoliberal discourse.” The economic theory of neoliberalism 
is also a form of cultural politics; neoliberal discourse, then, is the operation of public 
pedagogy that teaches people the central narratives and interpretive frames of 
neoliberalism—the project that creates public reality and teaches consent. 
By “neoliberal discourse,” I mean more than simply an economic policy or even a 
socioeconomic policy; as Lisa Duggan explains, the United States economy and 
government drew from classical liberalism’s “utopianism of benevolent ‘free’ markets 
and minimal governments,”
123
 which gradually developed into a neoliberal approach, a 
“wide-ranging political and cultural project”
124
 that “has relied on identity and cultural 
politics.”
125
 In speaking of neoliberalism, I speak of an ideology, one that has become the 
dominant ideology of the United States, and is reinforced by social institutions. To 
explain how these social institutions create and maintain societal inequality, I turn to 
Antonio Gramsci’s concept of cultural hegemony, which he described as domination 
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achieved and maintained in part by ideology.
126
 This ideology is generally perceived as 
normal by members of a society and it is in their acceptance of it as normal that the 
members of a society consent to be governed. Without such consent, the powerful would 
be unable to maintain their rule. 
 As Michelle Alexander and Susan Faludi point out, civil rights gains and attacks 
upon civil rights tend to function in cycles. Alexander argues, “In each generation, new 
tactics have been used for achieving the same goals,” and that while “the arguments and 
rationalizations that have been trotted out in support of racial exclusion and 
discrimination…have changed and evolved…the outcome has remained largely the 
same.”
127
 Alexander argues that the current tactics being used are the War on Drugs and 
the criminal justice system, both of which function to perpetuate a racial caste system as a 
reaction and defense against societal movement racial equality,
128
 while Faludi concludes 
that the “backlash” attacks after women’s emancipation and then the Second Wave 
Women’s movement of the sixties and seventies were direct reactions to the threat that 
movement toward women’s equality represents to the patriarchy.
129
 I am in agreement 
with both Alexander and Faludi; however, I argue that successful efforts toward social 
justice require an understanding of the impact that neoliberal discourse has upon the 
framing of these backlash attacks. Analyzing popular culture texts is a crucial step toward 
gaining that understanding. 
 Duggan argues that a “sustainable opposition” to the corporatization—or 
neoliberalization—of the university “would need to connect culture, politics, and 
economics; identity politics and class politics; universalist rhetoric and particular issues 
and interests; intellectual and material resources.”
130
 Not only does the literary canon 
tend to focus on authors with traditionally and historically privileged backgrounds, 
scholars engaging in literary critique also tend to avoid specific areas of mass culture—
those books judged, as I mention above, as “bad” books, and also often as “pop culture” 
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books. Hall points out in his “Notes on Deconstructing the Popular” that the “common-
sense meaning” of “popular” are “the things which are said to be ‘popular’ because 
masses of people listen to them, buy them, read them, consume them, and seem to enjoy 
them to the full.”
131
 While he acknowledges that this definition is “quite rightly 
associated with the manipulation and debasement of the culture of the people,”
132
 he also 
rejects a view of “the people” as “cultural dopes” who have no ability to judge or 
understand “what they are being fed.”
133
 Hall finally settles on a “rather uneasy” 
definition of popular culture: 
[Popular culture studies] looks, in any particular period at those forms and 
activities which have their roots in the social and material conditions of particular 
classes; which have been embodied in popular traditions and practices…Its main 
focus of attention is the relation between culture and questions of hegemony.
134
 
This suggests that not only is popular culture a valid area of academic study, it may be 
more crucial to an analysis of neoliberal discourse than high-culture texts; as Hall notes, 
“[Cultural] power…depends…on this drawing of the line…as to what is to be 
incorporated into ‘the great tradition’ and what is not.”
135
 From this perspective, then, 
these texts should be analyzed because they have not been incorporated into “the great 
tradition.” By focusing on neoliberalism, this project begins to fill the void in the 




A Definition of Neoliberal Discourse and a Brief History of Neoliberalism 
 Just as the meaning of a statement is defined by the discourse in which the 
statement appears, and the meaning that its audience creates from the statement, so too do 
the discourses of race, gender, and class differ from one society to another. “Discourse” 
is, of course, a word which itself has a wide variety of meanings, past and present, so 
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before proceeding further, I must explain how I am employing it in this discussion. By 
using the term “discourse,” I mean the set of practices that create, inform, and influence 
structures of knowledge and social conventions; thus, there are multiple discourses in a 
society, each with its own set of “rules” for interactions. Here I am borrowing from and 
referring to a number of theoretical works, beginning with Foucault, who describes 
discourses as “practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak.”
136
 This 
concept of discourse is influenced by more recent scholars as well, including James Gee 
and Norman Fairclough, both of whom argue that the transformation of discourse 
practices is the transformation of culture.
137
 Discourse does not merely reflect cultural 
ideas; it also helps to construct them, providing form and structure. As Foucault argued, 
every epoch in history has had different concepts of what constitutes “truth,” and those 
ideas shift over time.
138
 More specifically, Fairclough points out that “analysing 
institutions and organizations in terms of power entails understanding and analysing their 
discursive practices.”
139
 In analyzing neoliberal discourse, then, my goal is to delineate 
how it “constitutes the social, including…social subjects” while focusing on “the 
discursive nature of social change,” since, as Fairclough points out, “changing discursive 
practices are an important element of social change”
140
; a better understanding of 
neoliberal discursive practices should provide both a clearer understanding of social 
change that has occurred and a possible pathway toward enacting social change.  
 My definition of “neoliberalism” draws upon David Harvey’s characterization of 
neoliberalism as an ideology that has “become hegemonic as a mode of discourse,”
141
 as 
well as upon Duggan’s description of neoliberalism as being fundamentally “a culture of 
upward (re)distribution.”
142
 This neoliberal ideology, Harvey goes on to argue, has 
functioned primarily as a “political project to re-establish the conditions for capital 
accumulation and to restore the power of economic elites”; this project of neoliberalism 
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takes as its theoretical ideals the dissolution of “social solidarity…in favour of 
individualism, private property, personal responsibility, and family values.”
143
 Although 
neither Harvey nor Duggan explicitly addresses “discourse,” my analysis aligns their 
explanations with a Foucauldian view of “discourse,” as described above. I read 
Duggan’s references to “cultural politics” as descriptions of struggles over which 
discourses will remain and become dominant. For instance, she points out that the 
“underlying assumption” of President Clinton’s attempt “to end welfare as we know it” 
was that “The sexual practices and household structures of poor women, especially black 
women, are the central causes of poverty and of associated social disorder and 
criminality.”
144
 The legislative policies only make sense in the context of a discourse that 
privileges two-parent, heterosexual, white, middle-class or higher families; in that 
context, anything that does not meet that norm is by definition less-than-normal. This 
point is reinforced by Duggan’s statement that neoliberalism is “presented…as a kind of 
nonpolitics—a way of being reasonable,”
145
 and Harvey’s view of it as having “pervasive 
effects on ways of thought to the point where it has become incorporated into the 
common-sense way many of us interpret, live in, and understand the world.”
146
 
 Although science, in its traditional role, has prescribed objectivity and a 
disinterested perspective, this is in itself part of the way that the concept of instrumental 
reason has shaped the discourses of western society; reason has been the province of the 
powerful in a tautological definition wherein those who already have dominance are 
defined as having the faculty of reason while those who are subordinated are defined as 
lacking the faculty of reason.
147
 The emphasis on reason and objectivity assumes the 
existence of objective truth, but as Gee notes, “‘truth’ is a matter of taking, negotiating, 
and contesting perspectives created in and through language.”
148
 The concepts of 
objectivity, of impartial education, of neutrality—these are all part of liberal and, now, 
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neoliberal discourse. As Gee points out, “Discourse models embed assumptions about 
what is ‘appropriate,’ ‘typical,’ or ‘normal.’”
149
 When nearly all social institutions 
present the status quo as reality and the viewpoint of the powerful as the truth, contesting 
that ideology or attempting to address inequality is very difficult, particularly with the 
ideas of objectivity and impartial truth as base building blocks in neoliberal discourse. 
 Duggan’s analysis of neoliberalism, part of an effort to theorize and explain why 
inequality not only persists but becomes greater, argues that what she refers to as 
“cultural politics” are directly related to contemporary social inequality. Duggan traces 
this idea of separate spheres back to classical liberalism, with its differentiation between 
public and private, a distinction reinforced in the United States when property ownership 
was eliminated as a requirement for voting; she argues that “the removal of property 
considerations from voting…allowed for a more complete (rhetorical) separation of the 
economy, understood as primarily private, from the public…state.”
150
 Classical liberal 
ideology constructed the separation, and as dominant discourses have shifted, in response 
to events and social changes, but always to continue supporting hegemonic rule, that 
separation has become ever further enhanced into what Duggan points to as present-day 
neoliberal discourse’s “key terms: privatization and personal responsibility,”
151
 echoed 
by Harvey’s statement that under the ideology of neoliberalism, “individualism, private 
property, personal responsibility, and family values” became paramount.
152
 This focus on 
individualism and personal responsibility helps to explain how gender, race, and class are 
presented within the terms of neoliberal discourse.  
 American society has been, and continues to be, constructed on the basis of 
inequality. Historic justifications for inequality often focused on the “inadequacies” or 
“failings” of specific groups, arguing that these groups actually benefited from their 
socially assigned roles—essentially, a discourse of colonialist imperialism, wherein a 
relationship primarily beneficial to one group was portrayed as mutually beneficial, as 
described by Chinua Achebe in his explanation of how colonialist discourse portrayed 
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Europe bringing “the blessings of civilization” to Africa
153
 and Edward Said, when he 
points out that a 1908 essay from a British nobleman claims, “Subject races did not have 
it in them to know what was good for them.”
154
 British colonists justified genocide of 
Native Americans on the grounds that they were “savages” and thus fundamentally 
untrustworthy. This discourse of colonialist imperialism includes claims that people of 
African descent were happier as slaves because they were unable to care for themselves 
and that “slavery was…for blacks’ own good,”
155
 as well as patriarchal claims that 
women were intellectually unable to comprehend the complexities of politics and 
business and thus needed to be cared for by men.  
 The argument was not for equality in any sense, but rather that those who, by 
virtue of race and/or gender, were endowed with greater intellectual capacity and ability 
should provide what could be understood and used appropriately by those over whom 
they had power, and in exchange for this care, those with lesser mental capabilities would 
provide labor. As Evelyn Nakano Glenn illustrates in her case study of different eras and 
places in American history, race has been used over and over to justify social 
stratification.
156
 The history of the United States is the history of the colonized Other, of 
making the Other “safe” and “manageable” through racialization of the Other. The 
portrayal of the Other, through American history, has served to justify the acts of those in 
power, and to maintain the power of those who already have it. 
 More recently, the discourse of neoliberalism has become more prominent than 
the discourse of colonialist imperialism. The neoliberal discourse rejects the premise of 
mutual benefit/obligation presented by the discourse of colonialist imperialism. Instead, it 
proclaims the necessity for individuality and independence, from each other and also 
from the government. In the discourse of neoliberalism, the only responsibility of the 
government is to support negative rights—the government is to ensure that people are left 
alone to pursue their independence by market success. By extension, the obligation of 
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any institution is only to ensure that it treats people “equally,” where equality is defined 
by “objective” measures created and enforced by those who are part of dominant society, 
as a reflection of what they would need. This shift to neoliberal discourse is a response 
and counter to the Civil Rights Movement and accompanying demands for equality from 
marginalized groups.  
 As Alexander points out, there was a “wave of activism associated with economic 
justice,” and this “served to align the goals of the Civil Rights Movement with key 
political goals of poor and working-class whites.”
157
 This coalition among the poor and 
working class posed a significant threat to the powerful, just as Bacon’s Rebellion did to 
the “planter elite” when Nathaniel Bacon “managed to unite slaves, indentured servants, 
and poor whites in a revolutionary effort,”
158
 and the powerful responded in much the 
same way. After Bacon’s Rebellion, “the planter class extended special privileges to poor 
whites in an effort to drive a wedge between them and black slaves”
159
; after the Civil 
Rights Movement, conservatives like Barry Goldwater “aggressively exploited the riots 
and fears of black crime.”
160
 However, the “law and order rhetoric…employed by 
segregationists” did more than lay the groundwork for the construction of a new racial 
caste system, as Alexander describes
161
; I argue that it also laid the groundwork for the 
shift from classic liberalism to neoliberalism in dominant discourse.  
 The neoliberalization trend in American society has helped lead to hegemonic 
cooptation of the rhetoric of multiculturalism, promoting a focus on individualism and 
“individual choice,” an integral part of neoliberal discourse that functions as both a denial 
of and defense against structural inequality. This myth of individual choice relies on the 
assumption that all persons are freely able to make choices regarding their lives, when in 
actuality, meaningful choice is absent for the vast majority of people in the United States 
in many life situations that will shape their lives. This is how the myth of individual 
choice denies the existence of structural inequalities, attributing them at most to “cultural 
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differences,” as Eduardo Bonilla-Silva details
162
—or, in other words, blaming inequality 
on those who are the victims of structural inequality. 
 The dominant discourse indoctrinates those who are members of it, particularly 
those who have greater amounts of privilege, not to discuss race, gender, or class in any 
way that might suggest structural inequality. Here, I turn to Bonilla-Silva’s work on 
“color-blind racism,” in which he examines “the way that whites explain, defend, and 
ultimately justify the contemporary racial order.”
163
 In this work, Bonilla-Silva introduces 
the idea of “racial ideology,” which is what he calls “the racially based frameworks used 
by actors to explain and justify...the status quo.”
164
 I address particular attention to 
Bonilla-Silva’s argument that “the frameworks of the dominant race tend to become the 
master frameworks upon which all racial actors ground...their ideological positions,” in 
which he draws upon Marx’s claim that the dominant economic force in society is also its 
dominant intellectual force. 
 The hegemonic dominance of these frames is perpetuated by social institutions. 
Here I draw upon Patricia Yancey Martin’s discussion of gender as a social institution, in 
which she delineates “criteria for defining social institutions,”
165
 arguing that 
“conceptualizing gender as a social institution is necessary to make the origins and 
perpetuation of gender explicit.”
166
 I refer also to Adrienne Rich’s argument for 
motherhood as a patriarchal institution, one “more fundamental than tribalism or 
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 and heterosexuality as its companion institution; she argues that these 
institutions “create the prescriptions and the conditions in which choices are made or 
blocked; they are not ‘reality’ but they have shaped the circumstances of our lives.”
168
 
According to both Martin and Rich, social institutions have a history, are specific to 
societies, have interrelated and relative social positions, “are internalized by group 
members as identities and selves and…are displayed as personalities,”
169
 and act to 
legitimate the interests of societal elites, “who benefit from the arrangements and 
practices they valorize.”
170
 These arrangements and practices become normalized and 
naturalized; for instance, as Martin notes, “Gender ideology is widely known and 
generally believed.”
171
 Despite this seemingly “natural” state of institutions, institutions 
change over time to accommodate themselves to societal changes and power shifts. 
 While Martin lays out a dozen features of institutions, Rich describes only five: 
they are prescriptive, naturalized, ideological, historical, and hegemonic.
172
 These 
features mesh with Wahneema Lubiano’s description of nationalism as “the activation of 
a narrative of identity and interests,” and of black nationalism as a “social identification,” 
that is “a constantly reinvented and reinventing discourse,”
173
 articulating “what is ‘best’ 
for ‘the people’”
174
 as a matter of “cultural ‘common sense.’”
175
 These same traits are 
repeated by Bonilla-Silva in his description of “racial structure” as “the totality of the 
social relations and practices that reinforce white privilege,”
176
 including among these 
“they exist because they benefit members of the dominant race,” with a “ruling ideology” 
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that “expresses as ‘common sense’ the interests of the dominant race,”
177
 and is historical 
yet “has a ‘changing same’ quality at its core.”
178
 
 I argue, then, that by Martin’s and Rich’s definitions for “social institution,” it is 
not only reasonable but necessary to perceive socially constructed axes of identity that 
meet these criteria—race, nationalism, heterosexuality, and motherhood—as social 
institutions, an idea that Martin gestures toward in her work: “Framing gender as an 
institution will make it more commensurable for linking to other institutions 
including…race/ethnicity, social class, heterosexuality/sexuality, and age, among 
others.”
179
 As Martin points out, framing these as social institutions “requires attention to 
power,” “reinstates the material body,” acknowledges that “conflicts, inconsistency, and 
change are…endemic,”
180
 while “drawing attention to [their] multiple features,” 
including “ideology, practices, constraints, conflicts, [and] power.”
181
 Additionally, I 
argue that positioning these identity categories as social institutions foregrounds their 
roles in perpetuating structural inequality in ways that merely identifying them as 
“socially constructed” or “identities” does not. It also demands recognition that shifts in 
society create different practices and narratives in social institutions—hence the 
prevalence of postracial rhetoric, for example, in contemporary society—while the 
institutions’ function and significance in maintaining social inequality are unchanged.  
 The common feature of institutional ideology in the United States has been and is 
that it is composed of messages from the elite to the “mainstream”: the white working 
class. Here “working class” is expanded beyond its usual association with manual labor 
or blue-collar jobs; as defined by Michael Zweig, “working class” here means “people 
who, when they go to work or when they act as citizens, have comparatively little power 
or authority.”
182
 These messages are intended to persuade members of the majority—to 
act against their own self-interest—a successful message, as R. Jeffrey Lustig notes when 
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he points to “the support a majority of white working men have given the party that leads 
the fight against their interests as workers since the 1980s, the Republicans”
183
—to create 
“a cross-class alliance between the capitalist class and a section of the working class.”
184
 
This is nothing new in American society; as Cheryl Harris points out, the establishment 
of whiteness as the “characteristic…of free human beings” meant that the racial line 
“became a line of protection and demarcation from the potential threat of 
commodification.”
185
 Lustig discusses this same functionality of the institution of race 
when he writes that in the post-Reconstruction era, racialization “served to blunt white 
workers’ efforts to plumb the real sources of their degradation on the job and before the 
law, discouraging them...from taking their own wage slavery seriously.”
186
 This reflects 
Douglas’s assertion (discussed in detail in the next section) that enlightened sexism is a 
strategy to convince white women that their best interests lie in acquiescing to the 




Gender and Race Today; or, Neoliberalism and the Other 
 Neoliberal ideals suggest that everyone is fundamentally the same, and, upon 
being provided with the same opportunities, everyone can achieve the same things, also 
known as “pulling yourself up by your own bootstraps,” also known as the American 
Dream. Bonilla-Silva provides an acute assessment of how this attitude supports and 
strengthens social inequality, as, in the post-Civil-Rights-Movement era, those who 
possess more privilege are able to reassure themselves that there are no legal barriers 
standing in the way of people of color who want to achieve, which must mean that if they 
fail to achieve, there is some reason other than race, just as for poor people who fail to 
achieve, the reason must lie somewhere other than in structural barriers.
187
 Duggan’s 
evidence supports this, also, pointing out that attacks on publicly-funded education in 
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New York included “snide dismissals of wasted spending” on students who were “lazy” 
or “ill-prepared,”
188
 while in a conversation with Faludi, professional anti-feminist 
Connie Marshner says, “My experience in the job market was not anything that made me 
feel discriminated against. Everything I’ve gotten has been through merit.”
189
 The 
emphasis on “personal responsibility” is the driving theme of neoliberal discourse 
because it provides an explanation for inequality that has nothing to do with social and 
political policies. 
 Silencing discussions of inequality is one of the primary ways that neoliberal 
discourse perpetuates that inequality. This means that any attempt to address or discuss 
structural inequality will be reframed within the discourse of neoliberalism as a demand 
for “special consideration.” The assumption that eliminating prejudice is the only 
necessary achievement to eliminate inequality results in what Bonilla-Silva describes as 
the “anything but race” defense, the combination of rhetorical strategies used to deny the 
salience of race in contemporary society. These rhetorical strategies, used in combination, 
draw on neoliberal ideals to “explain” social inequality. Bonilla-Silva’s interviewees 
could begin by stating that they were not racist (they had freed themselves of negative 
beliefs based on stereotypes, and thus were good people), move on to stating that they 
cannot explain racial inequality between blacks and whites because they themselves are 
not black (they are acknowledging that they understand, acknowledge, and accept 
cultural differences), suggest that a combination of cultural differences and personal 
choice is responsible for inequality (part of cultural understanding and respect is not 
forcing people to do anything, so if what people want to do results in their failure to 
succeed, that is their own choice), and hold up an example of an outstanding person from 
another race to illustrate that racial inequality is obviously possible to overcome (if it is 
possible for one black person to succeed, then it cannot be a question of racial inequality 
that prevents others from succeeding; it must be due to personal choice).  
 As the elite developed what Alexander refers to as “racially sanitized rhetoric,”
190
 
this shift made room for new defenses against claims of structural inequality. The 
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simultaneous focus on personal responsibility—“If [blacks] conduct themselves in an 
orderly way, they will not have to worry about police brutality”
191
—and cultural 
pathologies—Moynihan’s claim that “black poverty” was due “to a black ‘subculture’ 
and the ‘tangle of pathology’ that characterized it”
192
—by the “law and order rhetoric” 
allowed for a multi-faceted defense against demands for equality, one employed today by 
those opposed to government action to remedy inequality. 
 This is the same conceptualization and rhetorical strategy used to explain poverty. 
By beginning with the assumption of equality of opportunity, then any lack of equality in 
outcome must be due to individual failure. For those who are uncomfortable assigning 
blame so personally, the solution is rhetorical strategies such as referring to the “culture 
of poverty,” or, put another way, poor people are so used to being poor that they fail to 
become not-poor, and it is merely coincidence that poverty is much higher among people 
of color and/or women. Bonilla-Silva argues that these conceptualizations and rhetorical 
devices drive racism in today’s society. The discourse has shifted; the direct expression 
of racism (e.g., the use of racial slurs in childhood rhymes) has become an insistence that 
“they ‘don’t see any color, just people.’”
193
 In this new colorblind world, “Instead of 
relying on name calling…color-blind racism otherizes softly.”
194
 This ties in strongly to 
the theme of neoliberalism and its roots in Enlightenment thinking. 
 As Bonilla-Silva points out, the current political and social climate in the United 
States promotes the idea of “colorblindness,” which “explains contemporary racial 
inequality as the outcome of nonracial dynamics.”
195
 This means that people tend to 
avoid talking about race, and when race is directly brought up, they will engage in a 
variety of rhetorical maneuvers to shift the topic away from race and toward some other 
explanation for racial inequality, invoking claims that social class, education, “natural 
preference,” and so forth are responsible for apparent racial inequality. While social class 
and education certainly play a role in the perpetuation of such inequality, they do not and 
cannot account for all of it; race is a significant, compelling, and major factor in social 
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inequality. Despite the statistics that clearly indicate this to be true,
196
 discussions of race 
often become discussions of anything-but-race. The rhetoric of colorblindness may have 
begun sooner, but its official (governmental) introduction was in 1985, when Clarence 
Pendleton, Jr., in his position as chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 
announced that the goal of the Commission was “a color blind society that has 
opportunities for all and guarantees success for none.”
197
 Michael Omi and Howard 
Winant argue that despite the appeal of this claim for “equal opportunity,” the effect has 
not been one of “enlightened progress.”
198
  
 Following a path from “attacks on the New Deal coalition” in the 1950s and 
1960s forward to the twenty-first century, Duggan points out that neoliberal politics, or 
what I would call the discourse of neoliberalism, relies upon “identity and cultural 
politics”
199
: “While reasserting this ideology of discrete spheres of social life, in practice 
contemporary neoliberal policies have been implemented in and through culture and 
politics, reinforcing or contesting relations of class, race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, 
religion, or nationality.”
200
 Similarly, in his discussion of neoliberalism, Harvey points 
out that the Republican Party, in its shift toward neoliberalism, “appealed to the cultural 
nationalism of the white working classes…through the positives of religion and cultural 
nationalism and negatively through coded, if not blatant, racism, homophobia, and anti-
feminism.”
201
 Alexander repeatedly states that Nixon’s “Southern Strategy” of “[going] 




 Much of this appeal has been in coded language, referring to “individual 
responsibility” or “cultural deficits,” rather than directly referring to race, gender, or 
sexuality. As Alexander points out, a direct consequence of Supreme Court rulings that 
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require “conscious racial bigotry”
203
 to show discrimination is that careful attendance to 
“colorblind” language is almost always successful; in a jury selection case, the Supreme 
Court ruled that “the prosecutor need not provide ‘an explanation that is persuasive, or 
even plausible’” for race-based jury discrimination.
204
 By focusing on “individual 
responsibility,” neoliberal discourse makes it not only easier for perpetrators to defend 
themselves against claims of discrimination, it creates a framework that allows them to 
believe that they are innocent of discrimination. Henry Giroux points out that as “the 
discourse about race becomes more privatized…the language of public life” becomes 
able “to reduce all racial problems to private issues such as individual character and 
cultural depravity.”
205
 By “privatized” here, Giroux means that supporters of 
neoliberalism are engaged in an active and committed campaign to scrub from dominant 
discourse any and all references to race or acknowledgment of structural racism. 
 The success of neoliberal individualism as a hegemonic paradigm relies upon, as I 
noted earlier, a multi-pronged approach and tactically varied approach, and despite the 
co-constitutive and co-constructed natures of race, gender, and sexuality, the cultural 
frames that neoliberal discourse provides to discuss them are not identical. The rhetoric 
that Faludi identifies as “backlash” is overwhelmingly applicable to race in many ways; 
she writes, “The backlash against women’s rights works in much the same way [as the 
1947 Hollywood movie of that name]: its rhetoric charges feminists with all the crimes it 
perpetrates.”
206
 Media and public culture’s claims of “reverse racism” or “playing the 
race card” do just this with race: Suggest that the objections of people of color to 
inequality are somehow the cause of or the impetus for injustice. It is no coincidence that 
U.S. society has been simultaneously declared “postfeminist” and “postracial”; both 
terms suggest that society is beyond both feminism and race---the battle is won, the war 
is over. Even references to the “Women’s Movement” and “Civil Rights Movement” 
emphasize this, as though what Faludi says of women is also the claim made for race: 
“[The] map…[of American women’s progress] presents women’s struggle for liberty as 
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if it were a one-time event, a curious and even noxious by-product of a postmodern 
age.”
207
 This painting of the struggle for rights as complete helps to enforce the inability 
of women and people of color to lay claims against the state or even particular aspects of 
it; as noted above, Alexander’s analysis points out that the only real requirement for 
courts to conclude that discrimination is not race-based is for the perpetrators of 
discrimination to carefully avoid using racial language. If even mentioning race is passé, 
that makes it all the easier for powerful social actors to avoid doing so. 
 However, I want to make clear that I am not arguing that race and gender are 
identical in neoliberal discourse. While they share a number of similarities, most notably 
a focus on making inequality a private, individual matter, they also differ in significant 
regards. Douglas’s discussion of “postfeminist” culture or “enlightened sexism” argues 
that “Backlash involves a direct, explicit refutation of feminism as misguided and bad for 
women. Enlightened sexism is subtler.”
208
 This view assumes, however, that enlightened 
sexism and backlash are incompatible, or at least are not concurrently and contemporarily 
present; I would argue that this is not an accurate perception of the social climate, which 
freely uses both backlash rhetoric and enlightened sexism, as appropriate to the situation. 
In various iterations of hegemonic ideology, white women and men of color have been 
treated similarly, with similar cultural narratives explaining why their subordination is 
necessary for the social order (e.g., imperialistic colonial discourse), but race has also 
been used as a goad to gain support from poor whites for sociopolitical policies that are 
detrimental to them and/or to divide white women from people of color.
209
 
 Here I turn to Andrea Smith’s contention that “we are victims of white 
supremacy, but complicit in it as well.”
210
 Smith’s insight that we are complicit not just in 
our own oppression in hegemonic rule, but that we are also complicit in the oppression of 
others, is the basis of her argument: “What keeps us trapped within our particular pillars 
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of white supremacy is that we are seduced with the prospect of being able to participate 
in the other pillars.”
211
 This is the divide-and-conquer strategy of neoliberal 
individualism: Prevent any possibility of collaboration or collective action between 
subordinated groups. As Douglas notes, “Because of its insistence that women now ‘have 
it all’…enlightened sexism ignores girls and women who are not middle class, upper 
middle class, or rich, and, for the most part, not white. It is emphatically heterosexist.”
212
 
This combines with the individual-choice emphasis for gender, framing it as though, as 
Douglas writes, “[Women] today have a choice between feminism and antifeminism, and 
they just naturally and happily choose the latter…Indeed, enlightened sexism is meant to 
make patriarchy pleasurable for women.”
213
  
 This is crucial: Enlightened sexism (or enlightened racism
214
) works only on those 
who can, in some way, benefit from supporting the status quo—not as much benefit as 
they would see from successfully dismantling it, but more than they would see from 
impotent railing against it. These benefits are, of course, strictly individual, and doled out 
in stages, to prevent those receiving them from joining with others; instead, they must 
meekly wait their turn. In addition to dividing potential allies from each other, however, 
enlightened sexism and racism serve a purpose for the powerful. House slaves did not 
receive better treatment only to ensure that they did not join with field slaves; their 
masters and mistresses also needed house slaves to perform their duties.  
 The neoliberal focus on individualism and personal responsibility ties in to the 
American focus on the worker-citizen: a person who does paid work outside the home as 
the primary means of contributing to the state. This idea of “work” means that those who 
do not perform paid work outside the home are seen as less valuable to the state, despite 
the fact that any reasonable economic analysis indicates that any hypothetically capitalist 
economy is constructed upon the backs of those who are performing care work, 
sometimes for pay, but more often unpaid. Such care work is generally disregarded and 
ignored in societies with a worker-citizen model, and in fact is so poorly thought of that, 
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as Joan Tronto points out, we respect neither those who provide care nor those who are 
seen as needing care. Tronto suggests that this is due to an extremely high valuation of 
autonomy and independence that, combined with the unequal distribution of resources, 




 Thus, women who accept the enlightened sexism model also accept the 
devaluation of care work—without escaping the expectation that they perform it—while 
people of color who accept enlightened racism are expected to act as spokespersons to 
their people, advising them of the importance of “taking responsibility for themselves.”
216
 
This is part of why “progress” in sexuality rights has happened; as long as non-
heterosexual couples want to join the patriarchy club, there is little reason to deny them 
entry. As Tithi Bhattacharya points out, part of the current agenda is to “reorder social 
production, as evidenced in its efforts to recraft gender identities and reinvent a new 
working-class family,” and argues for revisiting the notion of invisibility in social 
reproduction.
217
 The strategy does not end there; as Douglas argues, enlightened sexism 
may “celebrate female-centered knowledge—about fashion, makeup, babies, 
relationships—that used to be derided as trivial, and insist that such knowledge 
matters.”
218
 This parallels the proliferation of “positive” stereotypes about people of 
color, which are more difficult to object to than clearly negative stereotypes, but a 
multiplicity of research suggests that “positive” stereotypes are in fact more detrimental 
to inter-group interactions than negative ones, as well as (at least in a society that strongly 
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values individualism) harmful to people’s self-image.
219
 In other words, the seeming 
compliment of insisting that “women’s traits” matter or that “black men are good 
athletes” or “black women are more sexually free” not only damages intergroup 
relationships, it actively harms those who are expected to be grateful for these 
compliments. 
 However, enlightened sexism and racism are not complete strategies in and of 
themselves, because not everyone in a subordinate group can benefit; other means must 
be used to coerce their consent, or at least to ensure their non-interference. These means 
have included attacks on women’s reproductive rights, as well as assaults on their self-
worth, telling women that “it is precisely through [their] calculated deployment of their 
faces, bodies, attire, and sexuality that they gain and enjoy true power…True power here 
has nothing to do with economic independence or professional achievement…it has to do 
with getting men to lust after you and other women to envy you.”
220
 While white women 
are cajoled to stay pretty and pure (but not be frigid) and keep America American, black 
women are threatened by the specter of eternal singlehood because all the “good black 
men”
221
 are monogamously involved, gay, or—the worst possible scenario—lost to white 
women.
222
 At the same time, white men are threatened by the specter of losing their 
jobs—their only claim to worth, citizenship, and the right to have a woman—to 
immigrants or people of color (not to mention the horror of losing a woman to a man of 
color or having someone think that they might be gay), while black men are told that the 
reason they have so little is because black women refuse to let them claim their 
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patriarchal role—and because the bad black men are bringing down the race.
223
 This 
constant warfare and anxiety decreases the likelihood that any people within a group can 
join in collective action, much less reach across group boundaries to do so. 
 As I discussed earlier, neoliberal discourse does not limit itself to backlash attacks 
or to enlightened sexism and enlightened racism; one of the features that makes it most 
successful is co-optation and distortion of social justice narratives, adopting the language 
and terminology of social justice to frame its insistent demands for inequality and the 
preeminence of the market in ways that seem so similar to anti-oppression demands that 
it becomes difficult to distinguish between them. This is why, in addition to examining 
the language of texts, a critical analysis also requires assessment of the impact of the text. 
In other words, I am concerned not merely with what characters say and what 
philosophies they may espouse, but also with the textual consequences of their actions, as 
it is these that illustrate the ways in which neoliberal discourse creates not a mere double 
bind, but a triple bind.  
 Marilyn Frye describes the double bind of oppressed people as “situations in 
which options are reduced to a very few, and all of them expose one to penalty, censure, 
or deprivation.”
224
 In the double bind she describes, however, the options are between 
acquiescence (thereby complying in one’s own oppression) or resistance (thereby leaving 
oneself open to retaliation). Here, Frye’s birdcage analogy may be more useful than the 
double bind: 
If you look very closely at just one wire in the cage, you cannot see the other 
wires…It is only when you step back…and take a macroscopic view of the whole 
cage, that you can see why the bird does not go anywhere; and then you will see it 
in a moment…It is perfectly obvious that the bird is surrounded by a network of 
systematically related barriers, no one of which would be the least hindrance to its 
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flight, but which, by their relations to each other, are as confining as the solid 
walls of a dungeon.
225
 
This is the bind, the cage, of neoliberal discourse. Elyce Rae Helford uses Jennifer 
Burwell’s discussion of utopian logic to argue that there are two possibilities for 
approaches to social change, labeling these as “utopian” and “critical”; Helford quotes 
Burwell in her definitions for these, arguing that “utopian constructions posit a self-
contained and inaccessible ideal ‘elsewhere,’” and critical approaches limit “themselves 
to a negative hermeneutics of exposure [and] fail to present a positive alternative.”
226
 In 
the project of resistance or opposition to neoliberal domination, I argue that the utopian 
impulse is not yet appropriate, because in order to envision a world free of the birdcage, 
we first need to see the birdcage for what it is; we must take not only the macroscopic 
view, but also the microscopic, seeing how wholly it pervades society, our words, our 
actions, our interpretive frames. Without that view, without that ability to identify it in its 
varying forms, any utopia imagined will simply replicate the structures of domination, 
recreating them in the new world;
227




Class: The Basis of Everything 
 As noted above, Martin positions class as a social institution akin to gender and 
race. Here, however, I differ from her analysis; I argue that one of the key features of 
neoliberalism is the dismantling of class as a social institution. Class was integral to the 
labor struggles of the early twentieth century and formed a distinct part of people’s 
identity; Zweig writes, “Until the middle of the twentieth century class was…an explicit 
part of working people’s understanding of their place in society, and they attempted a 
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variety of organizational forms to assert their own class interests.”
228
 This understanding 
of class was a social institution, one with, as Bourdieu discusses, “objective limits” that 
“become a sense of limits…a ‘sense of one’s place’ which leads one to exclude oneself 
from the goods, persons, places, and so forth from which one is excluded.”
229
 Class as a 
social institution results in persons “adjusting their expectations to their chances” and 
“consenting to be what they have to be, ‘modest,’ ‘humble’ and ‘obscure.’”
230
 This 
conceptualization of class has historically been at odds with the American Dream, a 
conflict previously constructed as a battle between the working class and the capitalist 
class over the right of working class persons “to be treated ‘like human beings.’”
231
  
 To put this another way, in the early part of the twentieth century, workers 
expected their realization of the American Dream to come about by means of “concerted 
collective action,”
232
 fighting together and engaging in “widespread public vilification of 
the plutocratic capitalist with cigar and top hat.”
233
 While the gains of the first decade of 
the century were somewhat set back by the 1920s, the Great Depression “brought with it 
widespread discontent” and anger at “the failure of capitalists as a class to secure 
progress for the country.”
234
 The New Deal “brought the national government’s power to 
bear on the side of the working class,”
235
 securing a number of gains for labor to protect 
themselves against exploitation, but those gains have since been steadily eroded in a 
number of ways, including the passage of “Right to Work” Laws; indeed, there is a push 
for a “National Right to Work Act” that would repeal provisions in the National Labor 
Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act, effectively eviscerating unions.
236
 These 
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 Beginning in 1947 with the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act, attacks on the power 
of labor have been combined with a silencing of dialogue about class in the United States. 
As Zweig explains, anti-communist hysteria meant that “many liberal critics of capitalism 
were…silenced,” as “Anyone with an explicit working class sympathy or sharp class-
based hostility to capitalist power was completely marginalized, and sometimes even 
jailed.”
238
 This is how “class disappeared from polite conversation,” and “workers came 
to be known as ‘consumers’ or ‘middle class.’”
239
 In contemporary American society, 
neoliberalism has almost wholly succeeded in destroying class as a social institution. Bill 
Fletcher defines class as something that “speaks to one’s relationship to the means of 
production, distribution, and exchange….to issues of power.”
240
 In the discussions of 
class that do take place today, power is nonexistent; instead, the focus is, as Zweig writes, 
an understanding of class “in terms of income or lifestyle.”
241
 Replacing it is the narrative 
of “the middle class,” which is defined ever more in terms of “lifestyle,” or, in other 
words, by consumerism. A recent U.S. News article discussing the middle class told 
readers that “if you happen to wonder if you’re poor, you can consult [federal poverty 
guidelines]…after that, you’re on your own to decide if you’re lower middle class, 
middle class, upper middle class, or in the fabulously wealthy territory.”
242
 This rewriting 
of class and its avoidance of any discussion of power—or even actual work—creates a 
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social climate in which, particularly in the debt-ridden United States,
243
 it becomes easy 
to perceive oneself as middle class. 
 “Middle class is simply a state of mind,” Kim Peterson suggests in an MSN 
Money article. Being middle class means being one of the “the average Americans, not 
the ones at the ideological or economic fringes.” These Americans are the “ones who 
drive their kids to band practice, who slog through long workdays, who cook at home and 
who don't have time for much else.”
244
 This narrative, like the narratives that underlie the 
institutions of race and gender, is very explicitly a narrative for white people, and one 
designed, again, to convince white working-class people to cast their lot with the wealthy 
(whom they can pretend to join already by using credit to present the appearance of 
appropriate consumerism). They are supposed to reject ideas “at the ideological fringes,” 
and to accept mainstream narratives; they are the real Americans:  
“Saying ‘we’re a middle-class family’ has more than financial connotations to it,” 
said Julie Heath, director of the University of Cincinnati’s Economics Center. “It 
has a salt-of-the-earth feel to it. That’s the bedrock.”
245
 
Thus, in American society today, class status is a mixture of visible, consumer-driven 
indicators, while other indicators are part of the neoliberal revision of social institutions. 
Taking the place of class as an identifying and unifying force are the institutions of race, 




The Neoliberal Vampire: A Reading Strategy 
 This discussion of how social institutions perpetuate hierarchy, privilege, and 
hegemony is not meant to convey the idea that those who lack privilege also entirely lack 
agency. Wherever dominance exists, so too does resistance, as Michel de Certeau points 
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out in his argument for focusing on the consumers, whom he calls “users,” rather than on 
the producers, arguing that “everyday life invents itself by poaching in countless ways on 
the property of others”
246
; he states that it is “the use to which [representations of a 
society and its modes of behavior] are put by groups or individuals”
247
 that matters. As 
Hall argues in his reception theory of encoding and decoding,
248
 the intention of the 
creator of a text does not necessarily dictate the reaction of the consumer. Rather than 
always accepting the dominant reading of a text, the audience may create its own, 
oppositional meaning for the text, or it may negotiate a compromise between the two. 
Looking at this from a larger perspective, the discourses that perpetuate hegemony are 
not accepted and understood by persons or groups in simple and uncomplicated ways, as 
illustrated by the earlier discussion of rape in romance novels. 
 The textual analysis in this project focuses on a critical examination of the figure 
of the literary vampire. As Stuart Hall points out in his discussion of popular culture, 
“transformations” engage with “existing traditions and activities,” and, “Transformation 
is the key to the…‘re-education’ of the people.” He goes on to argue that “[popular 
culture] is the ground upon which…transformations are worked,” 
249
 an explanation 
Lipsitz draws upon to argue for the necessity of “examining the relationship between 
collective popular memory and commercial culture,” one which he suggests may put us 
“on the threshold of a new kind of knowledge, one sensitive to contestations over 
meaning.”
250
 In his discussion of the rhetoric of television, John Carlos Rowe argues that 
“television is…participating in…an economy of representation, in which the principal 
aim is…the production of narratives being retold by their viewers,”
251
 continuing on to 
suggest that it “relies on narrative connections that join different programs…to construct 
a ‘memory’ in viewers” and thus “offers a means of organizing socially experienced 
events, and…possesses enormous power to influence the attitudes and values of its 
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 Rowe suggests that it is their very familiarity with the base narrative that 
allows readers to engage in narrative connections, and it is this active participation by 
viewers that influences them to “make [contemporary television’s] judgments their 
own.”
253
 He continues on to state that this is “what is meant by hegemonic discourse.”
254
 
Although this project focuses primarily on literary texts, Rowe’s argument is particularly 
relevant to analysis of genre texts, particularly those that contain familiar characters, 
because such texts depend upon readers’ “collective popular memory” and their active 
participation in connecting narratives. 
 The significance of retelling narratives also appears in Caroline McCracken-
Flesher’s analysis of cinematic responses to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. McCracken-Flesher 
suggests that examination of “a Jekyll and Hyde movie’s divergences from the original 
text” indicates that “the director’s interpretive response is encoded according to culturally 
determined expectations and anxieties.”
255
 I suggest that this is also true for texts that 
revisit longstanding figures of fantasy, such as vampires. In her analysis, McCracken-
Flesher positions the director as the “reader” of the text; a parallel would be to perceive 
the author of a contemporary vampire novel as the reader and interpreter of the repository 
of vampire texts in collective popular memory. Lipsitz, in American Studies in a Moment 
of Danger, also notes the significance of retelling/reinterpretations/repetitions, writing, 
“[Postmodernism] in literature and the visual arts followed some of the sensibilities of 
electronic mass media, especially through forms of intertextuality and interreferentiality 
that call attention to the entire field of cultural practices surrounding any given cultural 
utterance.”
256
 I point to this not to take up an absolute position regarding the relative 
significances of reader, text, and author, as I will later delineate my interpretive approach, 
but rather to propose that a figure so frequently revisited holds rich potential for analysis, 
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particularly given the relatively recent and widespread series of changes in the portrayal 
of the literary vampire. 
 Contesting the public pedagogy of neoliberalism requires examining the 
discourses of race, gender, and class in books that are authored by those with power as 
well as in books authored by those who lack privilege in certain areas. Morrison states 
that “the arbiters of critical power in American literature…relish their ignorance of 
African-American texts,” and employ this “when they reread the traditional, established 
works of literature.”
257
 The discomfort academics often have when discussing race, and 
particularly when addressing the history of systemic racism in the United States, extends 
to a color-blind approach to reading texts. A direct confrontation of the way that the 
Other is constructed in texts forces us to address the racism and sexism in those texts. 
Unless scholars interrogate what whiteness means and how it is being constructed, we 
will continue to perpetuate the division between “multicultural texts” (texts written by 
persons of color, which means that race is an issue) and “texts” (texts written by white 
men, and therefore the norm, and therefore without race). Such an approach 
simultaneously allows scholars to pretend that “racism used to exist, but not anymore,” 
and reinforces the idea that race only exists for those who are not white, thereby 
“bracketing” race and gender and constructing a situation where there are “issues,” and 
then “women’s issues,” “queer issues,” and “people of color issues.” Additionally, as 
Henry Louis Gates points out, the positioning of texts by black authors as texts about race 
has meant that critique of it has focused almost entirely upon race, which is part of why 
he directs his criticism toward “the most repressed element of Afro-American criticism: 
the language of the text.”
258
 Thus, not only does literary criticism often treat texts by 
black authors or texts by women authors as inherently different from texts by white men, 
it also often takes a wholly different approach to critique. 
 Even feminist readings of cultural texts sometimes do not succeed in identifying 
or deconstructing universalizing discourses. As Colleen Kennedy points out in her 
discussion of feminist readings of Lolita, “[The] same paradigm occurs in feminist 
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readings of narratives by women,”
259
 going on to say that the “access to a dominant 
discourse” that can be gained by accepting “the aesthetics that so often justify women’s 
subordination”
260
 succeeds only “by bracketing art from the real,”
261
 and “if reality is a 
text, then texts really (re)produce reality.”
262
 For instance, many analyses of vampire 
romance novels seem to want to give a feminist absolution for vampire liaisons; Victoria 
Amador describes the female vampire as “the social activist avenger of the twenty-first 
century,”
263
 while Helen T. Bailie says that vampire romances show that love causes “the 
emotional and psychological healing of both the vampire and the heroine.”
264
 These 
claims may well be true, but they are not the entire story, and, I would argue, no 
dichotomous analysis of vampire paranormal romances with the intention of labeling 
them as good/bad or liberating/misogynist can begin to grapple with the complexities and 
contradictions of neoliberal discourse. 
 It is the continual reproduction of neoliberal reality that I seek to avoid in my 
analysis, and as Lipsitz writes, “Malcolm X used to say that racism was like a Cadillac. 
They make a new model every year...This new era demands new methods, theories, and 
strategies. It calls into question received wisdom and traditional ways of knowing and 
being.”
265
 To that end, this project attempts to read against the grain of both vampire 
paranormal romance novels and dominant neoliberal discourse, analyzing the never-
quite-spoken ideology of social institutions—the one that “otherizes softly,” that is most 
effective when, as Faludi explains, “[It] goes private, when it lodges inside a woman’s 
mind and turns her vision inward, until she imagines the pressure is all in her head, until 
she begins to enforce the backlash, too—on herself.”
266
 My goal is to coalesce this 
invisible, unspoken web of cultural narratives by delineating the features of neoliberal 
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discourse, as discussed in detail above, and briefly summarized here, keeping in mind 
Lipsitz’s statement that “Social analysis and social activism both succeed best when 
contradictions remain alive, nettling, and generative, not when they are avoided or 
suppressed,”
267
 and that these categories are continuously moving and changing. 
 Neoliberal discourse relies upon the following narrative frames: 
• First and foremost, a totalizing emphasis on individualism as morally, 
economically, and politically correct; 
• Second, an insistence that all axes of identity are equivalent and result 
from personal choice; 
• Third, the attribution of social inequality to axes of identity, or, in other 
words, the claim disadvantaged groups are disadvantaged because of their 
culture; and, 
• Fourth, encouragement of inter- and intra-group hostility, competition, and 
distrust. 
I examine how those features are reified and resisted in the vampire paranormal romances 
I critique, focusing on how social institutions are represented in these texts.  
 In this analysis, I particularly address the pedagogical and functional aspects of 
each of these social institutions, examining how those aspects are negotiated within the 
texts. As discussed above, social institutions perform two primary pedagogical functions: 
They teach people what the “ideal” is supposed to be, and they teach people that that 
ideal is “what’s best for them.” A corollary function of social institutions is to reward 
those who conform and punish those who do not. I return here to Harvey’s statement that 
neoliberalism is a “political project to re-establish the conditions for capital accumulation 
and to restore the power of economic elites.”
268
 Given this, social institutions in 
neoliberal society are a set of interlocking, co-dependent, co-constructed narratives and 
prescribed practices that further the potential for capital accumulation by economic elites 
and eliminate the potential for resistance to that power. Analyzing vampire literature is 
particularly relevant to an understanding of how these institutions dismantle class 
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identification and combat worker solidarity because vampires illustrate the ways in which 
understandings of and feelings about the role that capitalists play in the system have 
shifted; like Zweig’s cigar-smoking plutocrat, vampires, as discussed in the introduction, 
were initially deeply-loathed symbols of exploitative aristocracy…and like the cigar-









Introduction and Hypothesis 
 In this age, when neoliberalism is both an economic philosophy and an ideology, 
our vampires have changed. From Dracula (in his many permutations), we came to Lestat 
and Louis, to Blade, to Vampire Bill, and, of course, to Edward. Louis is one of the first 
representations—perhaps the first representation—of what Joan Gordon calls the 
“sympathetic vampire” in a novel. At the same time, beginning with Louis, vampires are 
no longer foreigners; rather, their vampirism is dependent upon their Americannesss and 
their Americanness is dependent upon their vampirism. Their identities are defined by 
neoliberal ideals of white masculinity and solidified by the institution of nationalism. 
Toni Morrison points out that some of the “major and championed characteristics of our 
national literature” are “individualism, masculinity, [and] social engagement versus 
historical isolation.”
269
 Nationalism has historically been an expression of white 
masculinity, and in neoliberal discourse, vampires personify that expression. 
 Regionalism also plays its role in this process, because, as Christina Moss argues, 
in recent political processes, “both political parties fought for the South and their targeted 
‘Southern’ voters with narratives of regional identities that advocated a white hegemonic 
national vision.”
270
 These visions use the South as “a metaphor for small town values and 
rural ideals for the country as a whole.”
271
As Kindinger discusses, “numerous recent 
works of vampire fiction published by American authors root the vampire in specific 
American regions.”
272
 Given that Gomez’s, Harris’s, and Banks’s texts all include a 
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significant focus on the American South, regionalism is a significant factor in analysis of 
these texts. Kindinger suggests that “(literary) regionalism certainly has to be understood 
as ‘nation-building.’”
273
 She goes on to argue that it is done in a “reversed manner,” one 
that “challenges and questions the so-called master narrative of the nation-state,” and 
becomes a “form of writing that aims at the representation of pluralism by decentralizing 
‘eastern urban milieus.’”
274
 However, in the context of contemporary American 
sociopolitical narratives, I argue that the setting of sympathetic vampire novels in the 
South instead indicates the effectiveness of the current neoconservative attempt to, as 
George Packer describes it, engage in the “Southernization of American life,”
275
 
participating in the process of conflating Southern identity with Americanness. 
 In this chapter, I examine the institution of nationalism and how, in neoliberal 
discourse, it has incorporated regionalism, particularly in relationship to the South, as an 
integral part of nationalistic ideology. This is particularly relevant today as neoliberal 
ideals invade and reconstruct the narratives of social institutions, narratives that are based 
upon strong appeals to cultural nationalism in conjunction with individualism. My 
analysis focuses on the novels’ engagement with three primary ideological tenets that 
differentiate this neoliberal project from previous appeals to white masculinist 
nationalism.  
 First, the neoliberal project avoids ever directly referring to racial history as 
significant or as having a lasting impact. Nostalgic historic portrayals often imply that the 
“peculiar institution” of slavery, rather than being a horrific and prolonged betrayal of 
human rights with effects that reverberate through the present day, was simply a now-
corrected mistake of the past. This is a pedagogical function, in that it conceptualizes 
present-day society as one in which historical injustices are now irrelevant, implying that 
contemporary societal inequality must be attributable to some other reason, but it is also 
an operational one. The rhetoric of innocence exculpates the present-day South for those 
who accept it. At the same time, for those who reject it, it exonerates self-identified 
liberals and Northerners from any responsibility for historical racial violence and 
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brutality by allowing them to attribute racial violence to the South in both the past and the 
present. 
 Second, the neoliberal project relies on presenting neoliberal ideology not as 
something new, but as a much-desired return to “the good old times.” Vampires might 
seem novel, but in these texts, they have always been among humans. The “tradition” of 
vampires is of course nonexistent—but so is the “tradition” of portraying wealthy, white, 
masculinist nationalists as “real Americans.” As Nagel points out, nationalists have a 
“tendency…to embrace tradition as a legitimating basis for nation-building and cultural 
renewal.”
276
 Thus, the pedagogical function of “tradition” in this aspect of nationalism is 
to portray individualism as part of American identity. Since, as Nicholas A. Valentino 
and David O. Sears point out, the institution of race promotes the “perception that blacks 
violate traditional American values, such as individualism,”
277
 this also reinforces the 
historical and contemporary exclusion of people of color from American identity. Nagel 
writes, “The tasks of…setting boundaries and of articulating national character, history, 
and a vision for the future tend to emphasize both unity and ‘otherness,’”
278
 and 
“hegemonic masculinity often stands in contrast to other class-, race- and sexuality-based 
masculinities.”
279
 The institution of nationalism is not for men of color, nor is it for 
women, who “are not expected to defend our country, run our country, or represent our 
country.”
280
 The institution of nationalism supports and strengthens the institutions of 
race, heterosexuality, and motherhood. 
 Third, the neoliberal project valorizes wealth—and those who possess it. White 
masculinist nationalism becomes an economic project; we know who the good guys are 
because they are wealthy. Not ostentatiously wealthy, but rather, good businessmen. The 
fact that vampires have multiple lifetimes to acquire this wealth and/or have inherited 
wealth is largely glossed over; they deserve their wealth because they excel at handling it. 
At the same time, because the “good” vampires in Harris’s and Gomez’s texts only drink 
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the blood they “need,” their restraint is positioned as admirable. As Moretti points out, 
Dracula’s “ultimate aim is not to destroy the lives of others according to whim, to waste 
them, but to use them, ” because he “is a saver.”
281
 This control repositions vampires—
and, by extension, other exploiters and consumers—as moral actors. Like everyone else, 
they worked to acquire their wealth, and like everyone else, they have certain needs that 
they need to fulfill. Walter Benn Michaels writes that the function of nationalism “is to 
provide people with ways of thinking about themselves that have as a little as possible to 
do with either their material circumstances or their political ideals.”
282
 At the same time, 
the conjoining of exploitation with masculinist restraint under the umbrella of 
nationalism provides a path toward seeing exploitation as morally justifiable—and 
punishes those who object by portraying them as un-American. 
 I begin with Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire, discussing how it sets the 
stage for Charlaine Harris’s later portrayal of vampires. Harris’s Dead Until Dark takes a 
regionalistic approach that manufactures the sympathetic vampire as a nationalistic, 
masculinist figure, presenting a sanitized, whitewashed version of history that participates 
in and reinforces contemporary neoliberal ideology. Although regionalism is also 
significant to Gomez’s The Gilda Stories, the text constructs a different version of history 
from Harris’s, one centered in the experience of Gilda as a black lesbian born into 
slavery. The text contests the validity of nationalism in relationship to whiteness and the 
recreation of tradition but has a more ambivalent relationship to the valorization of 
wealth within the institution of nationalism. Additionally, Gilda’s reluctance to engage 
with any larger community results in an expansion of the individualistic paradigm of 
neoliberal nationalism to a family-oriented paradigm, but provides no avenue for further 
inclusivity. In taking a stance that emphasizes the significance of past racial injustice, 
both Gomez and Banks oppose the reinscription of contemporary circumstances as 
historical truth, although Gomez’s projection into the future suggests a willingness to see 
history as having a limited significance in society. Banks’s Minion portrays national 
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identity as fundamentally irrelevant; the text instead focuses on transnational solidarity to 





Anne Rice: Creating the Gentleman Vampire 
 Rice’s Interview pioneers the new, sympathetic vampire, with the text recreating 
the vampire as a sympathetic figure; Gordon describes such texts as those in which “we 
learn along with the narrator to understand the vampire.”
283
 The characterization of 
American identity as white and wealthy begins with the description of New Orleans:  
There was no city in America like New Orleans…filled with the French and 
Spanish…immigrants of all kinds, the Irish and the German in particular…the 
black slaves…[and] the great growing class of the free people of color…then add 
to these, the Americans…
284
  
This is 1791 that Louis describes—who are the “Americans” in this scenario? The answer 
lies within Morrison’s characterization of “the process by which the American as new, 
white, and male was constituted”
285
; she suggests that this process is one in which 
“autonomy, authority, newness and difference, [and] absolute power” are dependent upon 
“a complex awareness and employment of a constituted Africanism.”
286
 This powerful 
but unspoken awareness is why Louis is from New Orleans: because “the American 
South, with its complex history of slavery, prejudice and discrimination”
287
 is the perfect 
site from which to begin a quest for American identity, particularly for a vampire. For 
someone whose identity is almost defined by his moral quandaries about consuming 
blood, Louis is stunningly unconcerned about the morality of consuming black blood or 
killing black bodies; rather, his concerns revolve around his unresolved fear/desire 
relationship to black persons. 
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 Even more than this, the roots of Louis’s identity in the South point to the 
beginnings of the neoliberal institution of nationalism. In Rice’s text, slavery is 
dissociated from its historical connections to racialization processes and minimized. 
Louis regularly refers to himself as Lestat’s “slave,” while “servant” and “slave” are 
terms used interchangeably for black subservients. Becoming a vampire allows him to 
see his slaves “more clearly,” where before—in his unenlightened human state—he 
“feared their African appearance and manner.”
288
 As a vampire, Louis learns that they are 
not “childlike savages barely domesticated by slavery.”
289
 Here, Louis stands in for the 
entire South; in its infancy, the South participated in slavery, but now that it has come of 
age, it understands its previous errors. Whiteness and “Southern values” come together to 
support and promote neoliberal ideals while participating in what McPhail calls a 
“rhetoric of innocence.”
290
 Moss characterizes this as a rhetoric of “repentance and 
growth,”
291
 a “culture that reveres the moral superiority of…a South that has overcome 
its racist and segregationist past.”
292
 Significantly, however, Louis’s new understanding 
does not cause him to free his slaves, because in neoliberal rhetoric, slavery itself is not 
the evil; it is prejudice and poor treatment of slaves that are the evil.  
 Having overcome his prejudice, Louis has no further obligations, despite the fact 
that he very literally, as hooks puts it, is “eating the Other.”
293
 Louis is endlessly 
fascinated by “dark flesh,”
294
 participating in a “narrative fantasy of power and desire, of 
seduction by the Other,” as when he sees a black woman cooking: “Her dark odor came 
to me, her dusky spiced perfume, stronger than the curious mixture from the pot, 
tantalizing as I drew nearer.”
295
 Here, the text makes hooks’s “consumer cannibalism”
296
 
concrete; the woman is food just as much as the contents of the pot, even more so for the 
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vampire, and part of her appeal is her blackness, which the text positions as a “perfume.” 
This invites the “resurgence of essentialist cultural nationalism.”
297
 The text begins at the 
assumption that Southern identity lies within whiteness, participating in the historical 
truth that “Whiteness helped regional identification for Southerners and, as a result, 
whiteness became associated with Southern identity.”
298
 However, as Louis continues his 
quest for identity, his national identity and Southern identity become combined into one 
construct that positions him as the carrier of American identity. This step is a small, 
almost unnoticeable one, since “[Just] as Southern identity is tied to white hegemonic 
culture, American national identity carries whiteness constructs as well.”
299
 
 The vampire is able to negotiate contemporary neoliberal concerns about the 
historical realities of ongoing racial oppression and discrimination by rewriting historical 
narrative so that blackness exists in the text only as an exoticized food source and 
obscure threat. The primary function blackness serves is to reinforce the boundaries 
between (white) American and not-American, because blackness is a signifier of being 
not-American. As Joane Nagel remarks, “The project of establishing national identity and 
cultural boundaries tends to foster nationalist ethnocentrism.”
300
 This ethnocentrism 
shows in Rice’s portrayal of black people, which flattens out differences among Africans, 
black Americans, and slaves, essentializing blackness as an inherent quality: The slaves 
“did not have the character which you’ve seen in films and novels of the South. They 
were not soft-spoken, brown-skinned people in drab rags who spoke an English dialect. 
They were Africans….very black and totally foreign…and the slave cabins….were a 
foreign country, an African coast after dark.”
301
 Persons of African descent are not only 
essentialized, they are fundamentally not American, as the quotation above regarding 
Louis’s description of the population of New Orleans makes clear when “black slaves” 
and “free people of color” are differentiated from “Americans.” This project of reifying 
white nationalistic masculinity partakes in a particular conceptualization of “American,” 
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one that differentiates between (unmarked white) “American” and (marked Other) people 
of color, who are, in this binary, written as “not American.” 
 Louis is not only unique in the meta-realm of vampire novels, but unique among 
vampires themselves, a uniqueness that is attributed to his innate American identity; as 
the ancient French vampire Armand explains, Louis is “the very spirit of [his] age…the 
heart.”
302
 The major storyline of the novel revolves around Louis’s desire to find the 
origin of vampires, to find vampires who “have more in common with [him] than [he 
does] with [Lestat],”
303
; he hopes they can answer his question, “What have I 
become?...Where am I to go?”
304
 Despite his superficial focus on the significance of 
Europe as an origin, however, the quest is itself further evidence of Louis’s status as a 
white American; as Deloria points out, “for…two hundred years, white 
Americans…molded narratives of national identity around the rejection of an older 
European consciousness and an almost mystical imperative to become new.”
305
 Louis is 
the quintessential white American, his struggle to define himself a parallel to the 




 Prior to his transformation, Louis is a Southern plantation owner; his father has 
died, leaving his family with a life “both luxurious and primitive.”
307
 He says of himself: 
“There was nothing extraordinary about me whatsoever.”
308
 As far as Louis is concerned, 
prior to his conversion into vampirism, he is a [white, male, native-born, upper-class, 
extremely wealthy, slave-holding, plantation-owning] normal guy. Although he is a 
“normal” human, as Louis tells the story, he points repeatedly to his exceptional nature 
among vampires. Lestat, his maker/lover/father, is a vampire from the Old World, from 
Europe, whose endless lust for both money and blood is repulsive to the more “refined” 
Louis: “Lestat, how we might have known each other, had he been a man of character, a 
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man of even a little thought.”
309
 While Gelder suggests that “to be a vampire is to be 
'cultured'—that is, to have 'aristocratic' tastes—and also (these points are related) to be 
idle…Their 'job' is, instead, to find out who they are and where they came from,”
310
 this 
claim is really only true for Louis himself. He is the only character in the novel who is 
independently wealthy (and independent), and this is no coincidence, as he is also the 
only male, American character. In her exploration of “current US hegemonic 
masculinity,” Nagel concludes: “The question…[is] whether some current set of 
masculine standards exists and can be identified as hegemonic. The answer to that 
question is most certainly, yes.”
311
 This is particularly important in the case of Rice’s 
Interview, as its publication in the late 1970s straddled the gap between the era of the 
Civil Rights Movement and the hegemonic dominance of neoliberal discourse; thus, 
Louis shows the beginning of the shift toward white hegemonic masculinism in the 
neoliberal institution of nationalism. 
 The text’s characterization of Louis as fundamentally American removes 
masculinity and nationalism from their working-class roots, creating “a new myth of 
individualism, one that denies the reality of our social interdependence and sets up a false 
world of always able-bodied, perpetually self-reliant individuals.”
312
 In this world, 
Louis’s money belongs to him alone, despite the fact that he inherited it from his father. 
Possessed of exquisite taste and manners as the result of his inherited “gentleman” status, 
Louis carefully doles his money out to Lestat. The text participates in the neoliberal 
construction of wealth as an indication of virtue and its corresponding insistence on 
poverty as a moral deficiency, the “willful result of indolence and vice.”
313
 McNally links 
masculinity and wealth in his explanation of individualism: 
The value of the male individual is determined not by his contribution to 
communal well-being, but by his personally accumulated wealth and honour. The 
result is a manic drive for utter separation (enclosure) of self from others, for a 
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form of absolute autonomy in which the individual aspires to be author of his own 
private world of glory.
314
 
This valuation eliminates both Lestat and Claudia from the realm of respectability, as 
Lestat, crippled by his un-American, unrefined, poverty-stricken origins, cannot be a true 
companion to Louis, nor can Claudia, the daughter/progeny/lover that Lestat and Louis 
create together. Louis explains that he is superior to Lestat, “the sow’s ear out of which 
nothing fine could be made.”
315
 Where Louis has emotional control, Lestat kills wantonly 




 Louis’s restraint and management of wealth extend to his approach to feeding. 
Despite the fact that he is killing people, he presents his careful management as a virtue, 
explaining, “One doesn’t simply glut oneself on blood…It is the experience of another’s 
life.”
317
 This contrasts with Lestat, who “killed humans all the time, sometimes two or 
three a night, sometimes more. He would drink from one just enough to satisfy a 
momentary thirst, then go on to another.”
318
 Louis objects on the grounds that “It’s not 
necessary…It goes beyond all need, all common sense.”
319
 Claudia, a woman/child 
vampire who, in her human life, was born into poverty, can neither care for herself nor 
exercise restraint in her feeding; as she explains to Louis, she “kill[s] humans every 
night,” compelled to “seduce them, draw them close…with an insatiable hunger, a 
constant never-ending search for something.”
320
 In this “false world,” however, killing is 
more negotiable than fiscal irresponsibility; Louis tells the reader, “[Lestat] could 
persuade me to kill a child, but not to part with my money.”
321
 Monetary management is 
the ultimate virtue of neoliberal, masculinist, individualist nationalism. 
 Although Louis was born in France, he does not identify with it as his homeland, 
and the vestige of connection he has to Paris dies when he does visit France. Even that 
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connection, however, is framed in the context of his identity as an American: “[There] 
was in me that great desire to see Europe and to know it…from the feeling of having 
been shaped by Europe more deeply and keenly than the rest of Americans.”
322
 American 
identity is also the winner over European identity; the first vampire Louis meets in 
Europe (and all those immediately afterward) is a mere “mindless, animated corpse.”
323
 
After he and Claudia kill it, Louis thinks, “We had met the European vampire, the 
creature of the Old World. He was dead.”
324
 The vampires they later encounter in Paris 
are thinking beings, and at first give Louis the hope of fulfillment in his quest for 
meaning—but these vampires offer no answers about identity. Instead, their jaded, 
hedonistic existence and Louis’s objection to them replicates what Deloria describes as 
the modernist conflict: people’s fears that they were “becoming cynical and artificial” 
were answered by their portrayal of “Indians” as “childlike and natural,” even “naive.”
325
 
Rice’s text provides a neoliberal answer to these modernist concerns, presenting Louis as 
the saving grace while simply writing Native Americans out of existence. Louis’s 
vampire body brings together the identities of the “the naïve colonial”
326
 and the 
American gentleman. During Louis’s encounters with European peasants, a young British 
man appeals to him: “The same blood flows in our veins, you and I. I mean…we’re 
civilized men, Louis. They’re savages!”
327
 This reversal of roles, with Europeans as 
superstitious “savages,” consolidates American citizenship, wealth, and consumption into 
one “civilized” package: the American vampire.  
 This “civilization” is later contrasted to the French vampires, who lack both 
individualism and restraint. These Parisian vampires live in a coven together, and “all of 
them had dyed their hair black…and it was that, along with the black clothes, that added 
to the disturbing impression that we were statues from the same chisel and paint 
brush.”
328
 Their uniformity disgusts Louis, who sees them as “this unnatural group who 
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had made of immortality a conformist’s club.”
329
 In the end, their failure to be individual 
is their downfall, implying the failure of European identity to adapt to the present age and 
the triumph of American individualism. In retaliation for their killing of Claudia, Louis 
sets their coven on fire, and they burn because they cannot think outside their limited 
experience or adapt sufficiently to abandon their communal home. Thus, Louis lies 
between the decaying wrecks of Eastern Europe and the bored, detached Parisian coven; 
he is different because, as one of them tells him, Louis is “at odds with everything and 
always [has] been.”
330
 Louis’s individuality and social consciousness (despite his 
tendency to kill whenever he really really wants to) make him exceptional. They make 
him American, and his American identity makes him white—while positioning him as 
similar to his current audience.  
 The setup of the novel involves Louis’s first-person narration of his story to a 
young reporter. As Gelder points out, “This narrative strategy emphasises disclosure 
(through confession or revelation) and publicity, topics which become increasingly 
important in Rice's vampire chronicles.”
331
 The mode of telling brings the reader into the 
narrative, with the reporter as a stand-in for the questions readers want to ask, the fear 
they feel—and, in the end, the attraction they are not expected to resist: “[The] boy is the 
perfect listener, hooked by the narrative to such an extent that, at the end, he wants to be 
like Louis, a vampire.”
332
 While the reporter (the boy) may be the perfect listener, Eco’s 
Model Reader
333
 would follow exactly the same path. Fascination, identification, and, 
eventually, embracing the vampire. This is the covert neoliberal appeal: You, too, could 
have this power. Be the consumed or be the consumer. But the appeal is particularly 
seductive here, because it eliminates the worry, the nagging concern about the danger of 
allowing oneself to be consumed; instead, the message tells us that being consumed is the 
path toward becoming the consumers. At the same time that this narrative exonerates 
readers from any feelings of weakness or submission, it also exculpates Louis (and, by 
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extension, others of his kind): They may live on humans’ blood, but humans will, 
literally, beg them to take it, as the reporter does in the end: “‘Give it to me!’ said the 
boy…‘Make me a vampire now!’”
334
 The implication is that vampires cannot be blamed 
for their consumption if those they consume are simply part of the chain. The chain 
presents all actors as equally morally culpable, because if they had the power, they would 
use it in the same way—and reinforces the institution of nationalism as a white, 




Charlaine Harris’s Confederate Nationalist 
 Rice’s novel was published in the late 70s, while Harris’s Southern Vampire 
series began in 2001, but both texts rely heavily on a regionally-focused, Southern 
approach to white patriarchal nationalism. Rice and Harris both set their novels in 
Louisiana, with Louis being from New Orleans and Sookie living in the fictional town of 
Bon Temps; Harris gives a direct nod to Rice’s earlier work when Sookie explains, “New 
Orleans was a real center for [the vampires]—the whole Anne Rice thing, right?”
335
 
Unlike Rice’s vampires, who live apart from humans, Harris’s vampires are direct 
participants in human society, as “Harris’s vampires use trade to bridge the racial and 
cultural divide between vampires and humans.”
336
 Perhaps most importantly, Harris’s 
novel reacts to the fully-realized institution of nationalism in neoliberal discourse, rather 
than to its nascent beginnings, as Rice’s text does. Louis begins the process of recreating 
the vampire as a Southern chauvinist, and Bill completes it, irrevocably locking together 
white hegemonic masculinity, neoliberal nationalism, and the valorization of restrained 
consumption. 
 As Packer points out, with the exception of Ronald Reagan, “Every President 
elected between 1976 and 2004 was, by birth or choice, a Southerner…[and] a Southern 
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accent…became an emblem of American authenticity.”
337
 It goes without saying that 
these Presidents were also white. After 2004 and the election of President Obama—a 
northerner and a black man—anti-black racism in the U.S. increased along with 
accusations that Obama was not American.
338
 A 2011 poll indicated that “‘White 
participants tended to view Obama as less American’…as well as worse-performing. 
‘Moreover, Whites higher in prejudice rated Obama as less American, and as performing 
more poorly as president.’”
339
 Rice and Harris’s choices to center their narratives in the 
American South—and the accompanying emphasis on the roles that Louis and Bill play 
as “Southern gentlemen”—suggest an acceptance of the myth of the South as somehow 
inherently both more “traditional” and more “American” without questioning the socially 
and politically conservative nature of that narrative. Indeed, their vampiric nature and 
resultant long life allow for a positioning of their individualistic nationalism as not only 
traditional, but also understandable. Bill’s masculinist protection, rooted in patriarchal 
values and ideals, is thought of as “very tender feelings” when he tells Sookie, “[If] you 
knew…how much I want to protect you.”
340
 
 Harris’s Dead Until Dark presents Bill as not only a gentleman, but as an old-
fashioned American gentleman, like Louis. Kindinger describes the town of Bon Temps: 
The setting…is…a gothic version of the archetypical plantation story: Set on a 
wealthy plantation, a Southern Belle looks for a gentleman to fall in love with 
her…the Southern Cavalier…stands for ‘fortitude, temperance, prudence, justice, 
liberality, and courtesy’; always fighting for what is good (i.e., the old world 
order and the Belle/Lady).
341
 
Sookie is the Lady; Bill is the Cavalier, “adept at social tactics” and “polite.”
342
 Other 
analyses of the text reiterate this: “Bill is literally an old-school Southern gent—his good 
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manners derive from his upbringing in Antebellum Louisiana. You can definitely bring 
him home to granny.”
343
 The morning after he and Sookie first have sex, Bill stops in to 
the bar she works at, where he kisses Sookie’s hand “in a gesture that performed by 
anyone else would have seemed phony as hell.”
344
 From Bill, however, the move is valid, 
because Bill’s identity is that of the “old-school Southern gent.” Carter suggests that the 
“shift in fictional characterization” of vampires “reflects a change in cultural attitudes 
toward the outsider, the alien other,”
345
 but Harris’s text very carefully sets Bill up as an 
insider. He establishes his Southern identity in his response when Sookie’s grandmother 
(Gran) asks him, “And your people were from this area?”
346
 and solidifies it when he 
speaks to Gran’s group, the Descendants of the Glorious Dead, about the Civil War. In 
one stroke, he both confirms his Southernness and establishes his masculinity. 
 Bill’s participation in this history-making endeavor brings the (white) community 
of Bon Temps toward acceptance of his place among them: “I don’t think anyone who’d 
come to the meeting that night was prepared for the impact of hearing about the Civil 
War from a survivor. They were enthralled.”
347
 At the same time that his historical 
recreation confirms his claims to identity, however, Bill’s status as a vampire allows him 
to distance himself emotionally from the racialized and slavery aspects of the Civil War. 
When Sookie questions whether he still has his uniform, Bill responds, “It had no 
meaning for me after I became a vampire.’”
348
 This textual prestidigitation maintains 
Bill’s potential as a sympathetic character (and lover for Sookie) while still providing 
him historical authority, a key component of nationalism; Nagel writes, “The goal of 
nationhood, ‘nation-building,’ involves ‘imagining’ a national past and present… and 
symbolically constructing community.”
349
 Bill is able to imagine the past—but the fact 
that he actually lived through it gives him a peculiarly authoritative status, one that 
results in the text participating in the “Southern narrative” that “entrenches white 
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hegemony by being identified as white and excluding African Americans.”
350
 There are 
no persons of color present at the Descendants of the Glorious Dead meeting, and their 
absence is so expected as to go unremarked within the text. 
 Where Rice’s 1976 novel does address race, Harris’s 2001 novel joins in the now-
dominant discourse that denies race as a factor; on the rare occasions race is relevant, it is 
always made so by the characters who are people of color.
351
 For instance, Sookie’s 
ability to read thoughts lets her see that the police officer, Kenya, is “thinking she was 
sorry she’d eaten that extra doughnut…because it might come back up and that would 
shame her as a black woman police officer.”
352
 Kenya has a chip on her shoulder—but 
that is portrayed as being Kenya’s problem, not the result of structural inequality and 
frequently-encountered prejudices. In its portrayal of American history, Rice’s text 
participates in creating what bell hooks describes as “imperialist nostalgia,” a “longing 
rooted in the atavistic belief that the spirit of the ‘primitive’ resides in the bodies of dark 
Others” that “denies accountability and historical connection.”
353
 Harris’s text, on the 
other hand, partakes in a more contemporary approach, implying that slavery (and, by 
extension, racial oppression and discrimination) is simply an insignificant occurrence of 
the past. When Gran asks Bill whether “her husband’s great-great-great-great-
grandfather” owned slaves, Bill’s response is: “[He] had a house slave and a yard 
slave…But the Stackhouses mostly worked their own fields, as did my folks.”
354
 Bill’s 
portrayal of slavery exculpates the slave-owners by painting them as hardworking (and 
thus morally good), and the ethical dimension of owning slaves is obscured.  
 Bill’s unique position of living in the contemporary world while possessing 
personal historic experience lets him dismiss slavery while also reconfiguring both 
history and the present day such that slavery is just “work.” At the same time, his 
historical validity suggests that this view of slavery must have been endemic at the 
time—or else how would he feel that way? Vampires are perfectly suited to reinforcing 
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neoliberal nationalism, because they can revitalize claims of tradition while obscuring 
any inconvenient historical truths. And yet, because Bill is part of the present day, he is 
able to normalize his position, like Louis—and like Sookie. While Sookie is a bar 
waitress, a position that does not normally carry prestige, she has both cultural and 
material heritages. In the first-person narration of Dead Until Dark (echoing Rice’s 
Interview and positioning the reader as sympathetic), Sookie considers the house she 
shares with Gran: “It’s sure not any historic landmark…but it still has a tin roof…It was 
just a big old family home.”
355
 This “family home” later turns out to have “twenty acres 
surrounding it,” which, along with “the mineral rights,” go to Sookie when Gran is 
murdered—and buried “beside [Sookie’s] mother and father in [their] family plot in the 
ancient cemetery.”
356
 All of these aspects establish Sookie as wealthy and privileged, but 
because she has a “normal” working-class occupation, readers can still accept the implicit 
invitation offered by the first-person narration; they are able to sympathize with Sookie 
and see her situation as unremarkable save for her interactions with vampires other than 
Bill. 
 Bill seems to have essentially unlimited wealth, as do the other vampires; in 
looking at a set of cars belonging to vampires, Sookie notes, “All the vehicles were high-
priced. You won’t find a vampire in a Ford Fiesta.”
357
 She eventually remarks to Bill, 
who has no job or visible means of income, “[Vampires] all seem to have plenty of 
money.’”
358
 He responds with nonchalance: 
Vampires rob their victims, of course…Early on, we take the money from the 
corpse. Later, when we’re more experienced, we can exert enough control to 
persuade a human to give us money willingly, then forget it’s been done.
359
 
Sookie accepts this without apparent concern, but later on that same page, the idea of an 
inherent similarity between humans and vampires is reinforced when Sookie says, “I 
always think of vampires as smarter than humans, but they’re not, huh?”
360
 The fact that 
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Bill casually remarks upon killing and eating people is simply a non-issue; the bigger 
issue is that both humans and vampires make ill-considered decisions when they want 
money. McNally suggests that “the very insidiousness of the capitalist grotesque has to 
do with its invisibility with, in other words, the ways in which monstrosity becomes 
normalised and naturalised via its colonisation of the essential fabric of everyday-life, 
beginning with the very texture of corporeal experience in the modern world.”
361
 Bill’s 
vampire nature is unimportant to Sookie, at least as far as its impact on other humans; she 
is more distraught by learning that Bill “doesn’t just have a virus” but is “really, really 
dead,” which makes her “[dash] into the bathroom and [throw] up,”
362
 than by the fact 
that back when Bill had “been a young vampire, when he’d needed lots of blood, before 
he’d gained control of his needs sufficiently to exist on a gulp here, a mouthful there, 
without actually killing anyone he drank from…there’d been a death or two along the 
way.”
363
 The monstrosity of the vampire—who literally consumes others—is here 
naturalized and normalized. 
 As a white, heterosexual, American, Southern gentleman vampire, Bill is 
portrayed as infinitely better at self-control than other vampires we encounter and much 
better at fitting into everyday life. Although his and Sookie’s conversations about his 
feeding tend to be indirect, he, like Louis, is restrained in his feeding. He kills people for 
convenience and for revenge,
364
 but throughout the entire first book of the series, Bill 
never accidentally kills a human. When he and Sookie investigate a series of murders, he 
points out to her that the killer could not have been a vampire: “If a vampire had been 
feeding from these women, they would have been drained instead of strangled. They 
wouldn’t have been wasted like that.”
365
 Here, again, the text illustrates the neoliberal 
virtue of judicious consumption. 
 Bill’s exceptional status is his alone, as the other vampires presented in the text 
are outsiders to Bon Temps (and, as far as we can determine, to the United States as 
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well). Eric, the “Viking vampire,” who is portrayed as ruling with an iron fist over the 
vampires younger than he is, is one of these; Bill simply wants to live an independent, 
individualistic life. The vampires who are unable (or unwilling) to control their impulses 
consist of a black female vampire whom Sookie thinks “looked cheap as hell,”
366
 a white 
man with “tattoos on every visible inch of his skin,” and a white man “with a head of 
long rippling dark hair,”
367
 who are all in a long-term relationship with each other. Their 
interactions with each other literally sicken Sookie. By the time the townspeople put them 
to the torch, “They’d been behaving outrageously, offensively.”
368
 These vampires are 
emphatically not Southern gentlemen—and they die for it, in a scenario that harkens back 
to scenes of lynching.
369
 Harris’s portrayal also positions whiteness as the norm, 
explicitly identifying American identity in terms of race when a member of a group 
opposed to vampires says that vampires “aren’t American. They aren’t even black or 
Asian or Indian”
370
—almost perfectly replicating Louis’s description of New Orleans and 
its separation of people of color from the category “American.” 
 Although literary regionalism often has been conceived of “as ‘nation-building,’ 
only in a reversed manner,” one in which “regional identities, as represented by regional 
writing, are constructed as the Other, the deviant to what is considered ‘American’ and 
thus ‘normal,’”
371
 the regionalism of Harris’s text instead constructs the South as both 
American and “normal,” which, as Kindinger notes, “subverts the supposed 
marginalization of regionalism.”
372
 While it is the case that “Bon Temps and its 
inhabitants certainly represent the prototypical rural Southern town,”
373
 the contemporary 
moment exists in a United States that has fulfilled the promise of Nixon’s Southern 
Strategy. As Moss explains, the “South became a metaphor for small town values and 
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rural conservative ideals throughout the country.”
374
 Thus, while this particular form of 
literary regionalism is indeed nation-building, it is not reversed at all; rather, it is the 
defense of the status quo, of “a particular racial, gendered, and sexual conception of self: 
a white, male, heterosexual notion of masculine identity loaded with all the burdens and 
privileges that go along with hegemonic masculinity.”
375
 By portraying that “self” as a 
vampire, with contrasting vampires to show us how the “bad” vampires live, the text 




L.A. Banks’s Globalization Hell and Transnational Resistance 
 In the world that Banks creates for her Vampire Huntress, Damali, the South 
again plays a significant role, this time as keeper of the past. The events that propel the 
infant Damali into her life as Neteru (Vampire Huntress) take place in New Orleans, in a 
mansion: “Elaborate ironwork graced the veranda [and] tall white columns created a 
formidable entrance.”
376
 Banks’s depiction of New Orleans participates “the projection of 
the supposed monstrosity of the American South,”
377
 painting it not only as the site of 
Damali’s origin, but the home of witchcraft. Damali’s mother visits “the old lady who 
lived on the edge of the swamps [who] had potions and such to correct these kinds of 
abominations”
378
 when she seeks vengeance upon her minister husband, whom she 
believes to be committing adultery. The swamp, however, is the home of evil as well as 
witchcraft; the minister is trapped by a vampire, and when his wife calls up a revenge 
demon, she sets into motion a series of circumstances that unleash a horrible evil upon 
the world. 
 This portrayal of evil is firmly rooted in a historical reclaiming of the 
contemporary significance of slavery and oppression; when Carlos, as a newly converted 
vampire, meets the Council, they tell him of their “European and African council 
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member, who led our transatlantic slave trade, conquest of the Americas…and the 
modern plagues of rampant diseases visited upon impoverished, developing nations that 
cannot combat them.”
379
 Here, the text highlights the connections between historic 
imperialism, colonialism, and slavery, and the present-day impact of globalization on 
developing nations. Carlos, who falls to the vampires because of his desire for power and 
wealth, also identifies the economic polarization and disastrous societal consequences of 
unchecked capitalism; part of his reason for entering the drug trade is his refusal to end 
up like other men in his family have: “Good men, like his father and uncles, were poor 
immigrant bastards who died young under the weight of a factor, or in the sun picking 
fruit for men who also stole to own those factories and those farms.”
380
 For him, “There 
was nothing like the feel of money, except power,”
381
 and the vampires offer access to 
that power. 
 Although the novel is set in the United States, the rest of the world is integral to 
both the side of evil—the vampires—and to Damali’s team. A report to Fallon Nuit, the 
vampire who makes Carlos, explains, “We have the entire North American territory, with 
expansion throughout the Caribbean…the Pacific Rim, and Europe to the old Czech 
Republic…We’ve recently picked up Moscow, Brazil, and a section of East Africa.”
382
 
Meanwhile, Damali’s team explains to her that their reach spans the globe: They have 
“an army…representing the twelve original tribes…In Tibet, in Rome at the Vatican, in 
Egypt, in Asia, in the U.S., in South America, in the motherland, in Hopi country, you 
name a region or continent, we are hidden, but there.”
383
 In Minion, the battle is one that 
takes place in every realm, including that of the soul, the nation, the world, and perhaps 
most of all, in the economy; the vampires offer their converts “the deal—your soul for 
millions, power, and fame.”
384
 Carlos accepts the deal without fully knowing what he is 
agreeing to, and immediately regrets it, while the text suggests that he makes his mistake 
because of his misplaced prioritization of wealth. 
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 The vampires, even those of the Council, are so individually opportunistic that 
they cannot even trust each other. They have formed an agreement, an oath, to “send 
[their] collective seed to produce one heir from many” in copulation with Damali, 
because if “any one master vampire were to…use her as his vessel…he would become a 
singular empire ruler.” They cannot abide this, because, “Only his territories would 
prosper, and all others would become second-class citizens.”
385
 Even their modes of 
propagating rely upon practical agreement; as they explain to Carlos, “We populate with 
an exponential fury, unless we self-contain.”
386
 This is why Nuit is outcast; he violated 
their agreements, and his wanton use of resources puts them all in danger. Similarly, the 
council dislikes the Amanthra that Nuit allies with because “It is an ugly, ugly demon—
because it has no finesse, no subtlety, and is not strategic, it acts without thinking, 
something that is totally contrary to our highly evolved vampire species.”
387
 The claim is 
so obviously contradictory to the reality that, unlike the presentation of control in Rice’s 
and Harris’s novels, Banks’s text highlights the lie of “restraint.” In doing so, it brings to 
light historical processes of racialization and oppression, as when Damali describes her 
life: “Grandmommas call it a tough row to hoe—like cotton country and tobacco land 
madness, hot laundry rooms, buckets to wash other people’s floors…”
388
 Those processes 
take something of a backseat to contemporary concerns, but in Gomez’s The Gilda 




Jewelle Gomez and the Limitations of Flipping the Script 
 Gomez’s The Gilda Stories begins in 1850 Louisiana, with the Girl as a runaway 
slave who does not have even a name of her own. The narrative takes the tropes of 
vampirism and drastically alters them, with Gomez’s stated intention to “re-cast the 
mythology of vampirism to fit [her] own lesbian/feminist philosophy,”
389
 and create 
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“vampires…less grounded in European cultural traditions than most.”
390
 As a fiction 
author who also writes cultural criticism, Gomez’s social positions are unique; in Blood 
Read, her own essay presents an explanation of her motivations, while three other essays 
in the volume also reference her work. She has also engaged in numerous interviews 
about the text and its adaptations, making The Gilda Stories a very thoroughly author-
interpreted novel. Even the book itself has an afterword from Gomez, in which she 
explains, “I did not want the story to be a return to the simple comfort of ‘me good/you 
bad’ nationalism. I wanted a novel that reflected the complexity of human nature as we 
know it while still holding on to faith in change.”
391
 Thus, The Gilda Stories is firmly 
grounded in history but not in nationalism; it begins in “a place and time that was 
characterized by starkly demarcated racial and gendered hierarchies,”
392
 and makes clear 
from the start that this is not a novel that assumes whiteness as the default. In fact, the 
first act the Girl takes, after hiding in a barn, is to kill a white man who intends to rape 
her and then turn her in for the slave-catcher bounty. Immediately after, the text again 
subverts expectations by presenting a white woman (the Original Gilda) as the Girl’s 
rescuer, refusing to position whiteness or power as inherently abusive. 
 The text is grounded not only in history, but also in both region and country. As 
the Girl comes of age at the brothel Original Gilda runs, she hears a great deal of 
discussion of war, and her encounters with others further draw upon the historical 
significance of racialization and exclusion. Bird, Original Gilda’s Native American 
partner, has smallpox scars upon her skin; when the Girl asks, Bird tells her, “[The pox] 
came with the traders. They stole many things and breathed the disease into my people 
and sold it to us in their cloth.”
393
 Their lives and interactions with others are dictated by 
the times and places in which they find themselves, as when the brothel’s “loyal patrons 
bragged” that “Woodard’s was the only house with an ‘Indian girl.’”
394
 The text thus 
rejects the nationalist neoliberal requirement to rewrite history, instead focusing on “a 
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cornerstone of black women’s literature…the recovery of the past not only through 
telling, but also writing.”
395
 This past spans the history of slavery in Louisiana to San 
Francisco in the midst of industrialization to small town Missouri to Boston to New York 
shortly after the Civil Rights Movement to small-town New England, and finally to South 
America. 
 Despite all of these changes throughout time and space, the text always focuses on 
the South as Gilda’s “home.” Not only is it her emotional center, but as a vampire, she 
must have her native soil with her; “The soil of your birthplace will protect you.”
396
 Her 
sense of the South as home is more than just her vampire nature; even 150 years after 
running away a slave, she still feels the connection both to the place and to its history:  
It was another bond Gilda felt with Savannah but had never acknowledged. 
Although she had not been back to Mississippi since the day she’d made her 
escape from the plantation, she carried the soil with her, and its scent made it real 
to her still. Her friendship with Savannah rested on the earth from which they’d 
come, the place where their many mothers had first bent beneath the yoke.
397
 
Here, Gomez suggests that human connections and community rely on shared experience, 
shared ancestry, and shared memory, foregrounding the continuing significance of 
historic marginalization in her life and the lives of others. These themes appear again 
when Bird assesses the black people she meets in Boston: “The same penetrating gaze 
[that Gilda had] filled their eyes almost as if the years away from their home soil had not 
damaged them.”
398
 The context makes it unclear whether their “home soil” is elsewhere 
because they are not from the city, or whether Bird refers to the home soil of Africa, but 
the insistence upon “home” as a place that people carry with them is the same.  
 Rejecting the masculinist imperative of nationalism, Gomez centers Gilda’s 
experiences and recounting of history in the lives of those who have historically been 
oppressed: a gay male couple, a widowed black woman who becomes an activist, a black 
woman prostitute whom Gilda and Bird rescue from a pimp, an isolated young black 
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man…These are the disenfranchised, and, interestingly, all have their birth homes below 
the Mason-Dixon line, maintaining the Southern connection throughout. Gilda’s vampiric 
ability often allows her access to power that is unavailable to them so that she can help 
her chosen community. Each transition finds Gilda initially struggling to find her place, 
and then discovering herself as part of a community; Jones suggests that “Vampirism 
functions here as a marker of the displacement from one’s own history that oppression 
imposes.”
399
 Vampirism, and the perspective that it affords Gilda, also serves to highlight 
the ways in which the passage of time changes the processes of racialization and 
heterosexism—and the ways in which it does not change them, as the text connects the 
past to the present: 
She’d seen the pictures of inmates killing and being killed, lined up in the prison 
yard, and the image was always the same as her memories of the slave quarters: 
dark men with eyes full of submission and rage. Their bodies plumped with 
bullets were the same ashen color as those fallen beside the trees to which they 
had been tied as punishment.
400
 
The novel never shies away from such comparisons, demanding a “full vision—you 
know, women being free, Puerto Ricans being free, homosexuals being free.”
401
  
 Although Gomez’s text presents an inclusive view of freedom, Gilda’s 
interactions with others, like the girl she saves from a pimp, make it clear that Gilda’s 
approach is not one that ever changes the system. Helford points out that “politics are less 
central…in the novel than the notion of family, ultimately turning community into 
escapist haven instead of activist source.”
402
 Gilda’s vampire comes from a wide range of 
areas, making her associates transnational; however, by the end of the novel, as humans 
attempt to flee the polluted Earth while Gilda and her vampire friends gather in South 
America, they are a very limited form of transnational community, one that requires a 
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vampire pass for membership—or, in other words, enough power and privilege that they, 





 The nationalistic attitudes presented in Rice’s and Harris’s novels are somewhat 
prescient, as both texts were written prior to 9/11; as Deborah Mutch writes, “It can be no 
surprise that the Gothic changed after 9/11,” and she attributes vampires in Harris’s 
novels and in Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight Saga to this, writing, “Now the vampire is 
revealed…and neutralised through integration,” connecting this to ideas about foreign 
threats hiding among us.
403
 In her discussion of the Vampire gothic, Teresa Goddu notes 
that “the vampire’s embodiment as Southern chauvinist reconfigures the vampires’ earlier 
symbolism as an aristocratic imperialist,”
404
 suggesting that the texts are recreating this 
symbolism—but in an explicitly American way. However, as Goddu goes on to say, 
Auerbach’s seminal discussion of vampires “is unable to find a vampire that offers an 
actual threat”
405
 in recent texts; rather, they present the vampire as an object of desire. 
Given that Rice’s and Harris’s vampires are not a source of fear and are positioned as 
thoroughly American, I suggest that rather than being “forward-thinking in their attitude 
toward multiculturalism and integration,” they recreate history in a way that erases 
histories of oppression to drag readers back into a world where the only safety lies in the 
protective power of white nationalistic masculinity. 
 Despite Gomez’s refusal to participate in the erasure of memory, The Gilda 
Stories fails to oppose the neoliberal institution of nationalism. Gomez’s text, as Gomez 
herself says in discussing it, is “in opposition to a patriarchal vampire mythology,”
406
 
which attempts to envision a utopia—what Jennifer Burwell describes as “a position from 
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which to envision a radical, qualitative break with [existing] conditions.”
407
 In 
constructing this utopia, Gomez turns the tables, giving her black lesbian vampire a 
power that has primarily been reserved for white men, but Gilda’s use of that power 
provides her privilege unavailable to those who are not vampires. Rather than envisioning 
a society that disrupts existing ideas of power, Gomez’s novel accepts the pedagogical 
implications of nationalism, positioning the problem as one of access—the institution of 
nationalism excludes women, people of color, and/or queer persons—rather than 
ideology. As Kathy Patterson writes, “Within the context of this novel, human education 
and wisdom combine with the physical attributes of vampirism… as a means of acquiring 
and sustaining individual empowerment.”
408
 The text envisions a radical means of 
interacting by providing a black lesbian access to the power that was denied to her, but 
gives no means of accessing that power to others like Gilda who lack the abilities of 
vampires. Thus, Gomez recreates the same society with different “masters.” This may 
well be a “kindler, gentler vampirism,” but it valorizes many of the same traits that 
neoliberal nationalism does, despite outwardly seeming to reject nationalistic identity as 
significant. 
 The connections between regionalism, globalization, and nationalism can be 
difficult to tease out, as they are often set up in contrasting formulations in both academic 
and public discourse, with nationalism described as a response to the pressures of 
globalization and the regional push for particularization. Indeed, Kindinger suggests that 
“the recent rise of regional writing in the United States” can be understood “as a reaction 
to a perceived decline of the nation-state in the shadow of globalization.”
409
 Mutch’s 
“positive reading” of Harris’s novels takes a similar view, opposing transnationalism to 
nationalistic exclusion; she suggests that “in today’s post-colonial, post- or trans-national 
globalized world, our vampires reflect our fears of new, changing, or dissolved 
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 This presages her conclusion that “profit-led companies, which Harris 
explicitly aligns with the blood-sucking vampire, are in the end promoting global 
integration of self and Other through sales and marketing.”
411
 However, these 
conclusions disregard the neoliberal positioning of the South as the “real America,” as 




 It is necessary here to distinguish between “globalization” and “transnationalism,” 
terms that Mutch uses interchangeably in her analysis and that are often undifferentiated 
in scholarship. While the terms may not be significant in and of themselves, there are two 
concepts that must be clarified. As Simon Reich points out, “Despite the breadth with 
which the term has been applied, the meaning of ‘globalization’ remains so elusive as to 
defy definition”
413
; the precise meaning of “transnational” is similarly contested. 
Transnationalism is sometimes viewed as a facet of globalization,
414
 as “a reflection and 
natural accompaniment of the globalization of capital…[or] a grass-roots reaction to this 
very process.”
415
 For the purposes of this discussion, I define globalization as a 
socioeconomic process. The economic aspect depends upon an “intrinsically related 
series of economic phenomena,” per Reich: 
These include the liberalization and deregulation of markets, privatization of 
assets, retreat of state functions (particularly welfare ones), diffusion of 
technology, cross-national distribution of manufacturing production (foreign 
direct investment), and the integration of capital markets. In its narrowest 
formulation, the term refers to the worldwide spread of sales, production facilities, 
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The societal aspect includes the “transformation of state institutions around the world” 
due to “the collapse of the reciprocal agreements between capitalists and labor,” allowing 
“neoliberal policies throughout the late twentieth century”
417
 to spur these 
transformations. Thus, globalization is the spread of neoliberal ideology and its 
consequent economic impact. 
 With regard to transnationalism, I draw upon Valentine Moghadam’s discussion 
of transnational feminist networks to suggest that transnationalism is “a complex 
economic, political, cultural, and geographic process” that depends upon “the mobility of 
capital, organizations, ideas, discourses, and peoples.”
418
 This process, as Laura Doyle 
suggests, involves “mutually shaping and mutually contingent phenomena.”
419
 I 
differentiate these processes because positioning globalization as a hegemonic ideology 
with related actions and effects places multinational corporations within the realm of 
globalization, or, as Leslie Sklair puts it, “Globalization is…a globalizing capitalist 
ideology, whose discourse and practices are necessary to negate the growing class 
polarization and ecological crises characteristic of this latest stage in the long history of 
capitalism.”
420
 With this definition, it becomes clear that globalization, rather than being 
opposed to the neoliberal institution of nationalism, is an accompaniment and 
reinforcement of that institution. According to Bill Fletcher, this is why, “Across the 
racial divide in the United States, anti-immigrant views and practices are common”
421
: 
because as long as workers in the United States believe that “these workers are trying to 
take ‘our jobs,’”
422
 their belief in the necessity of competition prevents them from 
forming transnational solidarity. The institutions of nationalism and globalization play 
the same roles in the service of neoliberalism. 
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 The references to globalization in Dead Until Dark present the institution with 
reasonable accuracy—but they do so in a way that seems to undercut their own meanings. 
As Mutch points out, “Both Sookie and Eric see ‘American’ only as the formation of the 
US, and the vampire population as only as old as that of the European settlers,”
423
 and in 
fact Sookie makes reference to “a crossroads as old as human habitation of the area,”
424
 
and it is highly unlikely that she means “human” literally rather than meaning 
“European.” This is particularly odd, given that Eric’s vampire compatriot, Long 
Shadow, is “an American Indian, with long coal black straight hair and a craggy nose, a 
straight line of a mouth, and a whippy build.”
425
 No information about Long Shadow’s 
age is ever provided, and eventually Eric stakes him to save Sookie and out of revenge 
because Long Shadow has been embezzling from their joint business. Mutch mentions, 
“Eric’s point that there were few vampires for the ‘first two hundred years’ defines 
‘America’ as the nation developed by the Old World settlers, and vampires as originally 
being part of that Old World,”
426
 which is true, but baffling given the information 
available from the text; the only possible explanation is that the existence of the 
indigenous population of the Americas was simply forgotten. Thus, the role of 
globalization in Harris’s text is to reinforce the institution of nationalism. “The Japanese” 
developed the synthetic blood that is the ostensible reason for vampires’ announcement 
of their presence,
427
 suggesting an assumption of international commerce, but there is no 
acknowledgment or discussion of the impact that such a product would have on health 
care or in any realm other than commerce. This is one of the ways that Harris’s text 
fundamentally differs from Banks’s Minion, which takes both globalization and 
transnationalism as assumed facts. 
 Banks’s Vampire Huntress novels attempt to combine the utopian impulse with 
what Burwell labels a “critical” orientation, one that “seeks to disrupt society’s claim to 
unity and legitimacy by teasing out the contradictions and fissures within these 
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 Like Gomez, Banks reacts to the exclusion of women and people of color 
from the institution of nationalism, but Banks rejects the traits that Morrison describes as 
part of nationalist literature, particularly those of isolation and individualism. Although at 
times, the novels reinforce the conceptualization of the South as more “traditional,” their 
focus on humanity as a collective and a community—one opposed to the ongoing 
exploitation of humans by vampires or by the economic elite—allows the texts to 
maintain a critical opposition toward the neoliberal institution of nationalism. 
 In Minion, Damali uses her “special powers to protect and cleanse first her 
immediate community,” and that community--her home—lies in the “’hood…getting 
away from the bizarre and going back to what was real.”
429
 Her location of the ’hood in 
the “real,” where “everybody was loud ’round the way” and “Nothing was undercover, 
except the cops”
430
 recreates the ’hood as a home-place, drawing on communality and 
solidarity. The text participates in what Goddu describes: “African-American writers use 
the gothic to haunt back, reworking the gothic’s conventions to intervene in discourses 
that would demonize them.”
431
 Although Damali “knew that’s why she had to go 
back…had to leave the neighborhood to learn how to protect it,”
432
 her home and source 
of strength are in the inner city, an area demonized by mass media and white hegemonic 
masculinity.  
 Her commitments do not end at her own community, however; she is in the end 
responsible for the world and the world is responsible for her, as evidenced by her sword: 
Made of Vatican and North American silver, and South American alloy cast with 
Dogon steel from the motherland, it had been fired in Samurai furnaces, parts of it 
passed around the world from female Neteru to Neteru until it was completely 
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The distinction between the vampires and Damali’s network is the distinction between 
globalization and transnationalism. The vampires, with their hegemonic power and 
wealth, offer eternal slavery under the guise of freedom; Nuit tells Damali: 
I can offer…wealth like you could never imagine, fame, knowledge. The answer 
to every question that has plagued you since you were a little girl, and I can give 
you protection that is unparalleled on the planet. You would never have to worry 
about anything ever again—and you could be free.
434
 
The offer of safety tempts Damali, unlike the money and fame, but she rejects it, 
paralleling her rejection of the false security of masculinist nationalism; in Banks’s novel, 
safety is in community—a transnational community—rather than in individualistic 
nationalism. Minion demonstrates “how African American women writers have claimed 
the vampire…to conceptualize imaginary spaces within which both white supremacist 
and patriarchal power dynamics can be reconfigured.”
435
 To truly contest the institution 
of nationalism, the text must lay clear the mechanics of globalization and also 
demonstrate the necessity of transnational solidarity—as Banks’s text does and Gomez’s 
text never quite accomplishes, due to its focus on the immediacy of family. 
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Introduction and Hypothesis 
 Analyses of vampire literature often reference the idea of the vampire as an 
outsider. Gelder discusses this theme in vampire literature such as Dracula and Carmilla, 
noting that it is no coincidence that Dracula is an Eastern European in conflict with 
Western Europeans, while Jamil Khader describes Dracula as “a radically inhuman 
Other, whose motives and desires cannot be accounted for within the limits of human 
discourse and thought.”
436
 However, the sympathetic vampire, as discussed in the 
preceding chapter, is not the foreigner that Dracula was; in fact, white, masculine, 
heterosexual vampires are more American than many humans can ever be, as discussed in 
preceding chapters. According to Carter, this “shift in fictional characterization” toward 
the vampire as viewpoint character or narrator “reflects a change in cultural attitudes 
toward the outsider, the alien other,” because “contemporary American society, in 
glorifying and…rewarding the outsider, differs from the cultural milieu that engendered 
the literary vampire.”
437
 Carter suggests that the vampire is a “persecuted minority” in 
“late twentieth-century popular fiction.”
438
 Echoing the same theme, Bernard Beck 
describes paranormal romance as “a romantic tale of how love can cause great mutual 
acceptance between hostile camps of ‘us’ and ‘them.’”
439
 The preceding chapter focused 
on the institution of nationalism, while this chapter addresses the institution of race. 
There is some overlap in the realms that the institutions address, because American 
nationalism has an inherent racial component; one way to consider these institutions is 
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that nationalism serves the pedagogical function of describing the norm for those who are 
white and not part of the economic elite, while race serves the pedagogical function of 
describing those who are outside the norm. 
 The perception of vampires as the Other or as outsiders has, as Victoria Amador 
points out, resulted in “the co-opting of the vampire as a metaphor for Otherness, whether 
that is as an LGBT person or HIV positive survivor or feminist.”
440
 This reflects the trend 
in cultural studies that McNally addresses when he says “a giddy embrace of monstrosity 
is underway, as monsters are positioned as heroic outsiders, markers of nonconformity 
and perversity, representing all those marginalised by dominant discourse and social 
values.”
441
 In accordance with McNally, however, I problematize this positioning of 
vampires as metaphors for the Other, putting it into conversation with the central themes 
of neoliberal discourse delineated earlier in my analysis. McNally suggests that the 
subaltern may use monstrosity to indicate the horrors of capitalist consumption; this 
analysis focuses on how the depiction of monstrosity in relationship to the institution of 
race reinforces and contests the neoliberal ideology of race that obscures the impact of 
economic inequality. 
 Americans are so wholly used to race as a metaphor for Americanness (and 
humanity) that vampires are described in the familiar terms of racial Othering, both in the 
texts themselves and often in analyses of the texts as well. As Morrison notes, 
“Race…now functions as a metaphor so necessary in the construction of Americanness 
that it rivals the…class-informed racisms whose dynamics we are more used to 
deciphering.”
442
 Goddu suggests that “the difference between representing racism and 
representing race is extremely tricky to negotiate.”
443
 This is particularly problematic 
when “race” in vampire texts is represented primarily by white humans and white 
vampires; when theory is incapacitated by an “inability to draw socially informed 
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distinctions” between “distinct forms of monstrosity,”
444
 theoretical analysis can easily 
interpret such texts as part of “a celebration of a multi-cultural community.”
445
 
 This view, however appealing, accepts the “hierarchical divide” that Dhaenens 
critiques in his analysis of the “position of heteronormativity within the fantastic,” by 
“representing the humans as heteronormative majority and the others as the nonnormative 
minority.”
446
 Similarly, as Goddu writes, “the gothic’s oppositional white-black 
symbolism coincides with and reinforces the racial mythologies of Western culture,”
447
 
because it allows for the perception of the Other as exotic while literally writing 
blackness out of the text. McNally also points to the “obsession with identifying binary 
relations,” suggesting that one of the problems with “postmodern accounts of 
monstrosity” is that they “[tend] to lapse into monochromatic formalism, a tedious 
procedure in which the same conceptual schema is slapped over all phenomena.”
448
 In the 
milieu of neoliberal discourse, this is exactly the approach used to construct a 
pedagogical, ahistorical narrative of identities as individual and personal. The narrative of 
monochromatic formalism obscures the reality that socially-constructed categories of 
identity have real-world socioeconomic consequences. Moreover, it implies that there is 
only one way to be Other, participating in the tendency of contemporary discourse to 
acknowledge (at best) only one form of difference from the norm. That tendency forces 
invisibility onto those who hold multiple marginalized identities, including ciswomen of 
color, queer cismen of color, transgender persons, and queer ciswomen of color; queer 
transwomen or transmen of color are so many steps removed from this binary that it all 
but writes them out of existence in the public imaginary. 
 This is a multi-faceted attack on identity, however. While neoliberal discourse 
reinforces and essentializes racial and gender difference, it also demands public policies 
that treat the citizen as though categories of identity were irrelevant. The flattening and 
universalizing of difference as a binary relationship participates in the construction of the 
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 This illusory citizen is also de-gendered and absent of 
sexual orientation. By essentializing marginalized identities while insisting upon their 
insignificance, neoliberal discourse participates in what Dana-Ain Davis describes as “an 
articulation and a consequence of a racial logic that repudiates particularity,”
450
 or an 
insistence upon postracialism. The essentialization of race, gender, and sexual orientation 
rely on coded words, phrases, and language; these, as Davis writes in discussing the 
racial component of this approach, “create racial meaning that generates a sort of 
pathological profiling of groups without direct reference to race.”
451
 Thus, vampire texts 
that draw on the rhetoric of racial Othering for vampirism simultaneously reinforce 
postracial ideology while “reinscribing racist stereotypes”
452
 and enforcing 
heteronormativity. 
 Despite textually-expressed concerns about Othering, difference, and persecution, 
vampires do not experience the double-bind of Marilyn Frye’s definition of oppression.
453
 
Rather, they fit the description of vampires that Robert A. Williams, Jr., gives in his essay 
where he analogizes senior law professors with vampires: “Cry as the carefully selected 
minority victim becomes a Vampire-initiate and abandons all prior allegiance to the party 
of humanity, the minority community, and a selfless sense of service to the legal needs of 
others,” going on to point to the “intense alienation of Vampire Law Professor life.”
454
 
While Williams deliberately chooses vampires as a somewhat playful analogy, it is 
nonetheless telling that he considered vampirism the most appropriate analogy for 
explaining the self-centered individualism of senior law professors. While paranormal 
romances portray vampires as “different” from humans, they are not the “Other” in the 
sense that Stuart Hall means when he says that “dominant regimes of representation…had 
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the power to make us see and experience ourselves as ‘Other.’”
455
 While paranormal 
romances portray vampires as “different” from humans, they are not the “Other” in the 
sense of being subordinated outsiders excluded from dominant culture. 
 The portrayal of vampires as “marginalized” and their reactions to humans’ fear 
of being consumed parallels the reaction of the privileged to demands for social justice—
an insistence that it is the privileged who are at risk rather than the underprivileged who 
are being exploited. In the novels I discuss in this chapter—written by Harris, Gomez, 
and Banks—vampires are a numerical minority but are not an oppressed or marginalized 
minority. As Auerbach points out, “vampire fiction by women” presents vampires as 
“superior beings,” even “angelic harbingers of better times.”
456
 These vampires are not 
disadvantaged or disdained; their physical strength, wealth, and superhuman abilities 
outmatch most, if not all, humans—as it must for humans to be their prey. It would be 
more accurate to say that vampires are of necessity a numerical minority, as much like 
the super-rich capitalist class, vampires require a pyramidal base of humans upon which 
to feed. In the neoliberal institution of race, racial differences are ascribed to cultural 
differences; meanwhile, economic inequality simply vanishes from the realm of 
discussion. In reality, the difference of the vampire “Other” is the difference of the elite 
from the proletariat.  
 It is thus important to recognize that even as I label the institution I describe here 
as “race,” this is in the context of a cultural environment that, as Michaels writes, uses 
“culture…as a virtual synonym for racial identity.”
457
 This is part of what Lopez 
describes as “dog-whistle politics,” or “strategic racism.” Crucial to an understanding of 
the institution of race in neoliberal discourse is that “it is not fundamentally about race”; 
as Lopez explains, “the driving force behind strategic racism is not racial animus for its 
own sake or brutalizing nonwhites out of hate; it is the pursuit of power, money, and/or 
status.”
458
 The reason this understanding is integral is because it helps to explain why and 
how the rhetoric of black/white racialization can be (and is) used to exclude a wide 
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variety of other persons, including those who are non-black persons of color, women, 
and/or queer. Even more importantly, the ways in which racial rhetoric and racial appeals 
are “coded” in neoliberal discourse help to promote the view of all identities as 
equivalent. It is this that allows for claims of “reverse racism,” allusions to the “sexism” 
of feminists—what Lopez refers to as the “kick: when accused of racism, turn the tables 
and accuse your accuser of inserting race into the conversation.”
459
 Dog whistle politics 
are so wholly entrenched in the institution of race that at this point they need not even be 
about race, even in coded language, for Americans to be able to understand them and 
interpret them “correctly.” Thus, racial appeals that are not about race do double-duty: 
They Otherize the target of attack while legitimating the institution of race by referring to 
it in a way that avoids any possibility of forcing people who agree to see themselves as 
racist.  
 In this chapter, I argue that Harris’s text, in its recurrent metaphor of vampirism 
as a metaphor for difference, shores up the neoliberal institution of race, particularly in its 
co-optation of civil rights terminology to represent vampire desires while essentializing 
vampire nature. However, texts that take an oppositional stance can have the potential to 
critique the distortions, silences, and free-choice paradigms of neoliberal discourse. 
Goddu suggests that black writers have the potential to use monstrosity as a way to 
“deconstruct dominant rational discourse,”
460
 and in their repeated insistence upon the 
particularity of blackness—and, explicitly, the very visible presence of black women—
both Banks and Gomez refuse the flattening of difference and essentialization with regard 
to race. Gomez’s novel is also an expression of the hope that Dhaenens proposes when he 
suggests that “the fantastic as a realm is able to reflect upon mainstream society without 
displacing homosexuality onto the body of others and out of the text,”
461
 because as a 
black lesbian vampire, Gilda’s identities are integral to her trajectory. Despite the fact 
that Gilda maintains the significance of racialization and rejects heteronormativity, that 
significance is primarily a personal one for Gilda. In the end, her identity as a vampire 
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outweighs her identity as a black woman and lesbian, as she joins an isolated community 
of vampires; moreover, it at least in part confirms neoliberal assumptions that if the 
powerless Other gains power, that power will be used in ways that replicate the current 
structure, but in reverse. In contrast, Banks’s characters maintain their racial identity and 
affiliations with the oppressed—but the novel positions homosexuality as inherently 
deviant and irrevocably associated with evil. Although Banks’s and Gomez’s texts insist 
upon the individuality of both vampires and humans, simultaneously rejecting the 
neoliberal proposition of postracialism and its companion proposition of enlightened 
racism, Banks’s text more completely provides an oppositional stance against the co-





Harris; or, All You Minorities Are the Same Anyway 
 The first page of Dead Until Dark sets the stage for the portrayal of vampires 
throughout the series, as Sookie, in bemoaning the lack of a vampire in Bon Temps, 
thinks, “We had all the other minorities in our little town—why not the newest, the 
legally recognized undead?”
462
 As Kindinger discusses, “in Harris’s world, vampires live 
among humans…They have ‘outed’ themselves as a new race.”
463
 From the start, 
vampires are set up as a new “race,” drawing upon the literary history of the vampire as 
“a ‘projection screen’ for everything that is…different from heteronormative notions of 
gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity.”
464
 However, in this case, the portrayal of vampires 
as a “race” depends upon and buttresses the neoliberal institution of race.  
 First, the terms must be stated clearly. Despite the propaganda they spread that 
vampirism is a virus, Bill explains to Sookie shortly after meeting her that “if what makes 
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a vampire is a virus…it’s a selective one.”
465
 To become a vampire, a human must be 
drained of blood “at one sitting or over two or three days, to the point of…death”
466
 and 
then be given vampire blood; the human would then “lie like a corpse for about forty-
eight hours, sometimes as long as three days, then rise and walk at night.”
467
 Bill has no 
heartbeat, does not breathe, and is cool to the touch. Vampires begin as humans, become 
dead humans, and then rise as undead vampires with supernatural abilities who maintain 
their existence by feeding parasitically upon the blood of humans, which they often 
obtain by means of violence or coercion.
468
 Comparing death to race participates in the 
neoliberal institution of race that presents all difference as equivalent. According to 
Michaels, “diversity has become virtually a sacred concept in American life today,”
469
 
and companies have diversity groups including those for “single 
parents,…Hellenic…employees,…those with attention deficit disorder”; “[The] CEO of a 
diversity-management firm…[describes] companies that ‘tackle other differences’ like 
‘diversity of birth order’ and, most impressive of all, ‘diversity of thought.’”
470
 This 
sounds outlandish—but is certainly no more so than presenting the supernaturally undead 
as a “race,” and by implication suggesting that the gulf between black Americans and 
white Americans is as wide as the gulf between the living and the dead. 
 Moreover, since vampires are essentialized in the text, the correlation of 
vampirism with race implies a linkage between race and innate traits as well as indirectly 
reinforcing the idea of race as a determined biological identity, rather than a social 
construction and institution. “Dead” is a biological, and, in the case of vampires, also a 
supernatural category, while race is a “political category that has been disguised as a 
biological one.”
471
 When race as a biologically determining factor of personality 
characteristics fell out of favor, “more liberal-minded scientists erected…an imaginary 
wall…separating racial science from racial politics,” because such a separation is “critical 
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to the scientific validation of race in a post-civil rights culture that espouses racial 
equality.”
472
 However, this separation is as unsupported by scientific evidence as 
previous eras’ beliefs about race; rather, the belief in “biological races…is an irrational 
moral conviction that scientific evidence…has been unable to overcome,”
473
 and in fact 
“scientists themselves have worked as much to uphold this moral conviction as to defeat 
it.”
474
 The institution of race is so powerful that despite direct, clear scientific evidence 
that race is a political/social construct, the vast majority of persons continue to believe in 
it—and to believe in its scientific validity. 
 Thus, while the correlation of supernaturally undead vampires with race ought to 
be preposterous, the neoliberal ideology of race—that it is real and can be scientifically 
determined—in conjunction with the understanding of difference as diversity provides a 
veiled justification for and defense of racial determinism. This is further supported by 
analyses of texts that accept this view of vampires, as when Carter writes, “As rebellious 
outsider, as persecuted minority, as endangered species, and as member of a different 
‘race’ that legend portrays as sexually omnicompetent, the vampire makes a fitting hero 
for late twentieth-century popular fiction.”
475
 Harris’s text frequently draws on racial 
metaphors to discuss vampires, even suggesting that vampires and people of color occupy 
the same position in society, as when a coworker says to Sookie about her dating Bill: “I 
thought you were going to say you were dating a black, but you’ve gone one better, ain’t 
you, girl?”
476
 or when Sookie reads a lawyer’s mind to learn, “He wouldn’t be at all 
happy if his daughter was seeing a vampire. He couldn’t imagine a responsible parent 
being anything but appalled.”
477
 Here, the use of vampirism as a metaphor for and 
representation of interracial dating both justifies and trivializes the very real historical 
and contemporary brutalization of those engaging in interracial relationships. The 
metaphor is used again when Sookie notes, “Though most police forces loved having 
vampires join them on the job, there was a lot of prejudice against vampires on the street, 
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especially as part of a mixed couple.”
478
 Despite the prevalence of the metaphor, 
however, the only interracial relationship that actually appears in the text is between 
Kenya and Kevin, police officer partners—and their relationship remains largely under 
the surface and veiled. 
 At the same time that it uses vampirism to suggest race both indirectly and 
directly, the text presents vampirism as a stand-in for queerness and also participates in a 
“conflation of monstrosity and sexual perversion.”
479
 Again, this status is set at the very 
start of the novel; “Ever since vampires came out of the coffin (as they laughingly put 
it),”
480
 Sookie has been waiting to meet one. The text maintains—veritably insists upon—
a connection between monstrosity and sexual perversion, “associating homosexuality 
with victims, villains, and nonhuman others.”
481
 Lafayette is the only human who has 
same-sex relationships, and other than Sookie, humans who have sex with vampires tend 
to die horribly, either at the fangs of the vampires themselves or by being murdered. 
Other than the soon-dead Lafayette, Harris’s text “reproduces a hierarchical divide by 




 The only thing that differentiates Sookie from the murdered women is that her 
sexuality is not deviant; Sookie is not a “slut” or a “whore,” but is involved in a 
relationship with Bill. When she finds her coworker, Dawn, murdered, Sookie’s high 
school acquaintance, JB, explains: “‘Well, honey, she liked men to—like, bite and hit 
her.’ JB looked weirded out by this preference of Dawn’s. I must have made a face 
because he said, ‘I know, I can’t understand why some people like that, either.’”
483
 
Sookie and JB are together in their disgust at Dawn’s sexuality, suggesting that perhaps 
on some level, Dawn’s sexual interests caused her murder. This idea is reinforced by the 
police officer Kenya, who “was thinking she’d heard bad things about Dawn and her 
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liking for rough sex…it was no surprise Dawn had met a bad end.”
484
 Thus, 
nonnormative sexuality and/or queerness are not only associated with monstrosity, they 
also stand as justification for coming to “a bad end.” Lafayette’s later death reinforces 
this; he dies at an interracial sex party after a man “hit him…because [Lafayette’s] 
subservience disgusted and excited [him]”
485
 and the others then became afraid he would 
tell. The text exonerates the white men in this scenario, however; Tom, the man who 
initially hits Lafayette, is black, but (white) Mike joins in beating Lafayette only because 
he is “seized by the madness” of the maenad.
486
 Nonetheless, all of the participants in the 
sex party (with the exception of Sookie’s childhood friend Tara and her boyfriend) end 
up dead, again reinforcing the idea that deviant sexuality equals victim. 
 Aside from the sex party participants, the only other consistent examples of 
human queerness are from humans involved with vampires, as when Sookie meets 
vampires other than Bill for the first time. One of their companions is described as 
“lovely…swarthy, maybe Hispanic, small and fine-boned. He wore denim cutoffs and 
nothing else. Except for makeup. I took that in my stride, but I didn’t find it 
appealing.”
487
 The vampires and their companions are visiting Bill, and in Bill’s living 
room, “Malcolm pulled the human male to him and gave him a long kiss. I began to feel a 
little sick. That kind of stuff is private.”
488
 Although Sookie characterizes her disgust as 
related to the publicity of the actions, the same standard does not apply to heterosexual 
intimacy; Bill regularly kisses her hello when she is working at the bar and in the 
presence of other people. When the vampires later visit Merlotte’s, the bar Sookie works 
at, “Malcolm kissed Bill on the mouth, and so did Diane. It was hard to tell which 
greeting was more offensive to the customers in the bar.”
489
 The text is unclear as to 
whether the offensiveness of Diane’s kiss is due to her being a black woman, since, as 
Sookie notes, “Blacks didn’t come into Merlotte’s much, but if any black was absolutely 
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safe there, it was Diane,”
490
 or whether it is because Sookie has a seemingly 
monogamous relationship with Bill. Again, these vampires die; their home is burned 
down by a group of men from Bon Temps in a scene that draws upon imagery related to 
lynchings. 
 While Sookie works in the bar, she discovers that some “local men were thinking 
of burning out the Monroe vampires,”
491
 and as the evening continues, there are “less 
women, more men…Men were standing, instead of sitting. It was hard to pin down, since 
there wasn’t any big meeting, really. It was by word of mouth, whispered from ear to 
ear.”
 492
 Here, Harris calls on ideas of lynching, done by group participation but without 
ever being directly and openly discussed; finally, “they all began drifting out, standing in 
huddled groups out in the parking lot.” Sam’s boss, Sookie, says to her, “‘I think we’ve 
got a mob.’”
493
 When morning comes, the men set fire to the vampires’ house, killing the 
vampires in their coffins as well as a human woman. Despite this evocative imagery, 
however, in the end Sookie suggests their innocence from evil, explaining, “I think it was 
the murderer who planted this idea, this vigilante thing, in the men in the bar that night. I 
think it was the murderer who went from group to group, egging the guys on. I’ve lived 
here all my life, and I’ve never seen people around here act that way.”
494
 Here, Sookie 
implies that racism is over, that “the worst is in the past, a part of the violent Southern 
history…[but] the South has learned from its mistakes.”
495
 She insists that only thing that 
could have driven “people around here” to “act that way” would be some outside force—
even though it later becomes clear that the murderer had no particular special abilities or 
way to influence others.  
 And yet, Sookie, at age 25, would have been born in the mid-seventies, given the 
setting of the book; the last known lynching in the United States took place in 1981.
496
 
Sookie herself acknowledges that it is possible that black people might not be safe in 
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Merlotte’s, and repeatedly suggests that Bon Temps is racially segregated, attributing this 
to choice: “Anyone who wanted could be buried by Spencer and Sons Funeral Home; but 
only white people seemed to want to. Likewise, only people of color chose to be buried at 
Sweet Rest.”
497
 While the phrasing here casts some doubt upon the narrator-provided 
interpretation of events, there are literally no human characters who are people of color to 
voice differing opinions, just as there are no (still living) queer human characters to 
present homosexuality as anything other than associated with monstrosity and death, 
wracked with “the misfortunes that await a character who strays from the 
heteronormative path.”
498
 At the same time, they are blamed for their own deaths. When 
Sookie learns of the plan, she “wanted to tell [Bill] how much peril the three nesting 
vampires had put themselves into;”
499
 there is no question in the text as to whether 
nonconformity ought to be met with the punishment of death. The few people of color 
who are in the text almost never get to speak; instead, readers learn their thoughts through 
the filter of Sookie, as she reads their minds. 
 In the town of Bon Temps—and in Harris’s world—the position of “outsider” can 
be filled by queer people, people of color, and/or vampires—but the position of “insider” 
(and, not coincidentally, “survivor”) has only one possibility: Those who want to be part 
of the town must conform to the social rules and expectations of white, heteronormative, 
middle-class society. Bill’s acceptance rests upon the use of “arguments that mostly seek 
out the similarities between the vampire minority and the human majority,”
500
 which 
“reads as a plea for civil rights that will aid integration. Other vampire identities are 
implied to be illegitimate or amoral.”
501
 Indeed, this is the very defense offered for Bill 
by a friend of Sookie’s grandmother, who tells the police detective that he “should go 
after…the ones that don’t want to learn how to live with us, not like Bill Compton, who’s 
really making an effort to settle in.”
502
 Bill is an insider because his people are from the 
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area, because he is heteronormative, because he is white, and because he is “making an 
effort” to fit into the town. 
 The text also uses the language of assimilation for vampires; for instance, Bill 
explains to other vampires, “‘I’m mainstreaming…I’m trying to live among humans.’”
503
 
The presence of the other vampires presents a threat to his ability to fit in; “Diane, Liam, 
and Malcolm had been…trying to make it impossible for other vampires who wanted to 
mainstream. They’d been behaving outrageously, offensively.”
504
 Sookie figures, Since 
they were making no real effort at assimilation, maybe they wanted to scotch Bill’s 
prospects.”
505
 This presentation of assimilation, particularly in the textually presented 
metaphor for queerness and race, again vilifies those who fail to assimilate, who fail to 
pass. In the context of racial representation, however, it must be noted that, first, 
vampires are able to decide whether to fit in, unlike many people of color, whose 
inability to pass would forever put their assimilation into question. Second, although the 
public platform is of “vampirism as being brought on by a virus, which aligns them with 
other groups whose conditions are involuntary,”
506
 it is made very clear in the text that 
vampirism is in no way a virus. 
 With vampires as a metaphor for queerness, the text is able to participate in 
essentializing race and sexual orientation without explicitly relating its assumptions about 
essentialization to those categories. At the same time, the text stokes underlying fears 
about the dangers of assimilation. Bill, who is like the residents of Bon Temps, is a 
“good” vampire—but the other vampires often are not. They use the language and 
terminology of civil rights, as when Bill says, “Now that I have a legal right to exist…I 
want to stay here,”
507
 while the text characterizes those who are opposed to vampires as 
having outdated views. Sookie’s grandmother is interested in learning about Bill, because 
“Gran…wasn’t one of those reactionaries who’d decided vampires were damned right off 
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 The television show based on Harris’s books, True Blood, “manages to 
broach an unusual kind of horror, that inflicted on and not by vampires.”
509
 The text 
frequently focuses on the vulnerability of vampires, and so do the vampires themselves: 
“In the text world there is thus a conscious strategy on the part of the vampires to on the 
one hand downplay the threat they pose and represent them as victims, on the other to 
relativize the threat they do pose.”
510
  However, these vampires are both dangerous and 
privileged. Their ability to simply glamor humans into doing what they want—and to 
erase humans’ memories—means that acceptance into human society, while it may be a 
matter of convenience for them, is not even remotely necessary, as evidenced by the fact 
that many of the vampires in the text are hundreds of years old. Their age is also 
significant because it means that their re-entry into human society allows them to not 
only easily use their wealth acquired through the years, but also potentially to acquire 
more through inheritance, as when Bill returns to Bon Temps: “The land reverted to me, 
and since things have changed in our culture toward people of my particular persuasion, I 
decided to claim it.”
511
 Thus, vampires in Harris’s are in a wholly different position from 
actual people of color and/or people who are queer, and yet the flattening of difference in 
the contemporary iteration of the institution of race—and the lack of actual people of 




Gomez’s Separate (but Equal?) Vampires 
 Within The Gilda Stories, race is integral to Gilda’s understanding of herself and 
her world. Despite her vampire nature, “The inattention of some of her contemporaries to 
some mortal questions, like race, didn’t suit her. She didn’t believe a past could, or 
should, be so easily discarded. Her connection to the daylight world came from her 
blackness.”
512
 The world in which Gilda lives, from the time of her escape from slavery 
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to the futuristic projection of the ruined Earth of 2050, revolves around issues of power 
and privilege, to which race, gender, and sexuality are central. Because Gilda herself is a 
black lesbian woman, the texts constantly calls attention to the existence of these 
marginalized categories. She lives her life “at the margins of mainstream white middle-
class America.”
513
 The significance of race to Gilda often puts her at odds with both her 
vampire community and human society. 
 Her mentors are Bird, a lesbian Lakota vampire, and, later, Anthony and Sorel, a 
gay male vampire couple. They, along with Gilda, challenge the institution of 
heterosexuality: 
A fantasy text consists of queer elements when…a character embodies an identity 
that opposes or challenges heteronormative assumptions about gender and 
sexuality or embraces transgressive norms and values instead of the prescribed, 
traditional set of norms and values.
514
 
Not only do they reject heteronormativity, but the vampires in Gomez’s text also reject 
universalizing discourses about difference. Race, gender, and sexual orientation are 
aspects of each character, making up a whole that is not dependent upon vampirism as a 
marker of Otherness; the text “presenting the spectacle of racial ‘Otherness’ directly, 
rather than supplanting it.”
515
 The text also avoids presenting Otherness as universal: 
“Ultimately, the otherness of the vampires is based on their relationship—their lack of 
access—to power, rather to any shared core identity.”
516
 Perhaps more accurately, the 
similarity of the vampires that make up Gilda’s family lies in the ways that societal 
institutions would disadvantage their human selves, a disadvantage that is only overcome 
by their vampiric abilities, such as how the “subtle aura surrounding [Gilda] usually kept 
troublemakers at a distance so she rarely experienced the harassment that befell most 
women on city streets.”
517
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 Identities are fluid and often reconstructed, as illustrated by the ways in which 
Gilda moves from country to town to city and back again, but Gilda’s claim to blackness 
is an unshifting claim—not because of an essentialized identity, but because it is a 
political stance grounding her in a particular community. At the same time, Gilda-as-
vampire is constantly engaged in a charade: “[Gilda] is black; she cross-dresses; and, by 
deliberately not ‘passing’—by putting herself at risk by drawing attention to markers of 
race and sexual identity—Gilda perversely camouflages her real secret: her 
vampirism.”
518
 Her mentors in the vampire community tell her repeatedly that she and 
they are not part of human society, explaining, “We move among them, but we can never 
be of them.”
519
 Gilda requires time to accept this distance from humans, “chagrined by 
her concept of they and how her life separated her from them.”
520
 The deterioration of the 
world and its societies brings her ever closer to understanding, until finally, when she 
brings another person into vampirism, she accepts her distance from humanity. 
 However, while the text emphatically denies postracial rhetoric and positions 
racialization as important to both identity and understandings of society, it does to some 
extent avoid true confrontation with the ways in which Gilda and her family wield power, 
because Gilda survives by drinking blood. In creating Gilda, Gomez intends to “recast 
[vampire feeding] in a less exploitative mode,” creating a story “with no predator and no 
victim.”
521
 When Gilda feeds, she reads the mind of the human from whom she takes 
blood and then changes it: 
[As] you take from them you must reach inside. Feel what they are needing, not 
what you are hungering for. You leave them with something new and fresh, 
something wanted…This is the only way to share and not to rob. It will also keep 
you on your guard so you don’t drain life away.
522
  
As Jones notes, there “is a problem here, of course, around the issue of lack of 
consent,”
523
 an issue that Gomez dismisses, arguing that “symbiotic relationships aren’t 
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always immediately and mutually agreed upon…I make the assumption that we all, given 
the information and free will, would choose to sustain those around us.”
524
 Jones suggests 
that accepting this “construction must ultimately reject the liberal notion of the sanctity of 




 In the context of vampire texts, however, this is more than a mere rejection of the 
sanctity of the individual will. Not only does Gilda feed upon those who are sleeping and 
who do not have the opportunity to consent, but she also literally changes their minds, an 
exercise of power that even those of who do not embrace the “sanctity of the individual 
will” might be very discomforted by; indeed, even Gilda objects to having her thoughts 
read by another vampire, pointing out, “On the plantation…we were told what we could 
eat, what we could wear, when to waken, when to retire…My thoughts have often been 
the only place I could live freely.”
526
 Here, Gilda clearly campaigns for the right to have 
one’s own thoughts be private—and yet that right does not extend to humans, whose 
thoughts and dreams she enters as she takes the blood from their bodies. 
 This ambiguity over the use of power reappears throughout the text. As Gomez 
acknowledges, “Gilda and her family do have more power over life and death than do the 
mortals,”
527
 but the power goes beyond that. Gilda’s power, due to her inheritance from 
the Original Gilda and her longevity, also includes significant wealth. When she leaves 
for San Francisco, she “traveled for many hundreds of miles in many directions, securing 
places for my native soil, opening bank accounts, establishing holdings that would endure 
with time.”
528
 The parallel between Gilda’s inherited/transferred power and wealth and 
the privilege of whiteness is even clearer when “She outlined instructions for a transferal 
of her funds with the assurance of a white man…Her obviously secure financial status 
and clearly superior education gave her a curious place among them.”
529
 Obviously, a 
character need not be poor—but Gilda’s use of her powers is more of a reversal of power 
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than a challenge to the system that provides that power, a reading that Löffler and Bast 
also suggest: 
[The] Girl…discredits assumptions of white male dominance…whenever she 
feeds on a white man. Turning the victim into the hunter…this innovative 
depiction also reverses the very basis of the system of chattel slavery, as a black 




This is an apt description—and a disturbing one. Tempting though it might be to turn the 
tables on oppressors, Gilda uses her vampiric power to play the role of a white man, not 
to contest the privileges of whiteness. 
 This is particularly apparent in the last section of the novel, when Gilda is 
constantly in hiding: “Thoughts of the Hunters…caused Gilda to shiver with the memory 
of her escape from the plantation…Those who came now were silent, more expert, but 
essentially the same.”
531
 The Hunters seek vampires for the wealthy, because a “full 
transfusion of their blood gave eternal life to the hungry rich.”
532
 Gilda is forced to hire 
guards to watch over her and protect her sleeping places. She repeatedly parallels running 
from the Hunters with slavery: “[Sharing] the blood with Julius…had been life freely 
given, not the travesty being demanded of them now. This horror was slavery come 
again.”
533
 However, the Earth is dying; people must cope with the “psychological impact 
of having no distant future to contemplate,” and finally they “put their faith in the 
creatures with infinite regenerative powers.”
534
 Gilda’s vampiric nature is not only the 
source of the wealth, physical strength, and mind-controlling abilities that have helped 
her all her life; it is the only thing of value left in the world—aside from passage off-
world, which Gilda also has the power to achieve for her guards. 
 The use of the slavery metaphor is problematic in this context. As Ermis, the 
woman Gilda converts into vampirism, points out, Ermis was “unloved in a dying and 
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unloving world [and] [awoke] to find [herself] in possession of the most valuable 
commodity on the planet—long life.”
535
 The vampires’ abilities help them evade the 
Hunters; in Gilda’s encounter with one, “even with biphetamines he was not fast or 
strong enough for her,”
536
 and she evades him relatively easily. She chooses not to kill 
him, but uses her abilities to “rip away his memory, then knocked him unconscious,”
537
 a 
seeming mercy that is largely meaningless, because it seems that every human in the 
world is dying. Although the text suggests that the fate of the world is simply 
unavoidable, because “the cities and the principles on which most societies are built have 
been poison,”
538
 the fact remains that Gilda and her family do nothing to change this 
course of events, despite their ability to alter minds and change dreams. In the end, her 
family gathers in Peru to make a new home, seemingly the vampire equivalent of a gated 
community, while the rest of the world dies around them. 
 Few would argue that Gilda and her family have an obligation to die for the 
wellbeing of a few others—but the presentation of them as subject to “slavery” because 
they have resources that are unavailable to any others in the world is specious, following 
the same lines as claims of “class war” or “race war” when the disadvantaged raise their 
voices about unequal distribution of resources. In this scenario, it is the wealthy who have 
enough power to seek out vampires, but as Helford points out, “In 2050, Gomez depicts a 
wasteland…yet we know little about it beyond the desire of the rich to attain immortality 
at any price once they discover the existence of vampires.”
539
 This battle is between the 
ultra-privileged vampires and the extremely-privileged wealthy, and both groups see 
themselves as victims; fate of the unprivileged is simply a mystery, one that Gilda, in her 
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Banks: Privilege, Power, and the Hatred of Homosexuality 
 Like Gomez, Banks centers her protagonist’s experience in her gender and her 
blackness. Damali not only finds herself and her home in the ’hood, as discussed in 
Chapter Two, but she is herself a hip-hop artist. She and her team of vampire fighters are 
Warriors of Light Productions, their supernatural abilities wrapped up in their musical 
abilities; in the world of Banks’s text, hip-hop is very literally bringing light to the 
darkness, because “music is universal…can make people feel emotions past ideological 
rhetoric.”
540
 The mission that Damali and her team have is to save the world—from 
vampires, “werewolves, demons, not to mention just your regular schmoes who do bad 
shit in the world.”
541
 Where Harris and Gomez see potential for vampires to be 
sympathetic, Banks’s vampires are evil, in a religious sense in that they are damned to 
Hell, and also in a real-world sense, in that they engage in acts that cause harm to other 
beings, to society, and to the natural world.  
 Gordon suggests that “perhaps the vampire is more compellingly creepy for male 
writers,”
542
 attributing this difference to “traditional male views of power and 
predation…[that] think of power as the ability to overpower.”
543
 She proposes that “in 
feminist rethinking,” power “focuses on cooperation and endurance.”
544
 This is an 
accurate depiction of Banks’s text, in that Damali’s power is one of endurance, requiring 
cooperation and communication with her team. However, Gordon’s conclusion about 
“cross species responsibility” is that “each species’ obligation to allow the existence of 
the others has nothing to do with relative superiority or inferiority”
545
 depends upon a 
diversity-focused perspective of the world. As Michaels puts it, this perspective is one in 
which people “prefer to understand our own political differences as differences in identity 
rather than ideology, as differences in who we are rather than in what we believe.”
546
 In 
other words, we have to allow the existence of others because they are others, not 
because they are worthwhile. This is the left-liberal version of race that supports the 
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neoliberal institution of racism: It presents diversity as worthwhile in and of itself, and all 
forms of difference as equal. Gordon’s view allows for vampires who do kill to survive 
because “they are natural predators and their prey is human,”
547
 a relativistic view that 
shies away from perceiving anything as genuinely morally evil. 
 This is where Gordon and Banks differ, and why Banks’s novel is not a horror 
novel but does insist upon the evil of vampires; Banks’s text identifies among vampires 
exactly the kind of diversity that Michaels decries when he writes, “The problem with 
affirmative action is not…that it violates the principles of meritocracy; the problem is 
that it produces the illusion that we actually have a meritocracy.”
548
 In Carlos’s first 
encounter with Fallon Nuit and the other vampires, as Nuit convinces Carlos to join their 
side, Carlos objects to their consumption of blood. Nuit describes it as “just a small 
ritual,”
549
 assuring Carlos he need not participate: “‘We accept diversity, as you can see.’ 
Nuit chuckled.”
550
 But this diversity, like the diversity that supports neoliberalism, is a 
diversity that accepts anything so long as it does not change the status quo. The goal of 




 Like Goddu argues of Night of the Living Dead, this is where the text breaks with 
the “traditional,” hegemonic articulation of the gothic. Goddu “[focuses] on the gothic as 
a traveling form…to (re)locate the gothic in its American locale,” by so doing, to 
“specifically connect American horror to the issue of race and the historical context of 
slavery.”
552
 This approaches results in “unhinging the gothic’s usual association of 
blackness/evil and whiteness/good, the movie critiques ‘whiteness’ as rapacious and 
horrifying.”
553
 This is the path that Minion takes, associating the wealth and hegemonic 
power historically reserved for those with white privilege with vampires, and leaving no 
question about the flagrant evil of unchecked capitalism. The position of vampires as evil 
is not because they are the Other, or outsiders; in fact, the texts acknowledge the 
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existence of vampires (and, by extension, the economic elite) as always have been inside: 
“Every part of the world has had a leader that was either surrounded, or compromised, at 
one juncture or another.”
554
 Banks’s text draws demarcations between good and evil, but 
those lines are drawn on the basis of economics and exploitation, not on ideals of race, 
culture, or even gender. Despite the significance of her own identity as a black woman, 
and the text’s focus on “black women’s bodies as sites of reality-changing power,”
555
 
race is not an essentializing identifier so much as an aspect of Damali’s heritage. While 
her team has significant racial variation and rejects a black/white binary, Nuit’s has a 
similar level of variation; surface diversity is not relevant in this world so much as moral 
solidarity (or, for vampires and their kind, economic exploitation). 
 The exception is sexuality. In Minion, queerness is irrevocably associated with 
vampirism, pairing sexual “deviance” with evil. This emphasis is particularly strong for 
man to man sexual interest or activity, beginning with Damali’s mother, who is horrified 
to see her “husband closed his eyes and dropped his head back in a display of sheer 
feminine submission”
556
 to Nuit, whom she does not realize is a vampire. To some extent 
the text seems to condemn this association of deviance with genuine evil; she is “too 
proud to tell the elders that a man had carried her husband from their home like he was a 
new bride,”
557
 and as a result, summons the demon that her daughter will later have to 
cope with. The suggestion is that she should have had more faith in her husband, who in 
the end dies to save her, but this in no way mitigates the impact of the continuing 
association between power, wealth, sexual deviance, and vampires. Here, Banks’s novel 
expresses an attitude widely believed to exist, i.e., that the black community is negative 
toward queerness. The validity of this assumption is questionable; while studies strongly 
suggest that attitudes about homosexuality or queerness are overall similar among black 
and white populations, these studies are limited. A 1991 study found that “condemnation 
of homosexuality is stronger in the black community deriving primarily from the 
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difference in attitudes between black and white females,”
558
 or, in other words, that black 
women disapprove of homosexuality more than white women do; the researchers suggest 
that this is due to the “perceived decreasing pool of ‘available black males.’”
559
 Popular 
culture seems to bear this out—or contribute to this perception.
560
 
 Nearly all of Carlo’s interactions with vampires involve associations between 
wealth and sexuality, particularly male to male sexual expression, despite Carlos’s 
objections: “The fact that something almost erotic was drawing him to a man gave him 
the creeps.”
561
 Queerness is also connected to other deviance, as when Nuit talks Carlos 
down from his disgust at the vampires’ consumption of blood by telling him to “think of 
the money that is out here in the woods. These men might have a perversion, but they are 
filthy rich and very protected.’”
562
 Despite Carlos’s dislike of the connection, however, 
he accepts Nuit’s offer; his last thought, as Nuit drains him of blood, is, “Heaven help 
him! He was dying in a man’s arms.”
563
 Even as Banks’s novel explicitly rejects the 
tenets of the neoliberal institution of race, and, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
nationalism, the text upholds other institutions, vilifying homosexuality as inherently 





 It is no surprise that vampires should be presented (and read as) the Other. 
Auerbach, among others, describes Stoker’s Dracula as 
in love…with hierarchies, erecting barriers…; the gulf between male and female, 
antiquity and newness, class and class, English and non-England, vampire and 
mortal, homoerotic and heterosexual love [and] infuses its genre with a new fear: 
fear of the hated unknown.
564
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Dracula is an outsider from the perspective of the British Stoker and his British 
protagonists. Like in Rice’s much later Interview, Stoker’s Eastern Europe is a place of 
terror, of superstition, of uneducated peasants, of dark forests: it is the antithesis of 
modernity, industrialization, progress, and scientific reasoning; the eventual success of 
the British men who defeat Dracula is the success of the civilized over the primitive. That 
Dracula, then, involved “the representation of the vampire as a radically inhuman Other, 
whose motives and desires cannot be accounted for within the limits of human discourse 
and thought.”
565
 This is, at least in part, the impetus for the assumption McNally decries: 
that monsters are often seen as “representing all those marginalised by dominant 
discourses and social values.”
566
 However, as discussed in the preceding chapter, Harris’s 
presentation of vampires demarcates clear lines between self/Other; the vampire is not 
necessarily Other, but, if interpreted as American, may instead be a representation of self, 
or at least of a desired self. 
 Despite this, Harris’s text relies on tropes of Otherness in relationship to 
vampires, flattening differences and consistently aligning vampires with (real) 
disadvantaged or underprivileged groups. This has not gone unmissed; the title credits for 
the television show True Blood, based on the Southern Vampire Mysteries, depend 
heavily upon Civil Rights imagery. The design firm that created the sequence explains: 
“HBO’s True Blood main title is a love letter to the Gothic South…Avoiding direct 
vampire references, we sought to translate the show’s larger thematic struggles into 
seemingly found imagery from the real world.”
567
 That imagery includes views of bayou, 
black gospel singers, antebellum mansions, actual footage from the Civil Rights struggle, 
shots of the Ku Klux Klan, white Pentecostal baptism, a “God hates fangs” sign, all 
interspersed with shots of death, dancing, partially nude white women, eating, animals, 
and, over and over again, splattered blood.
568
 The South: sexy, religious, racist, 
subhuman, dangerous—and completely absent of cross-racial interaction, a theme that 
Harris’ text endlessly replicates. 
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 When non-white, queer identities are aligned with the monstrous, the text not only 
supports the neoliberal institution of race, but goes even further to buttress the unspoken 
fears of the Other—to ask the question, “What would the Other do, if we allowed it in?” 
Vampires, in the world Harris creates, are killers. They may not be evil; questions about 
their souls or eternal damnation are an aspect that Harris leaves behind for Rice’s 
vampires. But there are literally no vampires in the text who have not killed humans—
and even Bill, who is a “good” vampire, kills humans simply for revenge, as noted 
earlier. To be a vampire is to be a constant, ongoing threat to humans; as Bill explains, 
“I’m a vampire, Sookie. I don’t think like you. I don’t care about people 
automatically.”
569
 This seems to be equally true for Gilda, who does not automatically 
care about humans—but if we interpret vampirism as a stand-in for race or queerness, the 
implication is that those who are different are inherently dangerous to society. Banks 
paints a different portrait; in Minion, racial and gender differences are personally 
relevant, but class is the primary point of solidarity in Damali’s struggle and among 
vampires. However, in its participation in the demonization of homosexuality and 
association of sexual deviance with evil, the text accepts the proposition of some forms of 
difference as “wrong.” Gomez views gender, race, and sexuality as of comparable 
significance, suggesting that true equality requires attention to all three—but her focus on 
the individual and the family unit provides no avenue for opposing overall societal 
inequality.
                                               









Introduction and Hypothesis 
 The human/vampire feeding interaction, with humans willingly allowing their 
blood to be drained as an act of love, is central to analysis of the vampire narrative. The 
willingness of the human participants depends upon an acceptance of the consumer-based 
logic of neoliberal discourse, in which everything is for sale and every individual has the 
right to what she wants so long as she is able to pay for it. In a consumer culture, the 
question is never about the ethics of consumption, because it always already assumes that 
consumption is both legitimate and unavoidable; the question is how to negotiate what 
one will receive in exchange for being consumed, or what one will provide in exchange 
for consuming. McRobbie presents a potential explanation for this when she describes “a 
new sexual contract currently being made available to young women…to participate in 
the consumer culture which in turn will become a defining feature of contemporary 
models of feminine citizenship.”
570
 The context of postfeminist neoliberal heterosexuality 
positions sexual intercourse as a commodity, in which “sex becomes part of a system of 
exchange, obtained by mastering and enacting a specific set of practices.”
571
 These 
practices are dictated by the institution of heterosexuality, and in the “personal choice” 
paradigm of that institution, women are presumed to freely choose romantic relationships 
based upon their assessment of potential relationship “value.”  
 In the institution of heterosexuality, the exchange relationship between men and 
women historically has relied on, as Iris Marion Young describes, the “logic of 
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masculinist protection,” in which “the gallantly masculine man is loving and self-
sacrificing…to shield women from harm.”
572
 In exchange for this protection, “women 
concede critical distance from decision-making autonomy.”
573
 However, as Young 
suggests, the significance of the protector/protected relationship between men and 
women in “everyday family life and other sites of interaction between men and 
women…has dwindled.”
574
 As the success of the neoliberal upward redistribution project 
continues, creating a “desperation for economic security”
575
 among the working and 
middle class, there has come to be a social understanding that traditional masculinity may 
not be “enough,” even for white men, who historically have been able to exercise their 
economic and social power to protect and provide for their women. This anxiety about 
inadequacy shows in the success of dog-whistle politics, as discussed in Chapter Two, 
and also in the moral valorization of wealth and power that recreates capitalists as highly 
desirable romantic partners.  
 Vampires, historically associated with wealth, become ultra-masculine figures 
who have more power—both physical and fiscal—than most humans ever could. The 
sexual contract requires women to exploit their sexuality for power. Where Engels’s 
declaration that “the proletarian must sell himself daily and hourly”
576
 assumed that 
workers sell their labor in service of capitalism, the choice ideology of neoliberalism 
demands that persons “freely deliberate every action based on a rational-cost-benefit 
calculation…reflecting the marketization of all areas of human life.”
577
 In this “shift from 
sexual objectification to sexual subjectification,”
578
 women are supposed to be 
empowered by their ability to be consumers, their consumption a “source of…having the 
competitive edge in a marketised arena of dating and working.”
579
 This requires 
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 and any relationship failure is attributable to either 
failure on the part of the woman to improve herself, or failure on the part of the women to 
market herself well enough to get a good enough man. This logic demands that women 
have more to offer than mere femininity and attractiveness in exchange for the protection 
of the ultra-masculine, ultra-wealthy, ultra-powerful vampire lover. They must offer 
themselves for consumption—a literal translation of exploitation into consumption. 
 The relationships between human women and their vampire lovers in these novels 
illustrate racialized constructions of femininities and masculinities. Like masculinity, the 
construction of femininity historically has relied upon whiteness, and the institution of 
heterosexuality depends upon it as well, because “the feigning of feminine fragility has 
been a mark of racial privilege.”
581
 Collins’s analysis of historical gender roles points out 
that “propertied White women and those of the emerging middle class were encouraged 
to aspire to the [cult of true womanhood],” while black women were assigned the role of 
the mammy or the Black matriarch, depicting them as “unfeminine”; poor white women 
also were largely unable to aspire to “true womanhood.”
582
 This remains true in 
neoliberal iterations of heterosexuality, which incorporate historical race and class 
exclusions. In the context of the paranormal romance, this means that, as Fleur Diamond 
writes, “the prevailing ideology relentlessly sexualizes [young women],” while “they are 
dissuaded from taking control of the sexual ‘script’ of desire and are instead encouraged 
to remain sexually passive.”
583
 This meshes with Bailie’s description: “Under the 
vampire’s tutelage (the heroine is often a virgin or has limited experience), the heroine 
discovers her own sexuality and sexual preferences.”
584
 McRobbie and Douglas argue 
that the postfeminist woman is supposed to embrace her sexuality,
585
 joined by Chen, 
who suggests that the difference between historical heterosexuality and contemporary 
neoliberal femininity is that “the neoliberal context…addresses young women as 
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autonomous, confident and desiring sexual subjects who knowingly and activity make 
choices, in stark contrast to women’s traditional image of passivity and subordination.”
586
  
 I argue that this is a narrow understanding of the institution of heterosexuality. 
Laina Bay-Cheng and Rebecca K. Eliseo-Arras provide a more complex view when they 
argue that “the role of the conventional Pleasing Woman is accompanied by that of the 
modern Together Woman,” and “young women are in the double bind of playing both 
parts, despite their divergent scripts.”
587
 Another way to put this would be that, in 
contrast to the Madonna/whore complex Freud described, the institution of 
heterosexuality in contemporary neoliberal discourse requires women to be both 
Madonna and whore, an expectation explicitly focused toward white women, since, as 
McRobbie writes, the “racist imagination…assumes sexual availability [and] appetite” is 
inherent to black women. The alternative to the sexless mammy is what Cornel West 
describes as “Jezebel (the seductive temptress),”
588
 leaving women of color who attempt 
to achieve the Madonna/whore ideal in the precarious position of being characterized as 
simply whores. The duality of the contemporary beauty ideal is all-but-impossible to 
achieve for women of color, although it could plausibly be argued that white women 
must also navigate (and inevitably become lost in) the precarious territory of knowing 
which identity is appropriate in what circumstances. 
Thus, the postfeminist claim that “women now ‘have it all,’” according to 
Douglas, disguises the demand that women be everything. In her discussion of post-
feminist culture, McRobbie suggests that feminism has been abandoned for “a notional 
form of equality, concretised in education and employment, and through participation in 
consumer culture and civil society,” then hastens to acknowledge that this argument 
might sound “like a conspiracy thesis” or “fanciful”—almost as though she herself 
questions the wisdom of making such a bold statement.
589
 But Tracy Moore, writing for 
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the feminist blog Jezebel,
590
 tells women that “to succeed among men you must play the 
game they devised,” going on to declare, “Women who prove they can win this way are 
advancing feminist goals.”
591
 The question, of course, is: What are those goals? The 
answer, at least for Moore, is for women to “provide for themselves and their families, to 
show that we are hard-working and smart, that we are equals, CEOs, smarty pantses, and 
the sort of people who can cream the boys at virtually anything,”
592
 or, in other words: 
Equality means playing the boys’ games with the boys’ rules, but winning. This web of 
conflicting and overwhelming demands becomes even more difficult for women to 
reconcile because every part of it is presented as being about women’s “choice.” Each 
step involves a decision, and failure means that a woman must have made the wrong 
decisions, since women have equality under the law. However, living out the narrative of 
a woman who has (and does) it all requires a position of significant economic power.  
 The emphasis on personal responsibility and individual choice in postfeminist, 
postracial neoliberal discourse obscures the material and historical conditions that create 
and contribute to racial, gender, and economic inequality. More than that, however, the 
narrative of individual choice is a universal one, and places all women in the same realm. 
The resultant narrative normalizes whiteness, assuming that all women have the same set 
of cultural ideals, but constructions of femininity historically have differed for black 
women and white women, because the script is based in the assumption of white 
privilege. Neoliberal women must succeed in the workplace while micro-managing their 
appearances in an attempt to remain “feminine” despite participating in the masculine 
world of economic competition. The institution of heterosexuality in neoliberal discourse 
performs the pedagogical function of teaching women the narrative of personal 
responsibility so that they will blame themselves when they fail the impossible task of 
being both the Madonna and the whore, in work and in relationships,
593
 and it performs 
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the operative function of fomenting inter- and intra-group hostility among women. This 
chapter argues that the portrayal of the sympathetic vampire in paranormal romances 
illustrates women’s attempts to find a viable solution to the irreconcilable demands of the 
institution of heterosexuality in “postracial,” “postfeminist,” neoliberal discourse—a 
solution that can exist only in the realm of the supernatural. 
 Thus, as I examine how women attempt to negotiate a solution to having and 
doing it all in Banks’s Minion, Harris’s Dead Until Dark, and Gomez’s The Gilda 
Stories, I pay particular attention to how the relationships between human women and 
their vampire lovers in these texts reflect racialized constructions of femininities and 
masculinities. Both Banks’s and Gomez’s novels are examples of, as Morrison says, 
“[what] happens to the writerly imagination of a black author who is at some level always 
conscious of representing one’s own race,” in contrast to Harris’s novel, which relies on 
readers “positioned as white,” as “the readers of virtually all of American fiction have 
been,”
594
 and thus very rarely discusses race. However, race is as crucial in its absence as 
in its presence, both historically and in the present moment of racial denial; the particular 
constructions of femininity (and sexuality) that these novels address are race-dependent. 
As Richard Dyer points out, “All concepts of race are always concepts of the body and 
also of hetero-sexuality”
595
; conversely, concepts of gender and sexuality are always 
concepts of the body and of race. 
 What matters in this analysis is not how each individual woman reacts to her 
circumstances in each particular narrative, or even how the women in a particular 
narrative react to their circumstances, but how the portrayals of women in these texts 
demonstrate attempts to negotiate the racialized Madonna-and-whore complex within the 
neoliberal context of heterosexuality, focusing particularly on issues of purity/beauty, 
sexual interactions, and masculinist protection. How that negotiation takes place 
primarily depends upon how each text frames the dominant discourse to which it reacts. 
While Harris’s novel reacts to—and largely accepts—the neoliberal narrative of 
femininity, Banks’s novel incorporates an understanding of femininity as racialized and 
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class-oriented, creating a conflicted representation of femininity; Gomez’s novel 
understands dominant cultural narratives as both racialized and heteronormative. The key 
to these texts’ potential for constructing alternative narratives that resist the logic of 
neoliberalism lies in how they conceive of consumption. Harris’s text positions 
consumption as equivalent to love—accepting love as transactional—but Banks rejects 
this conflation of love with consumption, instead presenting a complicated construction 
of love as a dynamic, constantly-evolving partnership. The Gilda Stories takes a complex 
approach to consumption. Gomez’s stated intention is to present the feeding relationship 
as “one of sharing rather than victimizing,”
596
 with feeding and sexual activity largely 
separate from each other (and thus absent the consumption/love connection), but in 
providing Gilda the role of masculinist protector, the text in some ways reinforces 





Sookie’s Need to Not Know 
 Purity historically has been the signifier of attractiveness for white women, as 
“the ideal of female beauty in this country puts a premium on lightness and softness 
mythically associated with white women.”
597
 Contemporary neoliberal discourse seems 
to contest this with its barrage of overtly sexual images of women, but as Douglas points 
out, this “culture…is prudish and pornographic.”
598
 Women project an aura of sexuality 
while saying “no,” a refusal that in itself makes them more desirable, and a role that 
Sookie plays perfectly. From the beginning, Harris’s novel links purity, sexual lust, and 
blood lust; in Sookie’s limited interaction with a vampire bartender, “his fangs…shot out 
a little at the pleasure of serving [her].”
599
 clearly painting sexual interest and interest in 
blood consumption as corresponding desires. According to Taylor, “sexual hunger 
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becomes conflated with literal hunger”
600
 for vampires, and this is certainly the case in 
Harris’s text. At the same time, sexual purity (virginity) and not having been fed upon by 
vampires are conflated, illustrated in the scene where Sookie meets “bad” vampires. One 
describes Sookie as “so fresh,”
601
 suggesting that unbitten (pure) humans are more 
appealing. Later, when Bill takes Sookie to a vampire bar, he tells her, “You look like a 
white candle in a coal mine.”
602
 The literal reference to her white dress amidst the 
mostly-black clothing of the bar crowd is a multi-layered statement. “White” has 
historically been associated with purity, or virginity, and as Bailie points out, in 
paranormal romance, “the heroine is often a virgin or has limited experience.”
603
 This 
association of whiteness with purity and cleanliness also has racial undertones, all the 
more notable because race is so infrequently mentioned in the text itself. Additionally, 
those at the bar dressed in black are either vampires or “fang-bangers,” “who would go 
with just any bloodsucker,”
604
 and are thus impure. 
As Bill and Sookie sit in the bar, a fang-banger accosts Bill, offering herself in 
place of the synthetic blood he is drinking. Sookie “[takes] a deep breath to control [her] 
temper” and has “a surprisingly vivid mental image of leaving a slap mark on this hussy’s 
pale, freckled cheek.”
605
 This interaction is a threat to her status as Bill’s date. The fang-
banger is competition, and is a “hussy” because she is interested in being taken by a 
vampire—any vampire—allowing Sookie to condemn her for being openly available and 
reinforcing the textual connections between sexual activity and vampiric feeding. Sookie 
differentiates between the sexual interest she wants Bill to have in her, and his desire to 
consume, which she accepts only when paired with sexual interest. Sookie completes 
their interaction at the end of the evening by saying, “Thanks for taking me,” and 
“[moves] away quickly” so Bill does not assume she is “asking for something else.”
606
 
Additionally, sexual availability requires dating, which means that Bill must pursue her. 
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In an absolutely postfeminist moment, Sookie exercises agency to solidify herself as a 
passive relationship participant; she refuses to allow Bill to have what he wants until she 
can have what she wants, which is a commitment from the guy who will always want 
her—because she will always have blood he wants to drink. 
Postfeminist ideology, in the service of heterosexism, tells white women that 
beauty and sexuality are consummately important. The result, as the American 
Psychological Association concluded, is that “rampant sexualization of girls 
[undermines] their self-esteem and [jeopardizes] their physical and psychological 
health.”
607
 Sookie is constantly concerned about her appearance and her sex appeal, an 
obsession particularly apparent due to the first-person narration of Dead Until Dark. On 
page one, readers learn Sookie is “pretty…blond and blue-eyed and twenty-five, [her] 
legs are strong and [her] bosom is substantial, and [she has] a waspy waistline.”
608
 Sookie 
epitomizes the mainstream beauty ideal of “blue-eyed, blonde, thin white women,”
609
 and 
she puts in endless work on continuing to achieve that ideal, from lying out tanning to 
multiple-times-daily hair and makeup rituals. And yet, Sookie avoids dating. Before Bill, 
sex is a “disaster” for Sookie, because her telepathy enforces honesty from her partner. 
“Can you imagine knowing everything your sex partner is thinking?” she asks. “Gosh, 
look at that mole…her butt is a little big.”
610
 Her situation takes the reality—that women 
are judged on how closely they match beauty ideals—and literally internalizes it. The text 
suggests, even as Sookie plays by the rules and focuses on her appearance, that there may 
be something wrong with the beauty myth. The implicit critique fades, however, when 
Sookie meets Bill. The solution to Sookie’s problem is her inability to read Bill’s 
thoughts, creating a supernatural solution to the social problem of feminine beauty 
standards; because Sookie is so used to knowing what men are thinking, the absence of 
Bill’s thoughts frees her. 
Their relationship depends on an understanding that Sookie wants to be wanted, 
and Bill has both blood lust and sexual lust for her. On their way to the bar, Bill 
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“reassures” Sookie about her appearance by explaining, “I’m just doubting my ability to 
get you in and out without having to kill someone who wants you,”
611
 later explaining 
that “It’s vampire tradition…If I pronounce you mine, no one else can try to feed on 
you.”
612
 Sookie’s physical safety is entirely dependent upon the dictates of chivalry, a 
gentlemen’s agreement about how women should be treated. When they break up 
temporarily, he tells her, “Sookie, if you knew how different you taste, how much I want 
to protect you,” reiterating that the basis of their relationship is consumption in exchange 
for protection. In return, she says that she knows he has to feed, but “Please not anyone 
here, not anyone I have to see”; he agrees, with the terms: “If you won’t date anyone else, 
won’t bed anyone else.”
613
 The terms are clear, and clearly exploitative; she promises not 
to date anyone, while he promises not to drink the blood of people she knows. 
Consumption, love, and protection are the same; the only conflict lies in the fact that Bill 
lacks the power to truly protect Sookie from all other vampires. What he does have is the 
ability to protect Sookie from ever feeling undesirable, because he always wants—
perhaps needs—to consume her. 
Bill allows Sookie to avoid communication and intimacy, a boon and significant 
contributing factor to their relationship. In their first moments alone again after 
consummating their relationship, Bill asks Sookie what she missed most about him, and 
her response is, “Not being able to hear your thoughts.”
614
 Sookie’s displays of physical 
strength are always mitigated by her need for masculine protection, while her cataloguing 
of her attractiveness relates to strength only in her declaration that she has “strong legs.” 
Shortly after meeting Bill during her shift at the bar, Sookie rescues him from vampire 
drainers, who want to sell his blood on the black market. Later, the drainers ambush 
Sookie before Bill arrives to meet her. Here, Bill’s vampirism rescues Sookie from 
postfeminist conflict: Her physical strength allowed her to protect him from the vampire 
drainers, but, as Bailie points out, the hero in a popular romance is defined by “his role as 
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 which means that Sookie cannot remain Bill’s savior. The 
second conflict with the drainers and Sookie’s subsequent beating resolve this, permitting 
Sookie to retreat to the role of white femininity in need of protection. 
 Harris’s novel, while paying lip service to the postfeminist ideal of the 
emancipated woman, repeatedly positions Sookie as deeply vulnerable. Although 
Winnubst describes the vampire as incapable of being a “legible subject” because 
traditional vampires lack reflections, making the vampire the “crosser of boundaries 
extraordinaire,”
616
 Harris’s vampires do have reflections. The “good” vampires in Dead 
Until Dark reinforce race, class, and gender boundaries. Bill is from the South, and in the 
contemporary moment of neoliberal nationalism in the United States when the South is 
reinscribed as “the real America,” Bill is American history made contemporary, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, the text draws upon tradition to justify the tenor of his 
relationship with Sookie, but in the contemporary institution of heterosexism, Sookie’s 
safety is ultimately her own responsibility. This may be clearest when Sookie has to “stop 
[herself] from begging, ‘Please don’t let the bad vampire hurt me, please don’t let the 
vampire rape me,’”
617
 because she knows that she cannot depend upon Bill to truly 
protect her. Even as Bill fails his part of the bargain, unable to promise Sookie that he can 
keep her safe, she concludes that “if [she] was between a rock and a hard place, Bill was 
doubly so”
618
—a conclusion that makes no sense unless interpreted as an 
acknowledgment that control of Sookie’s sexuality and her body is more important to Bill 
than it is to Sookie herself. 
 Bill’s interest in protecting Sookie is prompted by his desire to have her (and her 
blood) for himself; he repeatedly claims ownership of her to prevent other vampires from 
having her long before they have established a relationship. Their first sexual interaction 
is at a point of extreme emotional vulnerability for Sookie after her grandmother is 
murdered. Bill arrives without warning, and the scene that begins with his comforting 
combing of Sookie’s hair transitions into sexual interaction. While orgasming, she “felt 
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Bill’s teeth against [her] neck, and…said, ‘Yes!’” and “as he came inside [her] [she] felt 
him draw on the little wound.”
619
 Sookie’s first sexual experience and first experience in 
having Bill consume her blood happen concurrently, as do Bill’s orgasm and his 
consuming her blood. Despite her earlier opposition to having Bill feed upon her, Sookie 
gives her consent during intercourse—after his teeth are already at her neck. The next 
morning, Sookie feels “powerful,” but wears a shirt with a collar to hide the fang marks 
on her neck. Sookie’s thoughts focus on Bill, and when her friend and coworker asks if 
she’s been “having fun,” Sookie thinks this description “made [her] relationship with Bill 
lighter than it was.”
620
 According to Bailie, the “blood exchange between the lovers is 
one of the central differences between the traditional vampire seen as predator and the 
romance novel vampire as lover and eternal mate.”
621
 Sookie’s insistence that they have a 
serious relationship distinguishes her from the fang-bangers and Bill from a predator. 
When she tells her coworkers that Bill is her lover, they accept it until her boss, Sam, 
“ruined it all, that tentative acceptance” by pulling Sookie’s collar down to display the 
bite marks.
622
 Sookie is angry because she feels like Sam “ripped the curtain off a private 
area of [her] life,”
623
 invoking the neoliberal, postfeminist rhetorics of personal choice 
and privacy.  
Sookie’s enjoyment of the sex allows her to assert her postfeminist sexual agency, 
but her agreement to Bill’s consuming her blood positions her again as a passive subject, 
which she then frames as her own choice because she is in a relationship with Bill. Bay-
Cheng & Eliseo-Arras found that women have unwanted sex because they believe “good 
girlfriends say yes,” quoting a respondent: “I just thought, ‘Oh, he’s my boyfriend, it’s 
okay, he can do that stuff’.”
624
 Sookie invokes this narrative to explain her acquiescence 
to Bill, but the treatment of it in Harris’s text suggests some ambivalence about its 
validity. 
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Damali: Black Is Beautifully Strong 
Banks’s text conceptualizes the problem of beauty differently from Harris’s. 
White femininity has been the dominant-culture ideal, and thus in mainstream culture, 
particularly within the “choice” discourse of neoliberal femininity, black women’s 
attractiveness directly correlates to how closely they can approach that goal. Banks 
rejects this white-identified beauty ideal and also rejects the institutional pressure of 
heterosexuality that demands women be obsessed with their attractiveness. This begins 
with Banks’s choice to free Damali from the beauty myth. Unlike Sookie, who catalogues 
her appearance at every opportunity and is constantly engaged in repairing her makeup or 
hair, Damali rarely considers her appearance. The first description of her in the third-
person narration is through the viewpoint of Carlos, who sees her as “absolutely 
beautiful.”
625
 Later both the master vampire Fallon Nuit and her mother-figure Marlene 
describe her as “beautiful,” but Damali neither dwells upon her beauty nor dedicates 
herself to perfecting her appearance.  
The historical Madonna/whore dichotomy depended on characterizing middle-
class white women as potential Madonnas. As noted above, in the binary constructs of 
race and gender in the United States, this positioned black women as whores, a 
positioning that left black women deeply vulnerable to rape and violence while devaluing 
their bodies as sites of power or respect; the “projection of the dark side of sexuality” was 
“now literally embodied by black females.”
626
 Some blacks opposed this by joining in a 
“Faustian pact with white America,” to “avoid any substantive engagement with black 
sexuality,”
627
 silencing black women’s sexuality in an attempt to avoid its negative 
portrayal. The pact made black sexuality a “taboo subject in black and white America.”
628
 
At best, it allowed black women to “exchange one set of controlling images for another,” 
an exchange that “makes little sense in the long run…even if positive stereotypes bring 
better treatment in the short run.”
629
 Banks’s novel uses the supernatural to oppose both 
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postfeminism and the historical silencing of black women’s sexuality. Instead, she 
“renders render[s] black female sexuality visible,” using a “‘politics of articulation’”
630
 to 
“privilege the reclamation of the black woman’s body.”
631
  
Although she tells her journal, “I like my new power to turn heads…but that don’t 
give them the right to violate it,” Damali’s primary concerns relate to the conflict she 
feels between protecting humanity from vampires and her desire to “have fun.”
632
 As 
Brooks points out, “Black female sexuality has rarely been treated with nuance; there has 
been a history of either extreme exaggeration as an excuse for the hegemonic horrors 
perpetrated since slavery or a punishing silence supported by the black middle class.”
633
 
In contrast to these prescriptive and limiting approaches, Banks’s novel directly addresses 
Damali’s sexuality, but does not make it the overriding feature of her femininity. Banks 
instead uses the supernatural to reject the limitations imposed on white women and the 
degradation imposed upon women of color. Purity in Minion is not a matter of sexual 
purity; rather, it is an issue of emotional purity, or “purity of heart.”
634
 Like Sookie, 
Damali is a virgin; her only sexual experience was with Carlos, and was limited. Her 
sexual purity is a rejection of the roles of Sapphire or Jezebel available to black women 
who exercise agency, but denies absolute positioning in cultural narratives about 
women’s sexuality. Although Carlos thinks of Damali as “something pure he could hold 
onto,”
635
 when he hugs a former lover of his, “[her] innocence washed through his soul, 
making him remember Damali,”
636
 suggesting that neither purity nor innocence directly 
correlate to sexuality. 
 Damali’s sexuality is given voice and is an expression of her own desires. In a 
vivid and explicit dream sequence, Damali experiences significant sexual pleasure, and 
readers learn that her time without a sexual partner has repeatedly “turned her pillow into 
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a lover until she gasped alone in the quiet.”
637
 This direct indication that Damali 
masturbates regularly rejects the role of the “heroine who discovers her own sexuality 
and sexual preferences”
638
 from her partner, as Sookie does when Bill “[touches] [her] in 
places [she’d] never been touched.”
639
 Instead, “Banks purposely presents sex as an 
ongoing and prominent facet of Damali’s life,”
640
 one that is a valid expression of 
emotional and physical health. In a further, explicit denial of sexual purity as significant, 
Marlene explains to the team, “I’m not worried about [Damali’s] virginity...I want her 
body cleansed of all toxic substances…so her physical transition can happen as quickly 
as possible.”
641
 Damali’s danger is not the loss of sexual purity, but the possible wrong 
choice, where “wrong” is a choice that would take her away from the righteous path of 
community protection. 
Banks’s novel takes an oppositional stance toward both the narrative of black 
women as inadequately “submissive, dependent, ‘feminine’ women”
642
 and toward the 
Black Nationalist narrative that has a “nurturing mother at the center under the protection 
of a supportive husband/father/good citizen.”
643
 Although for Carlos, Damali’s 
attractiveness partly resides in her physical appearance, it also relies heavily on her 
strength—both moral and physical—and her purity. In fact, in his interactions with a 
former lover, Carlos wishes she were stronger: “She was so delicate, fragile, like 
glass…it seemed as though his hug would crush her. That always unnerved him about 
her.”
644
 This sets up a contrast to Damali, for whom “the word devastating came to his 
mind,”
645
 an association that constructs Damali’s strength as part of her sexual appeal. 
She tells Carlos that his lifestyle “puts other people in danger, and it weakens our 
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community from the inside out.”
646
 His response validates Damali’s ideals, which are to 
save her community and her chosen family.  
 The way Banks’s novel positions sexuality means that protection becomes 
something wholly different from masculinist protection of feminine virtue, with its 
implied payment of sex. In Minion, women’s strength, both physical and emotional, is the 
key to saving the world—and the source of their attractiveness. Banks gives an “urgent 
rereading of black womanhood,”
647
 because as Brooks points out, the tattoo that indicates 
Damali is Neteru “marks her as both protector and as the protected.”
648
 Not only do 
Damali and Carlos’s interactions reject the bargain required in the protector/protected 
scenario, but the text suggests that that scenario is responsible for the tragedy of Damali’s 
parents. Carlos learns from the Vampire Council that Damali’s father “was hiding his 
vampire hunting activities from [his wife] to protect her,”
649
 causing her to believe that he 
was having an affair. That belief causes the accidental release of a plague of 
vampire/demon hybrids. The implication is that it is their failure to communicate with 
and trust each other that causes disaster. 
 In Banks’s text, consumption is tied repeatedly to danger; the desire it offers is a 
deeply unhealthy one. In a dream sequence, Damali’s “head tilted of its own accord, 
exposing her neck in offering” feeling “the sensation of a deep, passionate bite.”
650
 
Afterward, as she tries to cope with her emotions, Damali is horrified: “It felt so good 
that she had offered her throat?”
651
 While sexuality and consumption are fused here, it is 
not a fusion that Damali accepts. Later, it becomes clear that what she thought was a 
dream of Carlos was in reality Nuit’s attempt to seduce her. Thus, in Banks’s text, the 
combination of sexuality and consumption is false, a trap that Damali must identify and 
avoid. Even dreaming of the appeal of being consumed is dangerous for Damali, as Nuit 
tries to seduce her into accepting her own destruction. In contrast, Damali’s memories of 
physical contact with Carlos are of him massaging her shoulders, tracing her jaw, and 
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touching her breasts, which Carlos remembers doing “ever so gently.”
652
 He thinks of her 
visit to him as a “gift,”
653
 not something owed to him. Damali’s supernatural nature 
means that her body can even resist others’ desire to use her; the master vampires explain 




 In Minion, the text focuses on Carlos’s experience with the blood exchange. 
While Carlos is not a sexual virgin, he is virgin to the lure of blood lust. However, his 
interest in power and his exploitative lifestyle leave him vulnerable. Carlos, furious at the 
murders of his family members, meets Nuit and a group of mob bosses. Although the text 
details both race and nationality, the primary identifier for these men is their lifestyle of 
exploitation paired with a thirst for (both literal and figurative) consumption. Nuit 
seduces Carlos into becoming a vampire, in a scene replete with sexual imagery and 
tension. Despite his disgust with the vampires, Carlos eventually agrees to make the deal, 
stipulating, “I’m not doing the blood shit,”
655
 as he draws a distinction between the drug 
trade’s exploitation and vampiric consumption. This distinction is erased moments later 
when Nuit tells him, “You are going to know a pleasure so profound, a power so vast that 
it will make your dick hard,” followed by ripping out Carlos’s throat to transform him 
into a vampire.
656
 The text is uncompromising in its insistence that exploitation is the 
ultimate, easily disguised, evil. Carlos succumbs to Nuit because he believes he can have 
the power the vampires offer without becoming one of them, while Damali’s desire to 
believe her dream intruder is Carlos puts her in danger. 
 In Banks’s text, love, both romantic and familial, is an avenue for potential 
redemption. Damali’s love for Marlene enables Marlene to create spells of protection to 
ward her from Nuit, while Carlos’s love for Damali causes him to “die with a prayer in 
his heart” because he remembers that she asked him to “say a prayer to God if [he finds 
himself] going down.”
657
 The prayer allows the master vampire council to break Nuit’s 
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hold on Carlos so that they can use him as a double agent—but breaking it lets Carlos 
keep his thoughts hidden from the council. He knows he has “to get them to a point of 
trust, frenzy for the product” to save Damali.
658
 Carlos recognizes that their interaction is 
driven by market logic, and uses his knowledge of the market to help him try to save 
those he loves; he “had to be strategic and stay business cold” to succeed in his 
determination to save “the only woman that had ever made him feel.”
659
 In addition to his 
love for Damali, redemption for Carlos lies in the fact that his exploitation was to gain 
enough power to protect his family, not for the love of consumption. 
Postfeminist neoliberal discourse demands that “women be visually and 
behaviorally pleasing to men” and portray a “passive and pleasing female sexuality,” 
while also presenting “themselves as wantonly and flagrantly sexual.”
660
 These 
requirements combine prefeminist expectations that white women have the “four cardinal 
virtues: piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity”
661
 with postfeminist expectations 
that women “empower” themselves by asserting their sexual agency and devoting time to 
their appearance. As Wolf points out, “‘beauty’ and sexuality are both commonly 
misunderstood as some transcendent inevitable fact;…[this] makes it seem doubly true 
that a woman must be ‘beautiful’ to be sexual,”
662
 although this is combined with the 
insistence that while women must “look sexy,” they should “‘just say no.’”
663
 However, 
this perception of beauty and sexuality as intertwined is one that applies to white women 
only; despite their association with uncontrolled sexuality, black women have at the same 
time been subject to a cultural narrative that presents whiteness as integral to beauty. 
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Gilda: Masculinist Protection and Ambivalent Lust 
Gomez’s novel shares with Banks’s text a tendency to avoid significant focus on 
her protagonist’s appearance. Gilda rarely expresses concerns about her appearance, and 
more often than not adopts masculine clothing, particularly when traveling: “Gilda was 
comfortable returning to the guise of boyhood that had cloaked her during her travels 
west, releasing her from the pretensions and constrictions of womanhood.”
664
 Gilda’s 
appearance is more often presented through her perception of others’ views than through 
her own thoughts or concern, and even the opinions of others are related at least as much 
to her race as to her gender presentation. While Gilda “recognized immediately what she 
would feel most comfortable in: pants,” part of her reasoning is that “Most would only 
see her as a former slave, so why should she force herself to emulate them 
unnecessarily.”
665
 For those with whom she does form relationships, much of Gilda’s 
appeal is dependent upon her personality, and for humans, her strength of personality. 
Although Gilda enjoys new clothing and takes pride in her appearance (even, later in life, 
becoming the owner and operator of a beauty salon), she never focuses on the minutiae of 
her own physical presentation. 
 At the same time, however, The Gilda Stories tends to suggest that Gilda’s ability 
to reject feminine norms is simply a matter of personal choice, while reinforcing the 
significance of stereotypical feminine beauty ideals in other women characters. For 
instance, Eleanor, the only woman described by the text as “elegant” or “provocative,”
666
 
is a white woman with red hair and green eyes, with a “life…devoted to the thrill of 
entrancing others.”
667
 In the end, Eleanor is disastrous for Gilda and everyone else who 
grows to love her. As the only woman displaying the feminine ideal of the institution of 
heterosexuality—and the only white woman with whom Gilda forms a relationship, other 
than the original Gilda (who is often described as seeming masculine)—Eleanor seems to 
represent a warning that “feminine” women cannot be trusted, whether by men or by 
lesbians. Thus, despite the text’s rejection of femininity for Gilda, it participates 
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nonetheless in the operative function of promoting inter- and intra-group hostility among 
women. 
 However, the women at the brothel have chosen and are choosing to be there; that 
point is made clear in a conversation the Girl has with Minta, one of the women working 
there. Minta says, “I’m gonna move on soon...make me a fortune in California”; she 
intends to live with one of the women who has already left and “went to that man Miss 
Gilda said would give her a hand if she need it.”
668
 Indeed, working at the brothel 
presents the women with choices where they might have had none, as it allows them to 
save money while learning “the manners of ladies,” and all of them “could read, write, 
and shoot.”
669
 The Girl also has a choice about whether to stay, and chooses to do so 
because she is afraid that on her own, “she could no longer hide from the plantation 
owners and the bounty hunters.”
670
 The text gives Gilda, a woman, the role of protector, 
in something similar to Tronto’s description of “domesticity,” wherein “men [care] by 
providing a paycheck…and women attend to home and children.”
671
 The Girl accepts 
Gilda’s protection, and in return, she engages in housekeeping tasks.
672
 This is not, 
however, what Young describes as masculinist protection, in which the “gallantly 
masculine man is loving and self-sacrificing, especially in relation to women,” and his 
duty is “to face the world’s difficulties and dangers in order to shield women from 
harm.”
673
 In exchange for this protection, “the woman concedes critical distance from 
decision-making autonomy.” Gilda “watched over the health of the women and protected 
them,”
674
 but also “sat with them, just as if they did not work for her.”
675
 They are able to 
make their own decisions, including leaving at any time. 
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 Löffler argues that “the literary vampire is centrally characterized by his (or her) 
status as an outsider,”
676
 echoing Winnubst in labeling the vampire as “a figure who is 
profoundly ‘marked, different.’”
677
 However, original Gilda’s refusal to conform to 
gender roles and her lesbianism also position her as non-normative, as is Bird. Both 
regularly wear men’s clothing, and even if running a brothel could be seen as a feminine 
occupation, original Gilda’s insistence that the prostitutes make their own choices 
regarding work is not usual. It is the break from heteronormative, patriarchal, racist 
normativity that the Girl experiences as a difference from her expectations. In 
considering the women who work at the brothel, the Girl concludes that she had “never 
seen white women such as these before,” who “embodied the innocence of children…yet 
were also hard, speaking of the act of sex casually…And even more puzzling was their 
debate of topics the Girl had heard spoken of only by men.”
678
 It is their willingness and 
enthusiasm in “express[ing] their views on politics and economics”
679
 that the Girl finds 
most startling, not original Gilda and Bird’s vampire natures. 
 Purity within Gomez’s novel is rarely directly addressed; although Gilda is a 
virgin when she becomes a vampire, this is largely because the only women to whom she 
feels a connection are Bird and Original Gilda, both vampires. Her initiation into sexual 
activity and vampirism seem to be one and the same, as Bird completes the process of 
making her into a vampire during a scene that suggests birth more than sexuality: 
Bird pulled aside her woolen shirt and bared her breasts. She made a small 
incision beneath the right one and pressed the Girl’s mouth to it. The throbbing in 
her chest became synchronous with the Girl’s breathing…Bird repeated the 
exchange, taking from her as Gilda had done and returning the blood to complete 
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the process…Their breathing and heartbeats sounded as one for an hour or more 
before their bodies again found their own rhythm.
680
 
Here, Gomez avoids any possibility of suggesting that her lesbian vampires are a “trendy 
addition to heterosexuality,”
681
 as Yost and McCarthy suggest in their examination of 
same-sex sexuality among women who identify as heterosexual. Bird and Gilda are not 
interacting in an attempt to “do something that is attractive to male observers”;
682
 rather, 
their interaction is based in love and intimacy. This responds to and contests a history in 
which the “lesbian element in vampirism represented the perverse fear of and desire for 
female sexuality felt by men in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.”
683
 Because 
Gomez—and her protagonist—focus on intimacy as the compelling force, the text has 
few explicitly sexual scenes and generally ignores issues of sexual purity. 
 The one significant exception to this rule is that descriptions of women who are 
attractive often focus on a seeming appearance of youth, as when Eleanor has “a glow of 
girlish innocence,” and closes her eyes, “[leaving] her face more accessible, youthful.”
684
 
Later, Aurelia, a human woman whom Gilda finds attractive and considers making into a 
vampire, is described in terms that replicate the emphasis on youthful appeal, as well as 
femininity: 
Aurelia’s dark, shining face was made more alluring by her broad smile. Her 
softly pressed hair was pulled back in thick girl-like braids…Her breasts strained 




Effie, Gilda’s next life partner, “[resembles] a gangly bird about to leave its 
adolescence,”
686
 conveying “her usual girlishness,”
687
 with a “youthful face.”
688
 The 
pattern repeats: Youthfulness and attractiveness are conjoined, existing together but 
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seemingly rarely apart. While youthfulness and sexual purity are not necessarily 
entwined, the general perception of more youthful women as more attractive ties into 
longstanding ideals of femininity—ideals particularly significant in the consumer-focused 
obsession of neoliberal heterosexuality and its demands that women devote their efforts 
to retaining the appearance of youth. Only Ermis, the last woman whom Gilda converts to 
vampirism, is described as an adult, a woman who “appeared to be in her mid-thirties.”
689
 
Thus, the novel reinforces norms based in the institution of heterosexuality for the 
women whom Gilda finds attractive, while at the same time rejecting those norms for 
Gilda herself. 
Given that one of the primary aspects of vampirism in The Gilda Stories is the 
ability to read and project thoughts, Gomez’s text relies heavily on the importance of 
communication. At the same time, however, Gilda is often positioned in a way that 
suggests her vampire nature allows her to engage in masculinist protection; as Helford 
points out, “Her vampire strength, endurance, and power enables her to protect these 
women from the sexism and racism they face…[This] community serves as family for 
Gilda, herself as protector.”
690
 This is a classic description of masculinist protection, one 
that follows the pattern of movies that “appropriated the admirable traits of standard male 
heroes for their previously marginalized girl protagonists.”
691
 While this could be read in 
some instances as protection that a mother might provide,
692
 it more closely meshes with 
Young’s description. In remembering their first meeting, Aurelia tells Gilda, “You looked 
so overpowering I wasn’t certain if I should be afraid or relieved,”
693
positioning herself 
in the feminine, subordinate role, in which she “happily defers” to Gilda’s “judgment.”
694
 
In a rare moment when she does not, Gilda uses her vampire power to enforce her 
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 The text blurs the lines between Gilda’s masculine traits and Gilda’s vampiric 
ability to exercise masculine power, suggesting that they contribute to and enhance each 
other. On the streets, “Gilda strolled casually, ignoring the fact that she was one of the 
few women on the street. The men…were startled by her dark skin and the force of her 
stride.”
696
 While she meets other women who masquerade as men for safety, it seems that 
only Gilda has the power to present as a woman but engage in masculine activities and 
traits, a power that she then exercises dictatorially—albeit benevolently—over the 
humans for whom she cares and protects. In the realm of The Gilda Stories, 
communication, genuine intimacy, and equal decision-making are the province of 
vampires. Humans, lacking in both mental and physical capabilities, are relegated to 
subordinate roles, as when Gilda helps a young prostitute, Toya, escape from her pimp, 
Fox. First, she uses her vampiric ability to “calm [Toya] into sleep,”
697
 nearly resulting in 
the girl’s death when the building is set on fire. She “was dreaming about fire 
but…couldn’t wake up.”
698
 When Toya again expresses concern about Fox being 
dangerous, Bird insists, “You mustn’t worry about this for another minute. Gilda and I 
will take care of Fox.”
699
 Toya, having accepted Gilda’s help, is positioned as the 
protected—and no longer permitted to make decisions or have a say, even though she is 
the person most in danger in the scenario. 
 The text has ambiguous messages about the sanctity of one’s inner thoughts and 
the right to make one’s own decisions. Gilda always reads—and changes—the thoughts 
of those she feeds upon, forcing them toward their “dreams,” or, when they have no 
dreams, creating new ones: 
She sucked insistently at his life blood, almost losing herself in the need for the 
blood and in her disappointment at the smallness of his vision. Gilda…slipped in 
among his thoughts with the idea that cheating was merely a way of shortening 
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the possibilities for his own life. She urged this realization into his resisting mind 
as she took her share of the blood.
700
 
Throughout the course of her two hundred years as a vampire, Gilda has violated the 
minds and dreams of her victims, and yet, when Eleanor consistently reads Gilda’s 
thoughts, Gilda objects, arguing, “On the plantation all of our activities, all of our needs 
were supposedly met…My thoughts have often been the only place I could live 
freely.”
701
 Here, Gilda claims a privilege for herself that she is not willing to give to those 
she perceives as her subordinates. Her actions may be “gentle and benevolent,” akin to 
“pastoral power,”
702
 as Young puts it, but this only further supports the pedagogical 
aspect of heterosexuality that “enlist[s] the desire of those over whom it is exercised,”
703
 
one that today also describes the “relation of a state to its citizens”
704
 in neoliberal 
societies. 
Ambivalence about what it means for Gilda to feed also exists throughout The 
Gilda Stories. Gomez’s novel, with a lesbian protagonist, shares some similarities with 
Banks’s but also contends with a literary history of vampire texts that relied on the 
“lesbian element in vampirism” to “[represent] the perverse fear of and desire for female 
sexuality felt by men in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.”
705
 A representation of 
Gilda as seductively feminine would risk such misinterpretation, and this may be why 
Gomez tends to keep Gilda’s vampirism and sexuality as separate aspects of her character 
and interactions. As noted above, Gomez’s novel largely separates sexual interest or 
activity from feeding, but the exceptions are notable for their correlation of the blood 
exchange and sexual desire in a text that otherwise assumes the drives are fundamentally 
different.  
When Eleanor takes her farewell of Gilda after their first meeting, “Gilda lifted 
the woman’s hand to her lips before she thought about it…It took a moment to realize 
that she again felt in need of the blood. She was surprised that the desire rose so soon, but 
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 Here, the novel departs from its usual insistence that the 
necessity for blood is akin to humans’ need for food, dipping into a territory where “the 
premise and subtext of vampiric narratives is…exposing the sexual subtext of violence, 
or the interconnections and subtle linkages between sexuality, violence, and death.”
707
 
This connection between sexuality and violence is one that the text seems to reject on the 
surface but never wholly resolves. Indeed, when Gilda makes the dying Ermis into a 
vampire, “She was appalled by the thrill of pleasure that shot through her at the warmth 
of the woman’s mouth,”
708
 suggesting that an illicit allure and unresolved conflict lie 





 These texts’ unresolved ambiguities reflect the realities of attempting to resist the 
conditions of the institution of heterosexuality within neoliberal discourse. Within the 
institution of heterosexuality in postfeminist discourse, Sookie must make the choice she 
does—but the text allows her friends to disagree with her choice. The conflict and lack of 
resolution in the text suggest that Sookie’s choice may actually be one that is negative for 
her, yet it is as the only viable one, highlighting the ways in which women’s lives and 
relationships are constrained. At the same time, no alternative narrative presents itself. 
The text accepts the consumer-based logic of neoliberal discourse, centering power in 
market exchanges. Bill has the right to consume, because he has the right to get what he 
wants; he just has to pay for it. Postfeminist constraints prevent Sookie from being able to 
play the boys’ game by the boys’ rules without risking her feminine attractiveness, but by 
making Bill her proxy, Sookie has the opportunity to participate. Sookie’s way of 
succeeding in postfeminist neoliberal discourse is to exploit herself to gain relief from the 
pressures of knowing that she is not living up to an impossible standard. 
 In Banks’s text, Carlos is a dangerous prospect for Damali, made more so by her 
status as Neteru; making the right choice is paramount, because the fate of the world is 
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literally at stake in her decision. This emphasis on the consequences of a wrong choice 
does, to some extent, accept the dominant narrative that a woman’s sexual decisions can 
be disastrous, but at the same time, Damali has agency in her sexuality. She rejects the 
demand for silent complicity with inequality, instead prioritizing both her own safety and 
that of her community above individual choice. By conflating consumption with 
capitalism, Banks’s text steps out of the discourse of postfeminist neoliberalism and into 
a realm that presents the possibility of opposing the logic of consumerism. It discredits 
the postfeminist narrative claiming the solution is to become one of those at the top; 
Carlos’s attempt to do exactly that is nearly disastrous for him. Instead, Banks constructs 
a different “reality” for her characters, centering power in love. However, in considering 
the public pedagogy these novels react to and construct, I also must point to a similarity 
in the texts: Both Sookie and Damali are exceptional, with psychic and, in Damali’s case, 
also physical, abilities that place them significantly outside the norm. Those abilities are 
ones that they were born with, the result of genetics. This suggests that although Banks 
and Harris present different solutions to the problem of contemporary femininity, neither 
is able to conceive of a narrative in which women can succeed without an impossible first 
step—being something other than fully human. These novels illustrate the success of the 
pedagogical function of heterosexuality, as it teaches women that there are no viable 
options for women who are fully human.  
 The Gilda Stories takes this a step further, or perhaps a step in a different 
direction. Gilda’s abilities are not innate but come with her transformation into a 
vampire, but it is both her abilities and her masculinized presentation that allow her the 
freedom to behave as she wishes. Crucially, both Gomez and her protagonist believe that 
Gilda’s feeding is not only justifiable, but acceptable, suggesting that the text’s 
participation in the logic of consumption is unrecognized and unintentional. In her 
explanation of why she created Gilda as she did, Gomez notes that “one critic felt that 
taking blood from an unknowing participant was as much an exploitation as taking the 
blood and leaving a dead body,”
709
 and denies this, suggesting that “it is a feminist vision 
to see power in the giver of nourishment as well as in the taker, to see that giving and 
                                               





taking can be an equal exchange rather than a one-way movement.”
710
 Although giving 
and receiving can be an equal exchange, this logic of consumption proposes that despite 
the lack of consent or even knowledge on the part of Gilda’s victims, they are in what 
Gomez describes as a “symbiotic relationship,”
711
 in which “The prey offers 
nourishment, the predator takes only what is needed.”
712
 However, this “symbiosis,” like 
capitalism, presents no alternatives for the subordinate, whose presence is interpreted as 
consent. 
 Thus, the institution of heterosexuality promotes a set of narratives that present 
inequality as integral to society—as something that women must find the best solution 
for, rather than something that should not exist. These narratives are what Lubiano refers 
to as “cover stories,” describing them as “the means by which those who hold power… 
make sense of the world for others.” These cover stories “are so naturalized, so pushed 
by the momentum of their ubiquity, that they seem to be reality.”
713
 The neoliberal 
narrative and ideologies of the institution of heterosexuality are incredibly pervasive. 
Despite the fact that Banks’s, Harris’s, and Gomez’s texts are working through and 
against different, racialized narratives of femininity within the institution of 
heterosexuality, in all cases, the texts conclude that resisting these narratives requires the 
protagonists to have literally superhuman abilities. Chen suggests that analysis of popular 
women’s culture “could start by recognizing the genres’ inner tensions and layers.”
714
 
Each of these texts is multilayered, presenting a variety of possibilities for negotiating the 
institution of heterosexuality; even Harris’s novel, despite its overt capitulation to the 
demands of institutional heterosexuality, provides an alternative space in which Sookie’s 
friends have genuine concern about her. While these novels may not offer a solution, 
each articulates different aspects of the problem—and their lack of real-life resolutions 
could be interpreted as a critique of the available paradigms for intimacy.
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Introduction and Hypothesis 
 This chapter analyzes portrayals of the institutions of motherhood and the family 
in Charlaine Harris’s Dead Until Dark, Jewelle Gomez’s The Gilda Stories, and L.A. 
Banks’s Minion. Within neoliberal discourse, the cultural narrative of family silences 
discussions of inequality, consigning concerns about the family to private matters 
unsuitable for public debate or state involvement. Although the devaluation of care work 
in general is central to neoliberalism, the analysis in this chapter focuses explicitly upon 
mothering within the context of the institution of the family, because, as Tronto notes, 
“the notion that ‘mothering’ is the paradigmatic act of caring…is part of our cultural 
construction of adequate care.”
715
 In neoliberal discourse, the institution of motherhood 
within the context of the family reifies racialized, heteronormative, class-specific 
constructs of the family; shores up the distinction between work-as-public and family-as-
private that is crucial to absolving the state of responsibility; and devalues care work in 
general, which furthers the valuation of individuals only for their participation as worker-
citizens. This has a disproportionate impact on already-marginalized groups, because care 
work has historically been the women and/or people of color and/or poor people. Thus, 
the institution of motherhood supports and sustains justifications of inequality in 
neoliberal discourse. 
 Discussions of morality and obligation in neoliberal discourse hinge upon the 
perception of caring (and the attendant responsibility of action) as part of the private 
sphere, while morality in the public sphere is associated with ideas of 
                                               







 This approach reaffirms the hegemonic, dominant discourse, and 
provides a neoliberal justification for the perpetuation of social inequality; government, 
as an “impartial” actor, bears only the responsibility to construct universal solutions, such 
as ensuring equality under the law, or avoiding infringing upon the rights of its citizens. 
As Gavison points out, the public/private distinction portrays the public realm as 
“political,” in which “decisions concern the welfare of all,” while the “realms of family 
and market…[involve] decisions to promote private interests.”
717
 Although this 
distinction existed within classic liberalism, its promotion and expansion is integral to 
neoliberal discourse, because in post-industrialization society, the “world of work” 
became “removed from the household”
718
 and associated with the market, which is 
“governed by self-interest and power.” In contrast, the family is “the realm of affection, 
love, harmony, and cooperation.”
719
 By portraying family and care as properly motivated 
by love, this attitude removes the responsibility of care from the public while reinforcing 
its necessity as part of the private realm. 
 In her discussion of “the traditional family ideal,” Collins argues that “women’s 
families remain central to their subordination.”
720
 She writes that, rather than being 
organized through “a commonality of interests…actual families remain organized around 
varying patterns of hierarchy,”
721
 participating in a public pedagogy that “[naturalizes] 
hierarchy…while laying the foundation for systems of hierarchy outside family 
boundaries.”
722
 Women, in the role of mothers, historically have helped construct the 
narrative that “hierarchies of race, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, nationality, and class” are 
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 Contemporarily, motherhood is portrayed as having 
been “swept away” by the “women’s movement.”
724
 As Ann Crittenden explains, part of 
the prevailing narrative is that many mothers focus their energies on work outside the 
home, despite research indicating that “American mothers—whether they work outside 
the home or not—may be spending more time with their children than they did in the 
past.”
725
 Crittenden details the shift from a societal narrative that considered homemakers 
a “major economic asset.”
726
 She states that, as industrialization became more 
widespread, “women’s family labor lost status as ‘work,’” and became “increasingly 
sentimentalized as a ‘labor of love,’”
727
 a step “necessary to the development of a vibrant 
capitalist economy.”
728
 However, as a labor of love, motherhood was at least valued as 
“labor”; although the motherhood ideal was only possible for some “middle- and upper-
middle-class white women,” for those women it was seen as “the all-important task of 
creating the citizens of the new republic.”
729
 Significantly, this was not portrayed as a 
choice, but rather, as (white, middle-class) women’s duty. 
 Neoliberal discourse takes advantage of and co-opts the rhetoric of the women’s 
movement to suggest that because women now have a “choice” between going to work 
outside the home or having children—which, as Crittenden details, disregards the 
majority of women, who are doing both—they can no longer lay claim to any rewards or 
recompense, public or private. It is the reliance on motherhood as “choice” with its 
reward as “love” that differentiates the institution of motherhood within neoliberal 
discourse from previous gender-role-specific concepts of mothering.
730
 The institution of 
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motherhood historically has been raced, classed, and gendered, but the choice paradigm 
obscures these aspects. Instead, more historical racist and classist narratives of 
motherhood are replaced by what Martha Gimenez describes as “ideological, legal and 
political conditions which…[reflect] the capitalist class,” but “apply to all social classes, 
as if ‘the family’ were a classless phenomenon and its conditions of possibility were the 
same for everyone.”
731
 In the terms of postfeminist neoliberal discourse, the presentation 
of motherhood as a free choice valorizes women who choose it with positive stereotyping 
and implies that women who are unable to prioritize family care work are not loving. 
Women who participate in the market are presumed to have chosen the public sphere 
over the private, which means to have chosen self-interest over love—leaving them open 
to blame for any future inequality their children endure. This narrative frame makes 
invisible the much more limited range of options for women of color and/or poor women, 
whose work outside the home may be a matter of economic necessity. Instead, these 
families are constructed as deficient and lacking in motherly love. 
 The texts I examine in this chapter demonstrate, from different perspectives and 
social positions, women’s attempts to come to terms with the institution of the family 
within neoliberal discourse. As I analyze the presentations of family and mothering in 
Gomez’s, Harris’, and Banks’s texts, I consider how they interact with the neoliberal 
ideology of motherhood within the family as private and rendered solely by the free 
choice of women, seeking to determine in what ways they resist this presentation of 
motherhood and in what ways they support it. These texts illustrate the difficulty of 
reconciling the tensions between women’s own experiences of and needs for mothering 
with the self-sacrificing and inequality-perpetuating institution of motherhood, combined 
with the portrayal of motherhood as a question of free choice. My analysis of these texts 
shows the difficulty—perhaps impossibility—of resolving this conflict within the 
paradigm of neoliberal discourse in a way that can empower women or reduce social 
inequality. Each of these texts challenges and critiques neoliberal conceptions of the 
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family and motherhood, but ultimately is unable to resolve the multiplicity of 





Mothering and Caretaking in The Gilda Stories 
 As noted earlier, in The Gilda Stories, Bird and original Gilda fulfill the role of 
othermothers for the Girl/Gilda. The neoliberal presentation of family is as a free choice, 
a narrative that disregards the material circumstances of women’s lives
732
 and the ways in 
which those circumstances create the circumstances of other women’s lives; as Elsa 
Barkley Brown points out, “It is important to recognize that middle-class women live the 
lives they do…because working class women live the lives they do…white women live 
the lives they do…because women of color live the ones they do.”
733
 As Collins notes, 
“slavery provided no social context for issues of private motherhood as a stay-at-home 
occupation,” but rather, “communal child-care arrangements substituted for 
individualized maternal care.”
734
 Gilda, a white woman, makes a meaningful choice to 
take in and take care of the Girl; upon finding the Girl in a root cellar, Gilda tells her, 
“I’ll take care of you.”
735
 This voluntary acceptance of responsibility highlights and 
contests the involuntary assignment of motherhood to women whose social and economic 
circumstances provide no real alternatives to accepting the role of stay-at-home mother. 
More than this, it is Gilda’s business interests that have taken her outside the home—
which is a brothel, far from traditional ideas of “home”—and put her in a position to offer 
the Girl mothering, and she maintains those interests while fulfilling the role of mother. 
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 Original Gilda and Bird, as lesbian co-mothers, contest both the racialized 
whiteness and the heteronormativity of the neoliberal family; while original Gilda is 
white, Bird is Lakota, and the Girl/Gilda is a black runaway slave. The family that Bird 
and original Gilda bring the Girl into is a group of women in a brothel, further disrupting 
any traditional concepts of family, but reflecting Collins’s argument that “the kin unit 
tends to be woman-centered” in African-American extended families,
736
 and also 
providing an illustration of how a “woman-centered [network] of bloodmothers and 
othermothers” is a way of “rejecting the basic values of the capitalist market 
economy.”
737
 At the same time, however, the care provided to the Girl is to some extent 
dependent upon her providing work in exchange—the Girl “did the chores she was 
directed to in the house.”
738
 While this could be seen as an implied suggestion that 
motherhood is based upon an exchange of services—is, in other words, a market 
exchange—an alternative reading is that Gomez’s work attempts to contest the role that 
Adrienne McCormick describes as the “sacrificial ideal of motherhood.”
739
 As Ann 
Crittenden suggests, dominant discourse portrays motherhood as “selfless service to 
another,” relegated to the private sphere, 
740
 and Collins describes this role as particularly 
dangerous for black women, who “must continue to place their needs behind those of 
everyone else.”
741
 Gilda’s mothering of the Girl is shared with the other women in the 
house, who “liked having a younger one to look after,”
742
 and they all have their own 
tasks and duties, but each also maintains her own interests. Bird notes that the Girl’s 
“fingertips were calloused in a way that Bird knew was not the result of the light cleaning 
and washing done at the house,”
743
 painting a picture of work shared as work diminished 
and insignificant in comparison to the work the Girl has previously done in her life. 
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 Löffler suggests that it is the “outsider” status of the vampire that allows the Girl 
to see original Gilda as her mother, creating “a plausible interracial mother-daughter 
relationship between a white woman and a slave girl.”
744
 Bird and original Gilda teach 
the Girl how to read, how to speak “educated” English, and even how to read and write in 
French, while providing her the comfort of a home and family. As othermothers to the 
Girl, they help her remember her history, including the stories her mother told her of 
Africa. At the same time, the Girl maintains her connection to her biological mother, 
although, as Marie Luise Löffler points out, “The Girl’s mother…only exists within the 
Girl’s dream-memories, which are interwoven as flashbacks throughout the text.” Despite 
her “corporeal absence,”
745
 the Girl’s mother is a significant figure in the text; indeed, the 
novel begins with the Girl remembering her mother, and it is that remembering that 
allows her to act to save her life from the white man who tries to rape her: 
In sleep she clutched the hand of her mother, which turned into the warm, wooden 
handle of the knife she had stolen when she ran away the day before…while [his 
hand] still tingled with the softness of her insides, she entered him with her heart 
which was now a wood-handled knife…She felt the blood draining from him, 
comfortably warm against her now cool skin. It was like the first time her mother 
had been able to give her a real bath.
746
 
It is after this that original Gilda finds the Girl, asleep, hiding in the root cellar. This 
presentation of the Girl’s biological mother contests the narrative of mothers as passive 
and/or as selflessly sacrificing, what Adrienne Rich describes when she writes that 
“mothers feel both responsible and powerless” because they “accepted, too readily and 
passively, ‘whatever comes.’”
747
 The Girl’s biological mother is simultaneously both 
weapon (knife) and her own heart, as well as being a source of comfort and acceptance 
after the Girl kills in self-defense. In the memories the Girl has of her biological mother, 
she is never passively standing by, nor is she able, as a slave, to devote her entire time to 
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caring for the Girl; rather, the Girl’s memories show a woman engaged in a variety of 
care work she has no choice about doing, but who nonetheless makes time to show her 
daughter love. 
 As Löffler points out, the Girl’s memories of her biological mother “play a central 
role in constructing [original] Gilda as an equally important maternal figure in the 
text.”
748
 Original Gilda is a white woman who often dresses as a man; in their first 
interaction, the Girl thinks of original Gilda, “This is a man! A little man!” but is 
corrected by original Gilda’s telepathic explanation: 
I am a woman, you know that. And you know I am a woman as no other you have 
known, nor has your mother known, in life or in death. I am a woman as you are, 
and more…This was a woman, and her face was not unlike [the Girl’s] mother’s 
despite the colors painted on it.
749
 
This similarity between original Gilda and the Girl’s biological mother clearly has to do 
with emotions and relationships, rather than physical resemblance, a connection 
reinforced in the first scene of comfort and relaxation between original Gilda and the Girl 
is when, right after bringing the Girl back to the brothel, original Gilda immediately 
orders a bath, then tells the girl to bathe, echoing the Girl’s memory of her biological 
mother bathing her. 
 Many of the Girl’s memories of her biological mother center upon the recreation 
of what Collins calls “a private sphere in which cultures of resistance and everyday forms 
of resistance are learned.”
750
 The Girl’s biological mother helps her have her own 
identity, based upon her cultural heritage, her family, and her lived experience. Original 
Gilda and Bird emphasize the importance of The Girl’s family and of the idea of woman-
centered community, even specifically asking her, “What do you remember of your 
mother and sisters?”
751
, and she reciprocates this interest. The Girl identifies them as her 
chosen family when she rejects the idea of starting a family with others When the topic of 
her leaving comes up and Bird suggests that she’ll “want…[her] own family 
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 Gomez does not separate mothering from care-giving within the context of sexual 
relationships. As Lynda Hall acknowledges, “[Linking] lesbian sexuality to experiences 
with the mother is a strategy many lesbian theorists criticize for exposing lesbian 
sexuality to interpretations of immature, adolescent love and identification,” but Hall 
argues that Gomez “represent[s] adult sexuality that builds upon the mother/daughter 
intimate connections.”
753
 This approach, according to Hall, “resist[s] repression and 
definitely represent[s] and facilitate[s] ‘continuous relation to the mother.’”
754
 Similarly, 
Löffler describes the Girl’s transformation into a vampire as “a scene which is not only 
framed by an image of the Girl’s biological mother but also abounds with maternal 
metaphors in general.”
755
 Original Gilda, Bird, and the Girl perceive a common identity 
among them as women, and a responsibility to mother—to care for—each other. Indeed, 
when Gilda begins the process of transforming The Girl into a vampire, she says, “Bird 
will return soon…It is she who will make you our daughter,”
756
 presenting vampiric 
change as a means of wholly entering into her new family, the one that has come to 
replace—but not forget—the family the Girl was born to. 
 As the Girl enters vampiric life, the original Gilda leaves it by committing 
suicide, and the Girl takes the name “Gilda.” Winnubst describes this: “When Gilda 
decides to divest herself of her long, vampire life, the anonymous Girl inherits her 
protector’s name, the ownership and management of the brothel…and the love of 
[Gilda’s] own lover,…Bird.”
757
 Löffler points out that Gomez’s work “[blurs] the 
boundaries of mother, daughter, and lover. Each woman shifts from identity to 
another,”
758
 which Hall echoes when she writes, “[They] queer boundaries of 
mother/daughter/sister/friend/lover over time spans and geographic territories and across 
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the boundaries of bodies as well.”
759
 This blurring of identities in “the Girl’s 
metamorphosis,” Löffler and Bast argue, “constitutes a crucial source of identity—it 
ultimately signifies a (re)birth into the self…[the Girl] achieves what her slave mother 
was unable to attain: she survives whole.”
760
 This is based partly upon their perception of 
“bodily transformations of female characters as deliberate acts, which highlights their 
role as agents, not victims.”
761
 
 There is no question that Gomez’s narrative disrupts and queers the narrative of 
family as heteronormative, patriarchal whiteness, while rejecting masculinist protection. 
Additionally, Gilda’s story recreates motherhood in a way that neither obliterates the self 
of the mother nor demands that she form her children into a socially-acceptable mold. As 
Hall writes, “Gomez refuses the socially-prescribed split of mother and daughter, and she 
embraces the taboo topic of mother-daughter love.”
762
 However, I question whether the 
transformation of the Girl into Gilda is in fact an act prompted by the Girl’s own agency. 
From the beginning, original Gilda both identifies with the Girl and identifies the Girl 
with her own mother: 
Gilda saw herself behind those eyes—a younger self she barely remembered, one 
who would never be comfortable with having decisions made for her. Or with 
following a path she’d not laid herself…She closed her eyes, and in her mind the 




Despite original Gilda’s clearly-stated belief that the Girl is independent, at this point in 
time, the Girl is approximately 14 years old, and it is only three, perhaps four, years later 
that she participates in the transformation process. Throughout, original Gilda’s 
intentions are clear; indeed, after meeting the Girl, original Gilda “[smiles] as her own 
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past [dissolved]…She no longer needed those diaphanous memories. She wanted to look 
only forward, to the future of the Girl and Bird.”
764
 
 Thus, even as the Girl enters her new life with original Gilda as her new mother, 
original Gilda already fully intends for the Girl to become one of them, a vampire and a 
lover. As original Gilda considers her intentions, she wonders, “Was the Girl too young? 
Would she grow to hate the life she’d be given?” but concludes, “The answer was there 
in the child’s eyes [emphasis added].”
765
 Even while still thinking of the Girl as a child, 
original Gilda decides to proceed with her plan, saying to the Girl, “You must want to 
stay. You must need to live. Will you trust me?”
766
 Original Gilda, the only mother-figure 
that the Girl now has available, offers the Girl a choice—but this is not a free choice. 
Rich writes, “The woman who has felt ‘unmothered’ may seek mothers all her life,” 
quoting a woman in her women’s group who said, “I married looking for a mother.”
767
 
The Girl, at age 17 or 18, is still looking for a mother, still in need of a mother; even 
when she agrees and Gilda begins the transformation, the Girl “heard a soft humming that 
sounded like her mother.”
768
 While Gomez challenges the boundaries, creating a utopian 
ideal of inclusion, that ideal reconstructs motherhood as a kind of predation, a state that 
allows a tired mother to simply step down and pass the responsibilities to her daughter—a 
daughter she has consistently groomed to become herself. Thus, even as the text contests 
the neoliberal gendering and racialization of care work, it simultaneously has undertones 
of exploitation and inevitability, and reifies care work as fundamentally private; although 
original Gilda and Bird are not obligated to care for the Girl, there is no suggestion of 




Mothering in Dead Until Dark 
 In contrast to the woman-centered community that Gilda experiences, Charlaine 
Harris’s Sookie Stackhouse lacks such a community; although she works with a number 
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of women, her relationships with them are primarily antagonistic. She blames this on her 
mindreading abilities.
769
 Sookie’s parents are dead, having died when she was a child of 
seven, and the family she has left consists of her brother, Jason, and her grandmother, 
who has raised the two of them since the death of their parents. Her grandmother’s 
femininity and mothering are characterized as significant for Sookie, in contrast to 
neoliberal discourse’s general devaluing of care work; as she considers her grandmother, 
Sookie thinks about “how hard it must have been for Gran to raise two more children 
after she’d already raised her own…yet Gran had always been strong” for Sookie and her 
brother.
770
 Gran’s choice to care for Sookie and Jason is a valorous one, and is 
unsupported by masculine protectionism, contesting the heteronormativity of neoliberal 
discourse, yet supporting the presentation of motherhood as fundamentally a private 
matter.  
 However, Sookie is, by and large, uninvolved in the social community that 
surrounds her, and treads a moral path that rarely outright rejects or contests the gender 
norms associated with family and motherhood, particularly in her judgments of other 
people. While waiting tables at Merlotte’s, the bar she works at, Sookie disapproves of 
the Rattrays, the couple who try to “drain” Bill the vampire for profit; Sookie had “read 
the nasty thoughts Mack Rattray had entertained” about her, and knew from her 
mindreading that Denise Rattray had “abandoned a baby she’d had two years before, a 
baby that wasn’t Mack’s.”
771
 And yet, Sookie seems to have shared this with no one, and 
she completes that thought by adding, “And they didn’t tip, either”
772
—an offense one 
would expect to be on a significantly different level from abandoning an infant. Despite 
her disapproval of the Rattrays, she chose not to interfere on behalf of the baby, and her 
condemnation seems to be directed entirely at Denise for violating sexual norms by 
conceiving an illegitimate child, and then for violating motherhood obligations by 
“abandoning” the baby; Mack escapes responsibility for the infant, despite seemingly 
being unaware that he was not the father. 
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 Her grandmother is, as Sookie points out, “a traditionalist”; she and Sookie live in 
an old white house with a screened-in porch and a tin roof. “When the roof needed to be 
replaced,” Sookie “wanted to put regular roofing tiles on it, but [her] grandmother said 
no,” a decision that Sookie accepts because it’s her grandmother’s house, although 
Sookie herself paid for the roof. 
773
 She may not have a larger community, but Sookie 
undoubtedly identifies with and admires her grandmother. When she tells Gran about the 
vampire she met, Gran wants to meet him; Sookie “wasn’t surprised…[Gran] enjoyed 
new things almost as much as [Sookie] did.”
774
 At the same time, the first thing that Gran 
asks when Sookie asks her, “Guess what happened tonight?” is, “You got a date?”, a 
question that Sookie is disappointed by and uncomfortable with—she has to “[work] to 
keep a smile on [her] face.”
775
 This suggests that part of Granny’s responsibility as a 
mother-figure is to reinforce heteronormative relationship expectations—to teach Sookie 
her gendered role—although Sookie’s ambivalence about this pressure suggests an at 
least partially oppositional stance.  
 This conformation to gender roles is part of neoliberal social (re)production; as 
Gimenez points out, “the relationships between men and women,” and thus, their roles 
within relationships, “are mediated by their differential access to the conditions necessary 
for their physical and social reproduction.”
776
 Under neoliberal ideology, the conditions 
of social reproduction simultaneously incorporate more long-standing gender norms and 
more recent demands for intensive mothering,
777
 all while presenting these norms as a 
free choice rather than a matter of inevitability. Koshy’s discussion of model minorities 
within the context of the neoliberal family argues that “[unpaid] affective labor, idealized 
as tiger maternal love, provides a means of subsidizing and privatizing the growth and 
reproduction of human capital.”
778
 Gran’s labor in mothering Sookie allows Sookie to 
play her role as a productive worker-citizen. At the same time, Sookie’s participation in 
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the labor force allows her to make her care of Gran a private matter; Gran does not have 
enough income to support herself, but in the context of neoliberal discourse, it is the 
responsibility of family to make up the difference, and Sookie does. It is Gran’s 
adherence to traditional gender roles and her participation in domestic labor that allows 
Sookie to violate her own gender roles and take up the role of the worker-citizen. Gran is 
as thorough a feminine caretaker as one could hope to find, even down to sleeping in 
long-sleeved cotton nightgowns (unlike original Gilda’s tendency to wear men’s 
clothing). 
 The first two activities the reader encounters Gran doing are reading a Danielle 
Steele romance before she goes to sleep, and then hanging out the laundry, because “Gran 
used the dryer in a pinch, but she really liked hanging the wet clothes out in the sun.”
779
 
Immediately after, we learn that for lunch, Gran is “fixing country-fried steak and sweet 
potatoes and green beans she put up last year.”
780
 In her analysis of domestic labor, Lise 
Vogel writes that “a variety of daily activities restore the energies of direct producers and 
enable them to return to work.”
781
 Tronto’s discussion of care suggests that men are 
exempted from performing these daily activities, which she defines as “caring 
responsibilities,” “because of two other forms of contributions they make to society,” 
labeling these as “protection” and “production.”
782
 As I have done, Tronto draws on 
Young’s discussion of protection to help illustrate some of its potential for abuse and 
domination. “Production,” as Tronto describes it, is “domesticity,” wherein “men [care] 
by providing a paycheck…and women attend to home and children.”
783
 To some extent, 
Sookie fulfills the “production” role in her relationship with her grandmother. Gran’s 
“own income is not much more than social security [sic],” which is why Sookie chooses 
not to “get an apartment.” As long as she lives with Gran, she can provide groceries, but 
if she “buy[s] groceries and bring[s] them to her house and leave[s] them on her table and 
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go[es] home to [her] house, that’s charity and that makes her mad.”
784
 The text presents 
caring responsibilities as a series of charades to save the pride of those who must accept 
care, reflecting Tronto’s assertion: “Care conjures an association with the private, the 
emotional, and the needy; thus a concern about care is a sign of weakness.”
785
 Gran’s 
refusal to accept “charity” is a refusal to accept weakness. Sookie lives with Gran to help 
support Gran, but never directly says so to her grandmother; as Tronto points out, 
“‘taking care of’ is more associated with…men than women,” so Gran and Sookie are 
able to accept Sookie in that role only by not discussing it.
786
 Gran’s “traditional” nature 
and Sookie’s position as the provider contest gender roles somewhat, but the impact of 
this is significantly weakened by the fact that Gran cannot accept Sookie as the provider. 
 The centrality of the institutions of family and motherhood to women’s condition 
is Betty Friedan’s “problem with no name,” what she describes as the “mystique of 
feminine fulfillment” in her argument that this “became the cherished and self-
perpetuating core of contemporary American culture.”
787
 Friedan’s focus is on (white, 
middle-class) “suburban housewives,”
788
 preventing her discussion from making visible 
the ways in which family not only depends upon particular constructions of gender, but 
also upon constructions of race and class. Harris’s novel similarly recreates a narrative of 
white, small-town/suburban motherhood in Gran. In fact, the mystique of feminine 
fulfillment is a perfect description of Gran. Like Friedan’s housewives, who “bake their 
own bread,”
789
 and do “everything women are supposed to do—hobbies, gardening, 
pickling, canning, being very social with…neighbors, joining committees…” Gran’s 
entire life consists of cooking, cleaning, and socialization with other women.  
 Unlike Friedan’s housewives, however, Gran seems to be thrilled with her life. As 
Douglas writes, “According to enlightened sexism, women today have a choice between 
feminism and antifeminism, and they just naturally and happily choose the 
latter…Indeed, enlightened sexism is meant to make patriarchy pleasurable for 
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 and for Gran, it is. When a visit from Bill is planned, Gran rents a carpet 
cleaner and responds to Sookie’s objections with, “I’m not doing it for him…I’m doing it 
for me, so I can feel proud.”
791
 Just before Bill visits, Gran urges Sookie to change her 
clothes, and Sookie “wore a dress, since…Gran would have a fit if [she] didn’t.”
792
 Gran 
takes up asking Bill questions, including asking where “his people” are from, which 
Sookie interprets as Gran assuming that Bill is her date, something that Sookie herself is 
unsure of. Gran’s femininity is a particular form of white, heteronormative, Southern 
femininity, in contrast to the femininities shown in The Gilda Stories; these include the 
Girl’s biological mother and the original Gilda, neither of whom has the luxury of 
reading romances or traditionally feminine attire. 
 Meanwhile, Jason plays out his role as a masculine “child,” as when, post-lunch, 
he “look[s] at his watch and exclaim[s] that he had to leave just when it was time to do 
the dishes.”
793
 Jason gets what Tronto refers to as an “irresponsibility pass,” presumably 
solely because he is male, while Sookie fulfills the role of provider for her grandmother, 
the homemaker. Lest this suggest that Sookie is less feminine, however, Gran’s frequent 
mild censure or requests that Sookie behave like a lady make it clear that despite her 
adoption of the production role, Sookie remains feminine and heteronormative. Creating 
a family, in the world of Harris’s text, is reserved for heterosexual couples or blood 
relatives only; even nonromantic family relationships tend to have a man and a woman, 
as with the Bellefleurs, a brother and sister who live together. Sookie and Gran are the 
exceptions. However, only a short way into Sookie’s story, a matter of days after she 
meets Bill the Vampire, Gran is violently murdered, presumably by the same person who 
has been murdering women who had sex with vampires; both Sookie and Bill conclude 
that the killer was after Sookie but killed Gran because Sookie was away from home. 
Sookie explains to Jason, “I figure someone came to kill me like they killed [the others], 
but Gran was here instead.”
794
 Not only was Sookie inadequate as a protector, but her 
relationship with Bill is the cause of her grandmother’s death, suggesting that Sookie’s 
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adoption of a more adult relationship—that her nontraditional care relationship with her 
grandmother is supplanted by her heteronormative relationship with Bill. One of the 
funeral attendees points out that Sookie and her brother are now alone, saying, “[It] made 
me remember your mother and father…” as she reminds Sookie that she no longer has 
even a surrogate mother in the form of her grandmother. 
795
Jason, Sookie’s brother, is 
angry at her because their grandmother left her the house, so Sookie has no comfort from 
family. This ends Sookie’s experience with being mothered.  
 Instead, she receives comfort from Bill in a scene replete with care references. He 
combs her hair after she has spent a stressful day sorting her grandmother’s possessions; 
he explains, “When my mother was busy, she’d have me work on [my sister] Sarah’s 
hair.”
796
 Sookie “[sits] with [her] eyes closed, gradually becoming tranquil.”
797
 After he 
finishes combing Sookie’s hair, Bill “lifted [her] as easily as [she’d] rotate an infant,” 
putting her on his lap facing him, and they begin to kiss. As “[her] hands began to rub his 
arms helplessly,” Sookie “thought of a pan of caramels [her] grandmother had put on the 
stove for a candy recipe, and [she] thought of the melted, warm sweet goldenness of 
them,”
798
 just before Bill carries her into her “grandmother’s former room.”
799
 They have 
sexual intercourse—Sookie’s first time—in her grandmother’s bed, indicating that the 
care she receives from Bill is clearly a prelude to intercourse. This suggest that Sookie’s 
hopes for receiving care after the loss of her grandmother lie in the context of 
heterosexual relationships, and, even more, that having lost her mother-figure, Sookie 
must now take up that role herself. After intercourse with Bill, Sookie “hardly 
[recognizes]” her own voice when she asks him to tell her what to do, and the next day, 
she “feel[s] powerful,” a “totally new feeling for” her.
800
 
 The topic of mothering comes up, again in connection to sex, when Sookie and 
Bill are lying in bed and she tells him that she had a “funny uncle,” “an adult male 
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relative who molests his…the children in the family.”
801
 Bill responds by gently touching 
her shoulder. 
“You told your mama? She did nothing?” 
“No. She thought I was dirty-minded, or that I’d found some book at the library 
that taught me something she didn’t feel I was ready to know…Mother didn’t 
believe me.” 
Sookie goes on to explain that after her parents died and she was living with her 
grandmother: 
“The first time Uncle Bartlett came to her house I hid. When she found me and 
asked me why, I told her. And she believed me.” I felt the relief of that day all 
over again, the beautiful sound of my grandmother’s voice promising that I’d 
never have to see her brother again, that he would never come to the house…She 
had cut off her own brother to protect me.
802
 
Rich discusses the mother who “represents the culture of domesticity, of male-
centeredness, of conventional expectations,” positioning that mother in opposition to the 
“counter-mother,” who might be “an athletics teacher who exemplifies strength and pride 
in her body, a freer way of being in the world; or an unmarried woman professor…who 
represents the choice of a vigorous work life,”
803
 neither of whom really appears in 
Sookie’s life. Gran is the mother who represents the culture of domesticity and 
conventional expectations—but for Sookie, that conventionality is also the location of her 
safety.  
 Conventional motherhood is the only genuinely safe location in her world, an idea 
reinforced when, in an exchange with Arlene, her coworker at the bar about whether Bill 
will be there while Sookie babysits, Arlene tells Sookie, “Honey, I love you. But you 
can’t understand, you’re not a mother. I can’t leave my kids with a vampire, I just 
can’t.”
804
 Mothering is of critical importance for children’s safety, and domesticity is a 
private matter; Gran would have difficult living on her Social Security check alone, but 
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Sookie is there to help—the possibility of community or societal assistance is 
nonexistent, both then and in Sookie’s lack of care from her mother. That lack is 
detrimental to her until the void is filled by Gran, who dies because of Sookie. 
Additionally, Arlene’s concern for her children pushes her away from Sookie, while 
Gran’s concern for Sookie pushes her away from her own brother; the protective aspect 
of motherhood is presented as a wedge of division, reinforcing both the private nature of 




Mothering in Minion 
 The story of Damali Richards begins with her mother, Sarah, infuriated by what 
she perceives as her husband’s cheating; in part, her fury rests upon her husband’s 
violation of their house, “A home designed for a minister, his wife, and children, across 
the street from hallowed ground.”
805
 This violation is attributed to what seems to be his 
affair with another man. In the end, it becomes clear via Carlos’s interaction with other 
vampires that Damali’s father was not voluntarily engaging in a homosexual relationship, 
but rather, that in his attempt to destroy a vampire, he fell victim to the vampire. Despite 
this, when he hears Sarah’s struggle with the vampire, his love is stronger than his 
master’s call and he defends her. Nuit kills him; “The woman, realizing what she was 
about to turn into herself, committed suicide with a prayer on her lips and love in her 
heart for her infant child.”
806
 As with McCormick’s “supermothers,” Sarah lives out the 
“sacrificial ideal of motherhood,” literally dying for her daughter.
807
 
 Meanwhile, Marlene, then a teenager, has had Damali left with her; Marlene is 
“unmarried and secretly pregnant”; desperately worried about how she will care for a 
child, Marlene has “done the unthinkable” with the “tiny little baby left in her charge” by 
“[giving] her away to people whom she thought could care for the infant better than she.” 
The novel opens with Marlene, 15 years later, trying to “make it right.” She and her 
partner Shabazz are in a club, trying to find Damali: 
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His very male logic about putting the past behind her was reasonable, but it didn’t 
change the fact that she’d made a horrible error in judgment—choosing her own 
biological child over the one fate had offered her. Then, as if by some form of 
cruel cosmic justice, her own child had been killed. Now both baby girls were 
lost. 
Marlene is determined to “find the girl or die trying,”
808
 and she does succeed in finding 
Damali and bringing her home to be trained as Neteru. 
 From the beginning, Minion participates in a construction of heteronormative 
patriarchal society; Sarah’s outrage is both because her husband seems to be having an 
affair with a man and because he violated her home. In the text’s firs introduction to the 
adult Marlene, she is literally crazed with determination, and thinks that “If it hadn’t been 
for [Shabazz], she would have gone mad.” As they search the club, “his steady gaze 
transmits confidence,” and she thinks of him as “a king dressed in combat fatigues.” At 
the same time, she believes, “A man could never understand the magnitude of her burden. 
Not even one as understanding as Shabazz.”
809
 These claims all seem to subscribe to 
patriarchal gender roles: Marlene is emotional, while Shabazz is her sanity; Marlene has a 
terrible headache, and Shabazz wants to take her out of the club; Marlene has a burning 
mothering compulsion that Shabazz cannot understand. And yet, when he tries to take her 
out of the club, she gives “a warning for him not to intervene, which he grudgingly 
tolerated.”
810
 This contests the dominant cultural narrative, in which women always 
submit to the will of their men, and in addition to displaying mental will, Marlene also 
displays physical strength in her ability to disregard the “pain in her skull…so intense 
that she could barely keep from vomiting.”
811
 
 While this could be perceived as simply the strength of a mother on a mission, the 
next scene opens with Damali, age 20, in charge of a group of men as they fight 
vampires. She has “lightning reflexes” and barks out orders to her team.
812
 As a vampire 
dies, she looks down watching “the darkness rejection process,” in which the vampire 
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transforms back to a human, and thinks, “This was somebody’s child, someone’s brother, 
or cousin, or friend…somebody’s child had died.”
813
 Throughout, the emphasis in Minion 
is on the importance of family and community, directly contesting the individualistic 
focus of neoliberal discourse. Even Sarah, Damali’s mother, is surrounded by women 
from the church after she discovers her husband with the vampire; she has to escape from 
them to achieve her revenge, and her fleeing the community turns out to be disastrous. 
Damali thinks of the members of her team as her family and Marlene as “the group’s 
mom…it was about finally having a family—and she couldn’t bear the thought of a 
single member of that unit falling to the darkness.” At the same time, she thinks of 
Shabazz as “the group’s makeshift father, philosopher, voice of authority.”
814
 While 
racial roles are in flux—one of the team, Rider, Damali’s “personality twin,” is a “wild 
white boy from the Midwest,” while another is Hispanic, and the others are black—and 
gender roles do not fit those of dominant culture, Shabazz and Marlene reify patriarchal 
family ideals. 
 Damali is impatient with the constraints they put upon her because she is the 
Neteru, but a visit with her old friend reminds her, “This was why she had to do what she 
had do to…for every person who could still stand outside on a hot summer day and wax 
their car…the kids…all of [the moms] worried about their children when the sun went 
down.”
815
 Marlene explains to the team that Damali will soon “go into heat…It’s in her 
DNA.”
816
 Thus, while in her discussion of Banks’s novel, Brooks argues that Banks 
“[rewrites] and [revamps] history by focusing on black women’s bodies as sites of 
reality-changer power, and…characters occupy multiple positions…as both protector and 
protected,” this connection between Damali’s physical self and her power as Neteru also 
reflects the “association of black women with re-embodiment…of women of color with 
the body and therefore with animal passions…”
817
 Brooks goes on to say that “the growth 
of the personal self aids the political, for it is only when their characters come into their 
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own as women/sisters/daughters/wives/mothers/lovers…that they truly begin to aid the 
community at large.”
818
 As the first book of the Vampire Huntress series, Minion focuses 
on Damali coming of age, using “feminine energy that she needed to get in touch 
with.”
819
 It is, very literally, Damali’s body, her DNA, that frequently controls her. 
Although the scent she gives off to male vampires is a protection for her—so that they’ll 
hesitate as they decide whether to kill her immediately or rape her first—it is also 
something that Damali is wholly unable to control. Thus, Damali’s physicality, while it 
contests the presentation of black women as sexually unappealing and/or the presentation 
of black women’s bodies as sites of pain, at the same time joins in a discourse associating 
bodily powers with black women. 
 Before Marlene found her, Damali “made it to fifteen without incident…But 
she’d seen too many of her girls from ’round the old way get pregnant, die, or be hurt, or 
all of the above.” To avoid that, Damali “kept her cool,” and became “wary.”
820
 Here the 
text constructs a clear association and connection between pregnancy (motherhood) and 
pain or even death, an association that is continued as Damali gets closer to coming of 
age—a deeply significant moment for a Neteru, because she will either fully embrace her 
powers or lose them. The master vampires want to gang-rape Damali and impregnate her 
with a “daywalker,” a vampire who would be unafraid of the sun and whom they would 
take away from her to raise for their own benefit, echoing the history of slavery and black 
women’s reproduction being exploited for the benefit of white masters. However, in this 
case, Damali must consent in some way, and while this does not preclude obtaining her 
consent by trickery—the master vampires hope to have Carlos be the vessel for their 
rape, because Damali might choose to have intercourse with him—it does rewrite the 
narrative of black women’s powerlessness over their own reproductive capacity. At the 
same time, Damali’s chosen family, and particularly Marlene, are able to help protect her 
from the seduction attempts of the vampire/demon Fallon Nuit; again, this positions 
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Marlene as having far more power, in her role as mother and protector, than black women 
have historically had. 
 Brooks notes that “the portrayal of Black women is often as protectors, and as the 
strongblackwoman, but Banks uses vampire horror fiction to complicate this stereotype, 
never privileging one over the other.”
821
 In her role as Neteru, as Brooks notes, Damali is 
both protector and protected, just as Marlene in her role as othermother is strong yet often 
willing to concede authority to Shabazz. This positioning of female strength with 
masculine (but not total) authority contests the historical presentation of black women as 
“less ‘feminine’”
822
 in a life with “no social context for issues of privatized motherhood 
as a stay-at-home occupation.”
823
 Collins points out that “propertied White women and 
those of the emerging middle class were encouraged to aspire to the [cult of true 
womanhood],” while black women were assigned the role of the mammy or the Black 
matriarch, depicting them as “unfeminine.”
824
 Thus, Banks’s depiction of both Damali 
and Marlene as beautiful, sexual beings with strong moral compasses contests both 
presentations of black women—but at the same time, reinforces male supremacy while 
denying Damali full agency and control of her own body. In Minion, Damali is caught in 
a triple bind, one that Banks cannot resolve in the text; having Damali step further outside 
gender roles puts her at risk of abandoning the focus on Damali as an agentive sexual 
person and/or acquiescing to the dominant cultural narrative that black women cannot be 
feminine, but constraining Damali within patriarchal family and relationship structures 
makes it more difficult to wholly believe in her agency. Thus, the presentation of family 
in Banks’s text points to—although does not wholly support—an acceptance of 
patriarchal family roles. 
 However, the mothering relationship between Marlene and Damali both begins as 
and remains a relationship that, despite occasional conflicts, is not detrimental to either of 
them; rather, it strengthens and warms them both. Marlene is waiting for Damali to grow 
into her abilities, as she explains to the team: 
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Until she’s ready, she needs to be with us. Got it? After that, she can go where she 
pleases, sleep with whomever she wants. She’ll be able to protect herself. Until 
then, I will rip out the throat of any member of this team who sabotages my 
authority as her primary guardian again.
825
 
Marlene mothers ferociously—but with the full intention of abdicating her maternal 
authority when Damali achieves her “transition.” In the meantime, Damali respects and 
loves Marlene because they communicate openly and honestly; they are “on the same 
team.”
826
 Marlene’s primary concern in mothering Damali is regarding how Damali will 
interact with the world; as she says to Damali, “What can you build that is positive?”
827
 
Banks’s text allows Marlene, in her role as mother, to refuse participation in social 
(re)production. Despite the patriarchal structure of her community, it is nonetheless a 
group that, as Collins puts it, sees “the larger community as responsible for children and 
by giving othermothers and other nonparents ‘rights’ in child rearing, those African-
Americans who endorse these values challenge prevailing capitalist property 
relations,”
828
 rejecting their role as producers of “social capital,” or, to put it another way, 








 Gomez’s and Harris’s texts follow a similar path, because while they suggest 
possible alternative performances of care work and mothering, they still fundamentally 
accept care as a private matter, one that cannot be the responsibility of the larger society. 
The Gilda Stories could be described as flipping the paradigm of mothering in many 
ways, from the woman-centered community to the lesbian partnerships to the genuinely 
free choice of mothering, all while calling attention to its contestation of the racialization 
of motherhood in neoliberal discourse. Dead Until Dark engages in more minor 
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oppositional steps, but both texts end up reproducing neoliberal reality, because changing 
who has power does not, in and of itself, reconstruct the discourse. In The Gilda Stories, 
violence and capital remain the sources of power; the difference is that Gilda is able to 
gain access to those sources. Sookie temporarily possesses the power of capital and 
supports her grandmother with it, but violence—masculine violence—becomes in the end 
the only real power, as she learns when Gran is murdered. 
 The only care offered without the demand for reciprocation in both Harris’s and 
Gomez’s novels, whether implicit or explicit, is, literally, the love of a mother; in Gilda’s 
case, that of her own mother, and in Sookie’s, that of her grandmother. In the end, neither 
Gilda nor Sookie fully presents a way out of the strictures and constraints created by the 
ideology of motherhood. Neither believes that dependence is unnecessary, and they both 
highly value their own experiences of having been cared for. And yet, Sookie’s 
relationship with Bill results in a seemingly endless series of disturbances to Sookie’s 
life, including her grandmother’s death, and even her physical wellbeing. More, it is 
Sookie’s relationship with Bill that is directly responsible for the loss of her mother-
figure—Gran dies because of Sookie’s fascination with vampires, suggesting that 
mothering and romantic relationships are fundamentally incompatible. 
 Meanwhile, Gilda’s mother dies because she, a slave, must take care of a sick 
white woman. Ruddick’s account of maternal thinking distinguishes between the 
“ideology of motherhood” that “defines maternal work as a consuming identity requiring 
sacrifices of health, pleasure, and ambitions unnecessary for the well-being of 
children”
830
 and mothering, and in Harris’s text, Gran fulfills the ideology of 
motherhood, ultimately sacrificing her life for it. The Girl’s mother also sacrifices 
herself, albeit involuntarily. Unlike Sookie, the Girl continues to seek family, but her 
success in finding family fundamentally erases her previous self as she becomes Gilda, 
even to taking on the name. Both Gilda and Sookie end up taking over the roles of their 
mother figures. Although Gilda more literally does so, by changing her name and 
becoming Bird’s lover, Sookie sees herself as necessarily becoming more of an adult 
woman after Gran’s death, moving out of her bedroom with “kid’s furniture” and into her 
                                               







 This reinforces the idea that care exists only in the context of a 
mother/daughter relationship as part of the private sphere. 
 As early as 1869, John Stuart Mill describes the role of women as being “wholly 
under the rule of men, having no share at all in public concerns, and each in private being 
under the…obligation of obedience to the man with whom she has associated her 
destiny.”
832
 The public/private distinction is integral to the discussion of gender roles 
within the family as well as to how these normative roles currently buttress neoliberal 
ideology. Feminist theorists have repeatedly challenged normative distinctions between 
“public” and “private,” challenges that, as Ruth Gavison points out, “document the ways 
in which the real and pervasive differences between private and public affect the welfare 
of women in our society.”
833
 Collins states this more vehemently, arguing that “the 
public/private binary separating the family households from the paid labor market is 
fundamental in explaining U.S. gender ideology,” and also in explaining how 
racialization and gender are co-constructed within and by the institution of the family.
834
 
As established previously, neoliberal discourse rests upon the claim of individualism—
the idea that society is composed of a set of individuals, each of whom has an obligation 
only to herself.  
 Obligations to others exist only in the negative sense, i.e., one has an obligation 
not to infringe upon the rights or individualism of others. This is a fundamentally 
atomistic view of society and humanity, one that, as Tronto points out, Carol Gilligan’s 
work contested; Gilligan found that “men are usually ‘separate/objective’ in their 
self/Other perceptions” while “women more often view themselves in terms of a 
‘connected’ self.”
835
 As Tronto discusses, “the differences Gilligan found between men 
and women may also describe the differences between working and middle class, [as well 
as] white and ethnic minorities.”
836
 This is supported by Collins’s description of black 
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feminist thought as inherently collective,
837
 something that she attributes to the position 
of black women within society, rather than to biological difference (or gender role 
socialization). To analyze textual positioning within neoliberal discourse, then, it is 
necessary to consider whether it appears to subscribe to an individualistic concept of 
society or a collective/community concept that perceives humanity as interconnected. 
More than this, however, I argue that in neoliberal discourse, the public/private 
distinction also enforces the silencing of discussion about inequality, consigning concerns 
about the family to private matters unsuitable for public discussion. 
 Banks’s text has a fundamentally different perspective, in part because it 
participates in and opposes a different narrative—that of black women as insufficiently 
feminine and as inadequate mothers, the claim that “by not reflecting dominant gender 
ideology, Black families reproduced a Black cultural deviance that in turn fostered Black 
economic class disadvantage.”
838
 This positions the text as a response to and critique of 
that perspective, but, as Collins points out, a significant proportion of black cultural 
nationalist and Afrocentric responses opposed racial oppression by “[incorporating] 
dominant ideologies about…gender roles,” including “the notion of complementary 
gender roles as points of departure in constructing Black masculinity and Black 
femininity.”
839
 West offers further explanation of the acceptance of heteronormative 
patriarchal gender roles within black communities: “[Black] institutions put a premium 
on black survival in America. And black survival required accommodation with and 
acceptance from white America. Accommodation avoids any sustained association with 
the subversive and transgressive—be it communism or miscegenation.”
840
 From this 
perspective, acceptance of variability within gender roles in the black community is a 
subversive act (one in which Gomez deliberately engages) that may be perceived as a 
focus on racial and/or economic justice. Additionally, within the Afrocentric ideals 
Collins describes, “Black gays, Black lesbians, and Black women who embrace feminism 
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all become suspect, because each group…challenges the centrality of motherhood.”
841
 
The portrayal of women as filling the role of “revered Black mother…complements” the 
role of “the benevolent yet warriorlike father,” but “although equality and 
complementarity are related, they are not the same.”
842
 Thus, in its attempt to resist the 
negative portrayal of black women, Banks’s text becomes complicit with 
heteropatriarchal gender roles in its presentation of the family while simultaneously 
contesting neoliberal discourse’s commitment to individuality and privacy. 
 As Collins points out, two approaches have dominated interpretations of the 
consciousness of oppressed groups; one claims that subordinate groups identify with the 
powerful, while the other assumes that the oppressed are incapable of interpreting their 
own experience. Sookie Stackhouse represents an attempt to grapple with this. She does 
not want to identify with the powerful, and in fact often calls attention to patriarchal 
patterns, notably when in her first interaction with Bill, she thinks, “So he wasn’t thrilled 
about being rescued by a woman. Typical guy.”
843
 Sookie is not simply a stand-in for 
patriarchal ideals, and she greatly values her grandmother, rather than dismissing Gran’s 
work as unimportant because she doesn’t work outside the home. Despite this refusal to 
identify with the powerful, however, Sookie cannot find a path toward the collective 
identity that Collins proposes for black feminist thinkers; her options are limited by the 
narrative frame of neoliberal discourse. Gilda is similarly limited; Harris’s presentation of 
collective action and community within The Gilda Stories allows Gilda to reach a utopian 
ideal—but that ideal is not within the real world. Instead, Gilda and her vampire family 
form a community wholly separated from humanity. In their discussion of U.S. welfare 
reform, Schram, et al., argue that “neoliberal rationalities do not govern mentalities by 
imposing all-encompassing worldviews; they do so by organizing fields of 
practice…Neoliberal governance [restructures] the terrain that these actors must 
negotiate.”
844
 Although Harris’s and Banks’s novels contest gendered inequality in some 
ways, neither contests the system, and without recreating the terrain, Sookie and Gilda 
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are limited to negotiating the paths within the terms of neoliberal discourse. Giroux 
points out that neoliberal discourse has “no vocabulary for progressive social change, 
democratically inspired vision, or critical notions of social agency,”
845
 and that is what 
these texts make clear: Without making visible the structure of neoliberal discourse, the 
meanings they contest are only over what it means to engage in mothering within a 
neoliberal framework.  
 As long as the neoliberal paradigm is the overarching one, there is no possible 
resolution to this tension, because women must either reject the importance of care work 
or accept that it is a form of self-harm. Motherhood is a closed loop in these texts—the 
Girl becomes Gilda as Sookie becomes Gran—because there is no way out within the 
accepted terms of power in neoliberal discourse. I say this to condemn neither the novels 
or the characters, but to argue that both these texts display the influence and prevalence 
of neoliberalism as the dominant discourse, in which even fantasy characters cannot find 
their way out of their cages, reinforcing the implied claim that no woman can find a safe 
path. Only in Banks’s novel—constructed with a focus on the importance of community 
and connections to humanity, both within the team and within the larger human 
community—does the mother survive her daughter’s move into adulthood. Both Damali 
and Marlene seem to be in danger of succumbing to the authority and power of men, 
while heteronormativity is rigidly enforced, but what Banks’s text succeeds in is 
beginning to contest the framework of neoliberalism, rather than negotiating power 
within it. When Damali calls Marlene “Mom” for the first time in their relationship, it is 
during a conversation in which they are as yet unaware of Carlos’s vampirism; Marlene 
tells Damali that Carlos “is a community predator” who “wanted money and power, and 
wasn’t patient to figure out another way.”
846
 The exploitation and predation of vampires 
is simply an extension of a pre-existing aspect of neoliberal capitalism, which the text 
clearly points to as the problem. Here, power is about love and will, rather than about 
money and violence, and motherhood has a clear goal—independence within a connected 
community—and an end that is not merely a step within a doomed cycle. 
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 Within the realm of community, however, the public/private distinction again 
becomes crucial. Tronto quotes Kohlberg’s response to Gilligan’s critique of his theory 
of moral development, in which he presents two different forms of morality, defining the 
first as “‘the moral point of view’ [that] stresses attributes of impartiality, 
universalizability, and the effort and willingness to come to agreement or consensus with 
other human beings about what is right,” and the second as “captured by Gilligan’s focus 
upon the elements of caring and responsibility, most vividly evident in relations of 
special obligation to family and friends.”
847
 In other words, Tronto says, Kohlberg’s 
response is “a reaffirmation of moral boundaries along extremely traditional lines: the 
moral values identified with women are also identified with the private sphere, with the 
world of family and friends.”
848
 A more useful choice than “traditional” here might have 
been to say that Kohlberg’s response reaffirms the hegemonic, dominant discourse, that 
which has become neoliberal discourse. Taking Kohlberg’s claim to its conclusion makes 
it clear that from this standpoint, the only possible avenue toward social justice is 
equality under the law. As Schram, et al., detail, this stance supports neoliberal ideology: 
“Under neoliberalism, market roles have been elevated as the most essential civic roles; 
efforts to groom welfare recipients as job-ready workers have been recast as equivalent 
to—and necessary for—the production of subjects who can adequately fulfill caregiving 
obligations and civic responsibilities.”
849
 Thus, the separation between care and 
government widens into an irreconcilable difference; care is private and provided in the 
context of motherhood, while the state, rather than being responsible for the welfare of its 
citizens, instead makes them responsible for becoming more effective worker-citizens. 
Schram, et al., describe this as “neoliberal paternalism,”  
 In addition to the problem of privatizing care responsibilities, associating care so 
wholly with motherhood reinforces neoliberal ideology in other ways as well. Wall 
explicitly ties the two together, writing, “The expansion of children's needs and the 
development of the discourse of child-centered, intensive mothering occurred alongside, 
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and is tied up with, the rise of neoliberal political rationality.”
850
 Even as motherhood is 
increasingly presented as a free (but morally correct) choice rather than a duty, its 
requirements become more stringent; Wall’s research shows that from the 1980s to the 
2000s, “representations of mothers evidenced a declining emphasis on mothers’ and 
couples’ needs, increasing responsibilities for children, and an increasing emphasis on 
motherhood as the major source of satisfaction in women’s lives.”
851
 At the same time, as 
Schram, et al., discuss, “public aid has become more conditional and limited,”
852
 and 
welfare has been repositioned under the terms of a “business model,” with “for-profit 
contracting”
853
; one case manager said that welfare “is no longer a social service; it is a 
business…”
854
 As the state and dominant neoliberal discourse abdicate the responsibility 
of care, that responsibility is assigned to individuals, and, specifically, to motherhood, 
while the narrative that women choose motherhood because they want to strengthens, so 
that any opposition to the system is framed as unnatural or even as ungrateful. Wall’s 
analysis indicates the “common implication” that “while mothers may gain personal 
satisfaction from paid work, this satisfaction is secondary to the satisfaction that they gain  
from motherhood.”
855
 Like Gran, women engage in mothering because they want to, 
within the terms of neoliberal discourse. 
 The atomistic nuclear family is fundamentally necessary to neoliberalism. As 
Koshy points out, in the “revised model” of the family that neoliberalism presents, “the 
family is restructured around the intensive production of human capital.”
856
 The worker-
citizen requires someone to perform care work in the home, and aside from those in the 
upper economic echelons, few can afford to pay someone to do it. Vogel identifies “three 
kinds of processes that make up the reproduction of labor power,” including “a variety of 
daily activities [that] restore the energies of direct producers and enable them to return to 
work,” “[maintenance of] non-laboring members of subordinate classes,” and 
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“[renewing] the labor force by replacing members of the subordinate class” (i.e., literal 
reproductive labor).
857
 The “family” that the Girl becomes part of when original Gilda 
becomes her mother-figure contests this in some ways, as noted above, but at the same 
time, the members of that family are workers in a brothel—it is a family fundamentally 
constructed around the idea of work, and throughout the course of Harris’s text, 
mothering and care are always inherently private matters. Koshy describes the ideology 
of neoliberalism as one that values “entrepreneurship, which encompasses self-
sufficiency and independent initiative,” an approach that “legitimizes the state retreat 
from social provision.”
858
 Although these texts struggle with and refuse to accept the 
institution of motherhood as a “consuming identity,” their inability to step beyond the 
constraints of neoliberal discourse—or consciously identify those constraints to oppose 
them—reifies the presentation of motherhood as private, exculpating the state from any 
responsibility for providing care. 
 The sacrificial motherhood ideal of care is unsupportable long-term, both in the 
particular and in society; if motherhood does in fact require selflessness and ultimately 
sacrifice, this creates an inordinate burden upon those who mother—one that Sookie and 
Gilda can resolve only by becoming their own mothers. Despite the compulsory 
heterosexuality of Minion and its problematic patriarchal gender-role conformation, it 
presents a possible functional caregiving alternative, one that echoes Tronto’s use of care 
as a fundamental ethic that indicates “an understanding of the irreducibly relational 
nature of human existence,”
859
 thereby contesting the individualistic focus of neoliberal 
discourse. Additionally, because Tronto’s account of care requires the response of the 
object of care to accept and acknowledge the care received,
860
 an ethic of care helps to 
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ensure that the care provided is the care needed (rather than being a paternalistic or 
maternalistic determination from a position of power about the care required),
 861
 
 which Minion allows Damali to express directly to Marlene. Acknowledging that their 
strength lies in connections rather than exploitation allows both daughter and othermother 
to succeed in maintaining their lives, relationships, and identities, and points to a possible 
avenue for maintaining the intimacy of mothering as care work while positioning care 
work as integral to not just the family, but very literally the survival of the world.
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 The population of the U.S. had a higher proportion of “discouraged workers,” i.e., 
“persons not in the labour force who believe that there is no work available due to various 
reasons and who desire to work,”
862
 than any other country in 2012. We spend more on 
health care
863
; at the same time, the gap between the rich and the poor continues to 
widen,
864
 while U.S. citizens have a shorter life expectancy than most citizens of 
industrialized nations. Few people would argue that this reality fulfills the American 
Dream. Even politicians agree; in 2008, both John McCain’s and Barack Obama’s 
presidential campaigns pointed to the need for things to be different (“Reform, prosperity, 
and peace” was the McCain campaign’s motto, while Obama’s slogan was “Change we 
can believe in”
865
). In August 2013, only 22% of Americans said that they are satisfied 
“with the way things are going in the United States.”
866
 For years, headlines from 
publications including Business Insider, Forbes, Salon, and The Wall Street Journal have 
been asking (or telling us), “What’s wrong with America?” 
 Any reasonable casual observer might conclude that the United States is currently 
in the midst of collapse, that things have gone terribly, horribly wrong. Yet, despite the 
sky-is-falling tone of news reporting, politicians’ speeches, and the general public’s 
attitude, the belief that current times are disastrous is anything but new. Susan Faludi 
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points to the “bulletin of despair…posted everywhere” in 1980s, including suggestions 
that women are “under ‘a profound crisis of confidence.’”
867
 Michelle Alexander notes 
that “whites reacted with panic and outrage” to “the gains of African Americans in the 
Reconstruction Era.”
868
 This is not meant to suggest that nothing new is happening or that 
there is no need for concern. 
 There is a great deal of cause for concern. 
 The increasing dominance of neoliberal discourse has had an overwhelming 
impact upon every aspect of public life, from media to politics to the university; yet, 
because of its ubiquity, becomes ever more difficult to identify and combat. Like Peggy 
McIntosh’s “invisible knapsack of white privilege,” it is “an embedded form which as a 
member of the dominant group one is taught not to see,”
869
 but because it is the discourse 
that nearly all of us must participate in to some extent, one need not be a member of the 
dominant group to have become socially adapted to this blindness.  
 The façade of academia is the Ivory Tower; the claim that has been leveled both 
in criticism and in praise of the academy is that it is above politics, outside real-world 
effects, and uninterested in (perhaps even incapable of) engaging with either. Edward 
Said points this out when he remarks upon the production of knowledge: “The 
determining impingement on most knowledge produced in the contemporary West (and 
here I speak mainly about the United States), is that it be nonpolitical, that is, scholarly, 
academic, impartial, above partisan or small-minded doctrinal belief.”
870
 Knowledge, so 
the claim goes, is objective and neutral, and a disinterested observer is better able to 
assess, judge, and critique a situation than one who is personally invested in the cause. 
 But being able to claim neutrality is dependent upon privilege. Williams defines 
the following features of legal theory: 
“Theoretical legal understanding” is characterized, in Anglo-American 
jurisprudence, by at least three features of thought and rhetoric: 
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(1) The hypostatization of exclusive categories and definitional polarities, 
the drawing of bright lines and clear taxonomies... 
(2) The existence of transcendent, acontextual, universal legal truths or 
pure procedures... 
(3) The existence of objective, “unmediated” voices by which those 
transcendent, universal truths find their expression.
871
 
These are not exclusive to the law or to legal theory. These are features of dominant 
American culture. Thus, in this line of thought, people who teach about dead white guys 
are teaching “the classics”; they are being objective. People who say that literature is not 
about politics are just focusing on the text; they are being objective. People who say that 
they are not creating a narrative are just telling the truth; they are being objective. 
 They are using their privilege. 
 People rarely—in fact, in my experience, never—suggest that perhaps the 
overwhelming majority of scholarship performed in the United States is wholly invalid 
because the majority of those performing it were unable to separate themselves from the 
circumstances of their lives as middle- to upper-class white male citizens. When George 
W. Bush told us that the “Patriot Act has not diminished American liberties,”
872
 no one 
suggested that perhaps, as the President of the United States and Commander of the 
Armed Forces, he was biased. Bias, it seems, is the province of those who disagree with 
the elite, or as Said puts it, “The adjective ‘political’ is used as a label to discredit any 
work for daring to violate the protocol of pretended suprapolitical objectivity.”
873
 Said 
goes on to suggest that “One can have no quarrel with such an ambition [of impartiality] 
in theory,” but notes that “in practice, the reality is much more problematic,” pointing 
out, “No one has ever devised a method for detaching the scholar from the circumstances 
of life…or from the mere activity of being a member of society.”
874
 Not only is it true 
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that there is no method of doing so, I suggest that the very desire to seek “objectivity” is 
inherently reflective of the lived reality of life in a hegemonic society. 
 This is and has been a political project, one that seeks to not only examine society 
but also to change it. 
 I am an American studies scholar, and almost from its inception, the field of 
American studies has been characterized by its self-reflexive nature, as evidenced by a 
consistent pattern of scholars querying the nature, purposes, and methodology of 
American studies. This line of questioning goes from Henry Nash Smith’s 1957 question 
of whether American studies can develop a method to Gene Wise’s 1979 examination of 
paradigm dramas in American studies to Kevin Gaines’s 2009 presidential address on 
“specters of race,” in which he stated that American studies “scholars provide a crucial 
corrective to the active denial of past and present realities of racial subordination.”
875
 At 
its inception, American studies methodology focused on essentialist myth-and-symbol 
attempts to define (and, by so defining, to dictate) the “American culture” that produced 
the “American character.” More recently, in its move toward critical examination of 
American culture, much of the self-reflexive American studies literature has focused on, 
as George Lipsitz put it, “[engaging] in dialogue with the complex and conflicted realities 
of American life and culture.”
876
 In 1979, Gene Wise attempted to help American studies 
scholars “understand [the movement of American Studies] as we would any other 
experience in America—that is, critically, in cultural and institutional context,”
877
 
arguing in the end that American studies as a field or a discipline is, at its best, a self-
reflexive examination into and critique of cultural practices. 
 Following this tradition of self-reflexiveness in American studies—one of the few 
traditions that can lead to revolutionary action—I argue that critical theory is essential to 
American studies scholars, particularly if we are to realize the unique potential of the 
field of American studies to engage in institutional critique and societal change. I 
subscribe to the critical theory stance articulated by Horkheimer and Adorno that 
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philosophy or theory is “an effort to resist suggestions, a determination to protect 
intellectual and actual freedom,”
878
 as any other approach to scholarship merely furthers 
hegemonic ideology. It is my intention to formulate a transformative theoretical 
approach. As part of American society, the institution of the university relies upon the 
institutions of nationalism, race, heterosexuality, and motherhood that shape all of 
society—and that are currently absorbed into and reworked by the discourse of 
neoliberalism. Another way to put this would be that education has been and still is used 
to indoctrinate people into accepting dominant discourses as “common sense,” because 
the “disinterested perspective” is in actuality the perspective of the dominant. Paulo 
Freire, often seen as the founder of critical pedagogy, writes, “‘Washing one's hands of 
the conflict between the powerful and the powerless means to side with the powerful, not 
to be neutral.”
879
 As I have argued throughout this project, inequality is part of American 
society; any scholarship, whether it be teaching or research, that does not address the 
centrality of inequality will inevitably further it. My theoretical approach is not one that 
simply describes and attempts to contextualize what-is, but, in so doing, actively 
endeavors to move toward what should-be. This means reexamining existing scholarship, 
looking for the areas in which voices have been silenced and ignored. 
 Duggan points out that a “sustainable opposition” to the corporatization—or 
neoliberalization—of the university “would need to connect culture, politics, and 
economics; identity politics and class politics; universalist rhetoric and particular issues 
and interests; intellectual and material resources.”
880
 Not only do I believe this to be 
crucial for society and integral to beginning to rework the public pedagogy of 
neoliberalism, it is at least in part a question of self-defense. The primary agenda of those 
attacking SUNY in the case Duggan describes: 
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Putting in place a tightly drawn conservative curriculum throughout SUNY and 
reducing the university to a training school that prepares workers for jobs the 
corporate sector tells us they need.
881
 
To put it bluntly: This is not a description of a university that has a place for the 
humanities in it. If, as scholars, we believe that our studies have value, then part of that 
value must be to share it. As scholars, we must not only critically engage with our own 
work and that of other scholars, but also help our students understand the value of such 
engagement and cultural critique. 
 This is, explicitly and unabashedly, a call for those of us in the academy to take 
up the challenge that Aronowitz and Giroux offer to fight against injustice, not only in 
our teaching, but also in our research and in our relationships with the institution of the 
university. Gould points out that Americans “do not possess a definitive idea of the 
contemporary university,”
882
 and that becomes ever more true as universities attempt to 
determine their mission, as programs and faculty in the humanities are cut due to budget 
considerations or crises. The American imagination paints education as uplifting, as 
having the potential to change the world, what Gould refers to as being “anchored in a 
sense of public duty, a concern for the common good.”
883
 This is, fundamentally, an 
argument for the necessary place of the humanities within the university: The humanities 
are necessary because it is the humanities and intersections among the humanities and 
social sciences that produce scholarship of critique. By foregrounding social justice and 
critical examination of our work, our places within the university, and the university 
itself, we are not stepping outside the purpose of university education; we are working 
toward fulfilling it. 
 Popular culture texts are valuable because these are often the ones that are most 
useful and certainly those most frequently consumed by the general public. As George 
Lipsitz says of his students, it often seems that people “[believe] deeply in their own 
powerlessness.”
884
 As he began to use popular culture texts in the classroom, Lipsitz 
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realized that “popular culture texts…[were] a sphere they saw as their own, a presentation 
of choices about the world that mattered to them” and in discussing these texts, “they 
brought forth the full passion and anger and hope that they repressed elsewhere.”
885
 Texts 
with widespread popularity, as so many of these literary vampire texts are, are well 
known by significant numbers of people outside the academy. Avoidance of these texts in 
scholarly endeavors lends credence to the neoliberal claim that consumption of mass 
culture texts is insignificant and that such texts can exist merely as entertainment, without 
ideological impact. More than that: It reinforces the heteropatriarchal ideology that what 
women do—whether they are reading or writing—does not matter. It reinforces the racist 
ideology that what black people write is only relevant if the topic is race—as though 
discussing texts by white authors means that race is irrelevant. 
 The disregard for mass-produced culture may be at least partially attributable to 
Adorno and Horkheimer’s utter denouncement of it in their not-at-all-subtly titled “The 
Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception.” Their argument, in what I would 
characterize as one of the most significant flaws at the base of critical theory, paints the 
consumer as a mindless automaton. Indeed, their very complaint about the way that 
instrumental reason objectifies persons and recreates them as having value only in what 
they consume is weakened by their perception of “the masses”; Adorno and Horkheimer 
dance dangerously near the verge of suggesting that it is not just possible, but probable, 
for the vast majority of persons to have irretrievably lost their autonomy and sentience. 
This theoretically-based dehumanization of the consumers of mass culture is elitist in 
ways reminiscent of Mills’ declaration that it is “better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a 
fool satisfied,”
886
 as Adorno and Horkheimer side with Mills in insisting that true art 
requires more discerning faculties than the masses possess.
887
 
 In the end, I argue for a rejection of Adorno and Horkheimer’s perception of the 
audience as passive consumers for the same reason that we must reject solipsism as a 
valid philosophical option worth exploring: Because if we accept it as true and valid, 
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where do we go from there? For anyone accepting Adorno and Horkheimer’s stance on 
the culture industry, all the world’s a market, and all the men and women merely buyers, 
bereft of thought and incapable of change. Note that I reject this not because it is, to say 
the least, a dismal option, but because it implies that we ourselves are moribund, mired in 
the same impossible-to-escape cycle as those we pretend to study. The other alternative is 
that academics are somehow able to lift themselves out of the muck to see the light, and 
as a matter of principle, I apply maximal skepticism to any seemingly theoretical insight 
that suggests those producing the theory are somehow able to transcend the limitations of 
all others in society. As de Certeau points out, theory does not provide us with its “own 
place from which it can reflect on the everyday.”
888
 Given the possibilities—irredeemable 
misery combined with intrinsically deluded research; assignation of virtuoso status to a 
select, self-appointed few; or a dominant discourse of privilege and oppression with 
active critique that varies in efficacy but are responsible for social change—door number 
three seems not only most appealing and most pragmatic, but also most likely. 
 The vast majority of students entering the university today are immersed in and 
deeply familiar with mass culture. Critical analysis of pop culture texts is an absolutely 
fundamental skill, and introducing critical analysis provides a means for understanding 
how privilege is normalized. Giroux argues that popular or mass media plays the most 
significant role in creating and defining neoliberal discourse: 
As a powerful form of public pedagogy, the dominant media set the agenda for 
what information is included or excluded; they provide the narratives for 
understanding the past and present; they distinguish between high- and low-status 
knowledge; they offer modes of identity, legitimate particular values, and have 
the power to deeply influence how people define the future…media culture has 
become the most important educational force in creating citizens and social agents 
capable of putting existing institutions into question and making democracy 
work—or doing just the opposite. 
889
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Creating an academic environment in which faculty, students, and public engage in 
collaborative cultural critique may be the first step toward changing the dominant 
discourse to make privilege more visible—and in beginning a public pedagogy project to 
counter neoliberal discourse. 
 In the discourse of neoliberalism, it becomes difficult to address issues of 
inequality without continuing to use the paradigms implicit in that discourse. It is no 
coincidence that L.A. Banks’s Minion provides a more thorough damning of economic 
inequality and capitalist exploitation than Charlaine Harris’s Southern Vampire Mysteries 
or Jewelle Gomez’s The Gilda Stories. Helford points out, “texts reveal an important 
relationship between cultural capital (via fame and economic privilege) and optimism,”
890
 
and suggests that this is why Gilda “yields to the strategy of hiding out rather than 
banding together with a larger political community.”
891
 In a different piece, Helford 
suggests that white women writers tend to be more optimistic about the likelihood of 
social change than women of color.
892
 Banks was, as noted in the introduction to this 
project, the director of an economic development agency, and was a single mother facing 
economic hardship—not a position in which she could have the privilege of disregarding 
the impact of consumer capitalism on individual lives. 
 As long as academics critique only those texts that are seen as “literary,” as 
“artistic,” then academic critique will continue to give voice only to the privileged—and 
to recreate that privilege in critique. This shows over and over again, as privilege is 
recreated as “oppression” or “reverse racism” or even “class war” with its attendant 
implication that it is the obligation of those who have been shoved to the bottom to stay 
there with their mouths shut. All axes of identity are yanked under the wavering banner 
of intersectionality so that gender and race and sexual orientation are perceived to be in 
the same realm as class, obscuring the absolutely crucial fact that all of these institutions 
interact to perpetuate economic inequality. These institutions create class—and this 
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analysis has been an effort to demonstrate the ways in which they do so. This project is 
not an indictment of women’s popular culture, of paranormal romance novels, or even of 
vampire texts; rather, it is an attempt to read against the grain, to provide an approach to 
reading that lays bare some of the mechanisms by which our agreement to hegemony is 
purchased. 
 I ask you to consider the words that Carol Hanisch wrote in 1969, in the essay 
whose title became the rallying cry of the Second Wave Women’s Movement: 
It is at this point a political action to tell it like it is, to say what I really 
believe…instead of what I’ve been told to say…[Personal] problems are political 
problems. There are no personal solutions at this time. There is only collective 
action for a collective solution.
893
 
My goal in this project has been to suggest a possible path toward a collective solution to 
the academic problem of literary critique, as well as to the social problem of structural 
inequality.
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